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produce our first ever Top 10 list (see
page 76). Simon and Sam have, as
always, gifted you with solid features
and reviews which make this magazine
such a classic, and as for me? Well, I’ve
drawn some shapes, picked some
colours and stuffed some envelopes
with magazines. Dirty work, but
someone has to do it!


Anyway, I hope you enjoy this issue as
much as we’ve enjoyed making it. If
you’re joining us for the first time, then
we thank you and we hope you stick
around to see what’s next. If you’re a
Sega Mania veteran, then thanks for
sticking by us! There’s plenty more
where this came from!


See you next time.


Tim


Whether you’re into creating books,
films or magazines, there’s always an
easy out if you want to stop. And that’s
to produce three and no more. A trilogy
is nice and neat, and a good place to
draw a line under everything and move
on. However, once you progress into
Phantom Menace territory, it’s a whole
different ball game, a commitment to
something so much bigger.


As I sit and write this, I am about three
days away from sending this very issue
to be printed which, when complete,
will push us beyond the opportunity to
lean on the magic number and call it a
day.


You may think, dear Maniac, that I am
somehow signalling that this is all a
huge mistake and I want it to stop,
however that could not be further from
the truth.


Am I tired? Absolutely. Completing
Issue 4 has been a huge task. Not just for
me but for all of us. Expanding to 84
pages, coupled with the Issue 3
shipping fiasco, and served with a
dollop of Christmas has been extremely
stressful and sometimes it has been
hard to see the light at the end of the
tunnel. However, all this stress has now
melted away, when I think about how
proud I am ofwhat we’ve accomplished.


Not only have we tried to improve our
design, to make sure the magazine is
worthy of the glorious cover provided
by the legendary Duncan Gutteridge
(see our interview with him on page 16).
We’ve also been collaboratingwith each
other more closely, in an effort to make
sure our content is finely tuned. As a
result, we have cleaner pages, more
accurate spelling and grammar, and, of
course, some new features to boot.


Alex has come out swinging with his
new reader challenges (see page 74) and
has also worked with Rob and Steve to
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So what exactly is on that cover CD and why?


Because we’re so unbelievably awesome, we’re giving one lucky reader the chance to win a Sega Mega Drive console.
Complete with region-free switch, Japanese cart mod, 50/60hz selector, controller and power supply.


Getting your hands on it however isn’t going to be easy…time to start writing. We really want to have a letters
page but nobody ever sends anything in…well hopefully that’s about to change.


In order to be in with a chance of winning this Sega Mega Drive MK1, we want you to send us a letter. No email, no
WhatsApp, an actual letter. Use Word and print it if you must but unless it comes through our letterbox it doesn’t


count.


What you write is entirely up to you, make us laugh or make us cry, heck even send us a drawing. The winner will be
drawn at random and the best letters will make it into the next issue.


Details of where to send your letter as well as the terms and conditions are at the bottom of this page!


Compe��on terms and condi�ons:


Console comes unboxed with a professionally installed region switch and a modified cartridge slot for the use of Japanese cartridges. Although
the compe��on is open to all of the regions we ship the magazine to, the console is a UK PAL region model and will be shipping with a standard
UK 240v power supply. Arrangements will need to be made by the recipient in order to use the console in their na�ve territory and Sega Mania


accepts no responsibility of any damage incurred due to improper use.


Please send all le�ers to Sega Mania Magazine, Rockwells Farm, Crows Hill, Batcombe, Somerset, BA4 6BN United Kingdom


Only one entry per person allowed. Staff and family members of staff not eligible for entry. Entries will be drawn completely at random.


Closing Date: 15/03/2022 (that’s 15th March for all those in the USA who use dates backwards).
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TIM HUGALL SAM FORRESTER SIMON PIKE ROB KIRKUP ALEX ALDRIDGESTEPHEN ANDREWS
CURRENTLY PLAYING:


Ratchet & Clank: Rift Apart
(PS5)


CURRENTLY PLAYING
(RETRO):


Crisis Core (PSP)


FAVOURITE DUVET COVER:


Thunderbirds


CATCHPHRASE:


F*ck it, nobody will notice!


CURRENTLY PLAYING:


Pokemon Brilliant Diamond
(Switch)


CURRENTLY PLAYING
(RETRO):


Not Micro Machines (Spits)


FAVOURITE DUVET COVER:


Thunderbirds (oh snap!)


CATCHPHRASE:


No, you’re under the influence.
Of being a jerk!


CURRENTLY PLAYING:


Immortals: Fenyx Rising
(PS4)


CURRENTLY PLAYING
(RETRO):


Streets of Rage 2 (MD)


FAVOURITE DUVET COVER:


Superman stained with
green Warhammer Paint


CATCHPHRASE:


I’m hungry.


CURRENTLY PLAYING:


Guardians of the Galaxy
(PS5)


CURRENTLY PLAYING
(RETRO):


Final Fantasy IX (PS1)


FAVOURITE DUVET COVER:


He-Man and the Masters of
the Universe


CATCHPHRASE:


You know what ‘ol Jack
Burton always says at a time


like this?


CURRENTLY PLAYING:


Halo Infinite
(again - Xbox)


CURRENTLY PLAYING
(RETRO):


Bubble Bobble (Saturn)


FAVOURITE DUVET COVER:


Prison Issue


CATCHPHRASE:


Say what you see!


SEGA MANIA MAGAZINE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE FOLLOWING IDIOTS:


CURRENTLY PLAYING:


Inscryption
(PC)


CURRENTLY PLAYING
(RETRO):


Sonic & All-Stars Racing
Transformed (Xbox with


60FPS patch!!!)


FAVOURITE DUVET COVER:


Teenage Mutant..uh..Hero
Turtles


CATCHPHRASE:


Up and let’s go!


Sega Mania Magazine is an independent publication, designed and created in the UK, and owned by the legal entity Rockwells IT LTD. It is 100% unofficial and not authorised or endorsed by Sega Enterprises, their
subsidiaries, or any other company that features in the magazine. All of our opinions and views are our own. No part of this magazine may be copied or reproduced without explicit written permission from Sega Mania


Magazine. For our terms and conditions, enquiries, and more, please visit www.sega-mania.com


CONTENTS
FEATURES


CONTRIBUTORS


Page 8: 1993 - Simon takes us through the notable events of 1993.


Page 12: The News Zone - Rob and Tim take a look at some of the hot Sega news that was hitting the front pages this year.


Page 16: Duncan Gutteridge - Tim talks to the man who made this issue’s cover possible.


Page 22: Know Your Enemy - Simon opens up the hurt locker and finds out what other, less important companies were up to in ‘93.


Page 74: The GamesBastard - Alex puts on his knock-off Channel 4 headgear and challenges you to beat some tough scores for some awesome prizes!


Page 76: Sega Mania’s first (and hopefully last) Top 10 list - This issue it’s the most ridiculous Sega characters from 1990 to 1993.


Page 80: What’s on the box? - Sam and Tim take a look at iconic British TV shows that debuted this year.


Page 81: At the Movies - Mike is back again to review two major movie releases from 1993.


Page 82: You Cheating Bastard - Too pathetic to finish games without assistance? Well Rob is on hand to give you a…er…helping hand!


Page 25: Capcom Power Stick Fighter - Gaz Cormack waggles a brand new joystick to see if it’s good enough for Street Fighter II.


Page 73: OGDuffy - The YouTube crossover continues, with another comparison from the man with a pint glued to his hand.


Page 78: Collector’s Corner - This issue Sam goes through the keyhole to Mike Rouse’s house, to find out what’s worth stealing, and what isn’t.
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1993
1993, as you'll see throughout the
rest of this mag, was a killer year
for gaming, and it wasn't just Sega
who were flying high.
It seemed like everyone was cranking out classics. Technology in
general was moving along nicely, with a company called Intel
introducing the first Pentium microprocessor, and a web
browser named Mosaic making the internet easily accessible to
people without a tech background for the first time. Also, huge
strides were being made in the field of Computer-Generated
Imagery, as the mighty Jurassic Park was released in cinemas.
This piece of cinematic history represented a huge leap in the
application of CGI in film, and the effects still look great to this
day, which is more than can be said for many big-budget CGI
blockbusters that have come along since.


So yes, technology was marching on quickly back in 1993, and
the future was looking rosy. However, let's take amoment to look
at some of the other stuff that was going on in the fourth year of
the nineties.We'll start with news and world events, where things
weren't quite so optimistic...


The News
Our friends in the USA were having a tumultuous year, as was
newly inaugurated president Bill Clinton. TheWorld Trade Center
bombing, in which a truck exploded outside the famous towers


in February of '93, was a horrible precursor of things to come.
Further South, the infamous Waco Siege took place between
February and April, and saw the US government and military lay
siege to a compound in which cult leader David Koresh was
suspected of stockpiling illegal weapons. The siege ended with
a devastating fire.


Over here in the UK the economy grew by 0.2%, marking an end
to the recession. Also, Buckingham Palace was opened to the
public, allowing tourists to explore its magnificent rooms and
grand corridors for the first time. Elsewhere in the world, Canada
elected their first female prime minister with Kim Campbell
taking on the office, and Nelson Mandela and F.W. de Klerk were
awarded Nobel Peace Prizes for their efforts in ending apartheid
in South Africa.


Sport
In the sporting world Manchester United won the first ever
English Premier League title, while Arsenal won the '93 FA Cup
over Sheffield Wednesday in a replay after a 1 - 1 draw. In tennis
Pete Sampras and Steffi Graf were the champions at
Wimbledon. Also in tennis, Monica Seles was stabbed in the
back at a tournament in Germany. The culprit was an
unbalanced fan of Steffi Graf. In Formula 1 Alain Prost won the
world championship, driving for Williams-Renault. Interestingly,
Nigel Mansell won the IndyCar World Series over in America in
his first season. As you might expect, he was also named Rookie
of the Year.


Entertainment and Culture
In movies, the aforementioned Jurassic Park was the real heavy
hitter of 1993, being the highest grossing film by a long shot,
although the likes of Mrs. Doubtfire, The Fugitive and Schindler's
List also performed well in the box office. Also in 1993, Bob







Hoskins starred in an
inexplicably bonkers take on
Nintendo's iconic plumber with
Super Mario Bros. A few other
notable films from the year
include Falling Down, in which
Michael Douglas plays a man
driven to violent extremes,
Demolition Man, in which Sly
Stallone and Wesley Snipes are
thawed out in a future that
wasn't ready for them, and The
Nightmare Before Christmas, in
which Tim Burton married
Halloween and Christmas to
iconic effect.


Inmusic, number one singles in
the UK included the likes of “No
Limit” by 2 Unlimited, “All That
SheWants” by Ace of Base, and
the melodramatic rock epic


“I'd Do Anything for Love (But I Won't Do That)” by Meatloaf. Will
Smith was lighting up the music scene as the Fresh Prince,
teaming up with DJ Jazzy Jeff to release “Boom! Shake The
Room”, and Culture Beat released their hit “Mr. Vain”. Also, and I
realise that I have brought this guy up in three consecutive
issues now, but your 1993 Christmas Number One was a song
called “Mr. Blobby” by …well, it was byMr. Blobby.What can I say?
He's an icon.


Legs the Frog, Squealer the Pig and Chocolate the Moose were
among the original nine Beanie Babies that were launched in
1993. They didn't become a phenomenon overnight though, not
hitting peak popularity until 1995. One toy that did enjoy
popularity in 1993 was the Talkboy, a gadget that recorded audio
and then played it back. It was first seen in the movie Home
Alone 2: Lost in NewYork, and demand for the gadget proved to
be so strong that Hasbro started to manufacture it in real life.
Also in consumerism, QVC UK became the United Kingdom's
first Home Shopping channel.


Elsewhere in television, debuts of The Animals of FarthingWood
and Albert the 5th Musketeer were keeping kids happy, while
Shooting Stars was entertaining adults and older kids. Also,
Wallace &Gromit starred in TheWrong Trousers, which many still
view as the plasticine pair's magnum-opus to this day. On ITV,
GMTV, which stands for Good Morning Television, would start its
long run of entertaining and informing the masses on weekday
mornings. Eamonn Holmes and Fern Britton were among the
early presenters Strange But True? was fascinating the public
and giving them the willies in equal measure, thanks to its
dramatic recreations of real-life spooky stories.


Robert JamesWaller's love story The Bridges of Madison County
was the best-selling book of the year, but John Grisham and
Stephen King were still at it in '93 with The Firm and Delores
Claiborne respectively. Tom Clancy also released the book
Without Remorse. Now that's a familiar name to gamers.
Another book release that had eventual ramifications for
modern gamers was Andrzej Sapkowski's The Last Wish, which
was published in its native Poland in 1993, although it wouldn't
be published in English until 2007. If you don't know how this
relates to video games, well, The Last Wish starred a certain
Geralt of Rivia.


So, fromvelociraptors to witchers, 1993 was an important year for
popular culture, and a turbulent one for the world in general
after a comparatively quiet 1992. What would 1994 bring? Well,
the only possible way for you to find out is to wait until the next
issue.We'll see you there!


That’s right, subscriptions are back! They are three issue subscriptions as it
makes it easier for us to manage, but feel free to stack them if you want to


subscribe for longer.


For complicated reasons, we don’t send despatch notifications for
subscription issues but rest assured they will get to you (unless Whistl lose
them again). However, we will email you when your subscription lapses, so


you can renew if you wish!


We teased a podcast all the way back in Issue 1, but due to time constraints
it wasn’t possible. Now, with six of us onboard, and Alex having experience
in the world of broadcast audio (check out his other podcast “AWinner is


You”) we decided to lean on his talents and get it started.


Episode one was a roaring success and we were in the top fifteen
videogame podcasts in the UK only a few days after launch.We can’t thank


everyone enough for their support and positive feedback.


New episodes will appear every two weeks, so check us out on all the
major platforms. If you like what you hear, subscribing and leaving us a


review would be much appreciated.







SPLITTING
THE


DIFFERENCE
Since the beginning of Sega Mania Magazine,
back in the warm and sunny days of July 2021, a
question has hung over us like the Sword of
Damocles.


What happens to the magazine when we run out
of years to cover?


We always had a plan for this, we just didn’t
expect to be putting it into action quite so
soon…


As we moved into 1993 with this issue, it became apparent
very quickly that we were going to start running out of space
to cover all of the games we wanted to. Also, with some new
features and ideas from our larger team coming into play,
magazine space is becoming a rare commodity.


Sadly, it’s not as simple as just increasing the page count. Not
only does the cost of the magazine go up massively once we
breach 84 pages, but there’s the issue of time. Creating this
magazine takes a huge amount of effort and free evenings,
and we’ve hit a limit as to what we can commit to whilst still
getting our magazine to you on a regular basis.


So, here’s what we’re going to do.


Starting from Issue 5, we’re going to be splitting the years.
Sometimes it will be two issues per year, sometimes three or
in some cases just the one if it’s a particularly dull year (1997 is
certainly a candidate for that). We’ll still be sticking to our
chronological journey through the life of Sega, just dialling in
a little closer to the eras, to make sure that the maximum
number of games get their fair share of coverage.


As an example, Issue 5 will be 1994 part one, covering January
to June, and Issue 6 will cover July to December. We might


tweak this a little bit once we get to the planning phase but
for now that’s the idea.


The benefits to this strategy are twofold. Firstly, it gives us
breathing room to cover more games and try new features.
And secondly it massively increases the longevity of the
magazine. At some point we will run out of years to cover but
that will not be for a long long time. Additionally, there are still
plenty of other things we have in the secret vault to show you
which will carry us forward for years to come, but we wouldn’t
want to spoil the surprise now would we?


The one where all of the Issue 3’s went missing.


You should all have your copy of Issue 3 now, if not then please
drop us an email: missing@sega-mania.com. We can only
apologise for the absolute nightmare that this was and thank
you all for your patience. For those of you unaware as to what
happened: We used our normal courier to send all of the UK-
bound Issue 3 pre-orders as we had done with Issue 1 and
Issue 2. Somehow, the courier managed to lose 60% of them
and didn’t let us know until over a month later after stringing
us along saying everything was fine. It goes without saying
that this was massively disappointing and cost us an
enormous amount of time and money. We set up a
replacement programme and we hope by now that everyone
has what they ordered. It certainly took the shine off the apple
that was Issue 3, especially as this was the reveal of our very
first cover CD.


All hail the Podcast!


We’re pleased to announce the podcast we teased all the way
back in August last year is now up and running, and available
on all popular podcast platforms. We try to release a new
episode every two weeks, time permitting. The podcast is
graciously hosted by Alex and we talk about the magazine,
what we’ve been playing (both new and old) and then round







it off with a quiz. If you want a little extra mania to go with your
Sega then give us a listen.


Not exactly a full redesign…


We may have overcooked the news a little while back when
we said the magazine would be going through a complete
redesign. We thought about changing to a perfect bound
stitching but the thought of this issue looking different to our
first three just didn’t sit well with us, and would no doubt have
the collectors twitching a little. What we have done however,
is put extra effort into font choices, layout, spacing and colour
using everything we’ve learned so far as a guide.We hope that
you’ll find it a lot more readable andvisually interesting. Often,
it’s quite hard for us to see how something is really going to


look until it gets printed, by which point it’s too late to amend
it, but every issue we will take note of what worked and what
didn’t and keep improving. If anything in particular really irks
you, then don’t hesitate to get in touch and let us know and
we’ll see what we can do.


Anyway, that’s all the magazine news for this issue….on with
the show!


- The Sega Mania Team
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Ah yes, another issue whereby we pretend we’re really in the ‘90s despite not being very good at it.


public consciousness. The time has arrived to get VR into people’s
homes, and clearly Sega agree.


Sega hired design consultant firm IDEO to help with the design of
the headset, and what they created was a sleek looking headset
which contains sensors allowing the tracking of the user’s head
movement, stereo headphones, and two high-quality LCD displays.
No new controller would be needed, as any Mega Drive controller
would work alongside SegaVR.


We have just had the first look at the actual SegaVR kit at the winter
’93 Consumer Electronics Show, and I think it’s fair to say it
absolutely stole the show. MTV disc jockey Alan Hunter teased the
crowd, whipping the audience up into frenzy, as they waited for the
big reveal. Eventually, he slowly revealed his shiny helmet, and those
in attendance absolutely lapped it up.


The release date was revealed to be in time for Christmas in
America,with a European release next year, at a cost of $200 (around
£135). There would be four launch titles: Nuclear Rush,Matrix Runner,
Iron Hammer, and Outlaw Racing. The crowd got VERY excited at
news that a port ofVirtua Racing will be coming to Mega Drive, and
will be compatible with SegaVR.


Games industry folk in attendance were able to strap the Sega VR
on, and be the first to experience Mega Drive virtual reality, and I
think it’s fair to say they universally loved it, with retailers in
attendance ordering hundreds of thousands of units, ready for them
being on the shelves for this Christmas.


As I write this towards the end of 1993, the release of Sega VR is
coming any day now. I feel I can say this with absolute confidence -
there is no way whatsoever this is not going to be a phenomenal
success. These futuristic add-ons are going to fly off the shelf, and
are going to ensure Sega continue to be the console super power in
gaming, for decades to come.


SegaSonic the Hedgehog
It was only a matter of time before Sonic ended up in the arcade. Of
course, Sonic the Hedgehog is available via Sega’s MegaPlayJAMMA
system, but it’s nothing more than a time-limited, money grabbing
version of the original game.


SegaSonic is an entirely new game, designed specifically to take
advantage of the more powerful hardware the arcade can bring.


Developed by Sega AM3 with guidance from Sonic Team, the game
sees the introduction of two brand new characters. Mighty the
Armadillo and Ray the Squirrel. Spread over seven levels, one to
three players can guide the gang using a bespoke trackball (similar
to Marble Madness) in order to help them escape from Robotnik’s


Virtually a Reality: Sega VR
Coming Later This Year
Does your idea of fun include strapping on a ‘magic’ headset that
allows you to experience the wonders of being in another world, be
it battling aliens, driving a tank into war, or dodging pissed up
drunks looking for a head to smash in? Of course, you’re doing this
while stood in themiddle of your bedroom, alone, wearing a helmet
that looks like something out of Star Trek, waving your arms around
and ducking and dodging, all the while trying not to knock over your
He-Man figures, stack ofAce of Base cassette tapes, or step onMicro
Machines. Well, today is your lucky day as virtual reality is coming to
your Sega Mega Drive later in 1993! Rob takes a look at what all the
excitement is about.


First announced in 1991, SegaVR is a huge part of Sega’s plan to offer
add-ons to the Mega Drive, in order to stay one step ahead of
Nintendo,which has already seen the release of theMega-CD earlier
this year. This isn’t Sega’s first foray into the world of add-ons you
wear on your face, as back in 1987 they released the SegaScope,
which was a set of 3D glasses for the Master System which would
trick the brain into seeing 3D on your TV by opening and closing
shutters on the left and right eye, alternately, in rapid succession.
Eight games were released for it, which were mostly 3D versions of
existing favourites such as Out Run, but it never caught on and was
a huge flop.


However, virtual reality is a completely different beast, and
following the enormous buzz in 1991 around the launch ofVirtuality,
the first ever VR arcade game, and last year the release of the
Hollywood blockbuster movie, Lawnmower Man thrust VR into the







prison-like island. The controls are fluid and fast, and Sonic and his
pals move at a speed so far unseen in any of the home appearances.


Whatmakes SegaSonic the Hedgehog stand out is the use ofvisuals
and sound. Played from an isometric perspective, the use of colour
and large sprites almost make the game look like a high quality
cartoon, with a great use of shading on the characters in particular.
There’s also some excellent cutscenes and the occasional voiceover
which is totally unique for a Sonic the Hedgehog game.


At the time of writing, SegaSonic is in the top three most played
arcade games in Japan.


It’s very likelymaking bank for Sega as well. Having spent some time
with it I can tell you that it’s an incredibly difficult game to play and
swallows credits like there’s no tomorrow, but you’ll be more than
happy to spend themoney to see it through until the end. Let’s keep
our fingers crossed that we see a home port someday, quite how the
controls will work remains to be seen, but Sega are known for
releasing some odd peripherals for their home consoles.







GO RETR !
Is the new Retroid Pocket 2 Plus the best way to get your Sega on?


Having a young child and living in a 400-year-old house is
tough. No amount of baby gates and corner protectors
can save a toddler from the construction choices of a
builder who was nursing a hangover after too many
beers at one of Shakespeare’s after parties. My house is
a death trap.


In September 2020 my daughter was just learning to
walk, and I therefore found myself trapped in the only
safe room in the house for long stretches of time while
she practiced her newfound skill. Far away from my PC
and the big TV, gaming in the dull moments where she was
happily keeping herself occupied was something I
yearned for. But, having parted ways with my beloved
Sony Vita prior to her birth, I was sorely lacking options.
Not content with the touch screen experiences on my
phone, I started looking for a new device.


The Nintendo Switch was an instant no. As you may have
heard in episode one of our podcast, I hate the damn
thing. Sure, Ninty has some excellent first party titles
(Breath of the Wild excluded…come fight me) but having
borrowed one for six months, I just could not stand using
it. In my grossly unpopular opinion, it’s nothing more than
a cheap android tablet with a well-known logo on it,
dragged further down by a shoddy barebones OS and the
worst controllers I have ever laid my massive hands on.
I could probably have forgiven BOTW’s weapon durability
nonsense had my fingers not been broken every time I
tried to switch weapons. My opinions may be completely
misguided or wrong but it’s just not a console for me.


With the Switch firmly out of the picture and seeing as
none of the other big names have a foot in the handheld
race, I started to investigate the lesser-known brands
and I stumbled across two choices. The first was the
ANBERNIC RG351 and the second was a new device called


the Retroid Pocket 2 (RP2). It’s fair to say both devices
are targeting the same market; solid handheld emulation
for less than £100. Initially I was all set to buy to the RG351
just because I had heard of it before and it seemed to
have a healthy community around it, but the visual design
of the RP2 really spoke to me. Also, as an emulation
purist, the widescreen display of the RG351 seemed ill
fitting for its intended use to me and the fact that Go
Retroid had clearly chosen a display to better please the
target market drew me closer to it.


I ordered a yellow one and waited for it impatiently.


My first impression of the device when it arrived was
that it was incredibly well built. Featuring four face
buttons, four shoulder buttons, an okay but not great D-
Pad, a left analogue stick and a right eight-way nub slider
(a bit like the PSP’s slider but this one isn’t analogue) it’s
well laid out and is solid with no flex in the plastic. It looks
and feels way more expensive than it is.


Performance-wise, it emulates games up until the
Dreamcast relatively well but not without an enormous
amount of faff. Running Android 6.0, it’s a laggy
experience getting around the menus. Adding your own
games and the accompanying artwork with the aim of
making a pleasing experience, requires a good degree of
technical knowledge, and the patience to read through at
least three wikis. You may also need the guidance from a
few YouTube videos as well. It’s definitely a tinkerer’s
device. If I was ten years younger and not an IT
professional who spends forty hours a week tinkering
with things for a living I might love it, but these days I
want something that just works out of the box.
Nevertheless, after messing with it for days, and finally
getting a good launcher working as well as all my games
and artwork in place…I put it in a drawer and didn’t touch
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*This review is 100% independent and not affiliated with GoRetroid. Although I wish it were, I love free stuff!







NEXT ISSUEit again. Disappointingly, the reason for this was input lag.
Despite its specs being better than the RG351’s, the
original RP2 suffers from terrible input performance,
and when you’re ten rooms deep in Smash T.V. that just
won’t do. Less than a few months after I’d received it, I
had to sadly say bye bye to the Retroid Pocket 2, and
went back to staring at the wall whilst my daughter
played with some broken glass she found in an opening in
the wall.


That was until August 2021, when some very interesting
news began leaking from Go Retroid. The Retroid Pocket
2+ was coming. Not only was this to be a “new” console to
replace the original RP2, but in an interesting twist they
were planning to release an upgrade kit for owners of
the original. Like the fool that I am, I refused to wait for
reviews of the kit and instead pre-ordered it as soon as
I could in the hope that this would somehow resurrect my
dusty RP2 and un-waste my initial investment.


Let’s just say that ten minutes with a screwdriver has
never yielded such impressive results. The RP2+ is a very
good feat of engineering and software design. Opting for
just the upgrade kit so I could reuse my yellow case and
save on cost and materials, I received a new
motherboard, button membranes and D-Pad. I retained
my original screen and battery (although a touchscreen
is available, which I have ordered but it’s yet to arrive)
and everything else sans the shoulder buttons was
replaced by following their included guide.


The upgrade nets you a faster processor, more RAM,
more onboard storage, a fully analogue right stick
(although it’s still a slider nub), a much better D-Pad and
less spongy face buttons. There’s also a vibration motor
included as well.


The results of this upgrade are quite astounding. Now
running Android 9.0, the device is incredibly snappy, and
some real care and attention has been made to make the
device less intimidating to new users. Sure, you still must
source your own games, but the included launcher does
an excellent job of not only organising them for you and
sourcing artwork from a database over Wi-Fi. But it even
picks the most optimised emulators for you and when it
comes to emulators, the RP2+ is no slouch. Not only will it
run Dreamcast games at full speed, but it’ll also take a
fair punt at GameCube, PS2 and PSP as well, with the
latter performing incredibly well with some tweaks. As
an added bonus, the battery life has improved greatly
too, despite being the same one from the original
console. Gameplay time sits at around five to ten hours
with a standby time of over a week. The original RP2
could barely last a day on the same battery.


So, is it the perfect budget emulation handheld? No, not
quite. But it’s a strong contender in its new form. The
input lag I complained about is mostly gone but the
system still has a few quirks, mainly surrounding
emulator configuration and some weird omissions from
its nifty launcher (which are due to be fixed with an OTA
update but have yet to materialise). There are also some
build quality issues affecting prebuilt RP2+’s, meaning
upgraders like myself are coming out on top until these
problems are rectified. Lastly, it still requires a degree of
tinkering and technical knowledge. Give it to your nan so
she can play some Streets of Rage 2 fresh out of the box
and she’s going to likely opt for a crossword instead.
However, hand it to someone who likes to mess about
with file transfers and a bit of Android tweaking, and
they’ll have plenty of fun.


In conclusion however, we must not forget about the all-
important price. At under £100 it’s a steal if you just want
to play some Sonic 2 on the bus. I may have not liked the
RP2 very much but the RP2+ has been nowhere near a
drawer. It has become my go-to for gaming while my
daughter steps on rusty nails and falls down flights of
stairs. I can highly recommend it.


The ANBERNIC RG351, a worthy, if less powerful alternative to the Retroid Pocket 2+


My own Retroid Pocket 2+ running Sonic Adventure at full tilt!
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Tell us a little bit about the man behind the
masterpieces and how you got started as an artist.


My interest in art began at a really young age. All my
early birthday and Christmas presents would have an
art theme and my pocket money would be spent
buying the largest sketchbook I could find! I bought my
first airbrush (which formed the basis of my future
career) at the ripe old age of 17. I taught myself to use
this and never really looked back, (it was this technique
I was later find out, that led to my first commissions
from Sega).


After completing my degree in Illustration, I worked in
several different art based environments before
becoming freelance in 1985. My main strength has
always been portraiture and figure drawing/ painting in
a realistic manner, and this had been a mainstay of my
career, although I pride myself on my ability to adapt to
different projects and relish the opportunity of working
to varied briefs. Mywork has always been varied and has
come from a range of sources from local advertising
agencies (once thriving in the 90’s and sadly missing
now) and through artist agents and directly from
national companies.


Was your work for Sega the first time you had done
video game art or were you already involved in the
industry?


My first contact with Sega came through an agency in
Surrey who had seen my work promoted in an
illustration annual (a pay per page/ promotional
publication…another thing that has disappeared with
the advent of the internet and social media!). They had
the foresight to see how the airbrush style would be
suited to the creation of game related artwork even
though my portfolio contained no examples of this
genre.


The agency had been briefed to develop a new style of
artwork for Sega Europe that could be distinguished
from that of America and Japan.


Were you given complete creative freedom or was
there pressure from higher ups to convey a particular
message or style?


The Illustrations were developed from the original
‘turnaround’ guides provided by Sega and existing
artwork, which at that time was quite limited as Sonic 2
had only just come out. It was this that had the most
influence on the style. The whole purpose however was
to develop this new ‘house style’ for Sega Europe which
could be easily distinguished from that of Japan and
America. There was therefore a certain amount of
freedom in developing the characters in a new way. As
I indicated previously the Sonic 2 cover had only just
come out so this was the biggest influence on the style
especially as the first piece of artwork I was asked to
produce was a reworking of the image for the cover
piece of the 1993 calendar for Sega to distribute
primarily to retailers. Due to the airbrush technique and
the process of ‘masking out’ sections of the painting as
it progressed my illustrations had a bit more of a ‘hard-
edged’ feel to them.


A few months ago, Alex sent me a screencapture of some Sonic artwork he’d seen on
Instragram. It was a piece I’d not seen before but it had a familiarity about it I
couldn’t quite put my finger on. Between us we agreed it could make an excellent cover
for our 1993 edition of the magazine. Thankfully the artists’ name was present in the


picture so I set about on a quest to find out who they were.


After some super creepy Facebook stalking, I managed to get in touch with the creator of
the glorious artwork you now see on our front cover. After a brief exchange of messages
and ideas, the penny dropped and it became quickly apparent that I was talking to a


childhood hero who I’m ashamed to say that I’d never known by name…until now.


You’d be hard pushed to find a retro gamer on earth who doesn’t know or love Duncan
Gutteridge’s work, and I thought it was only right to catch up with the man himself to
get the low down on the iconic Sonic images you see across these pages, as well as what


else he’s been up to.







“ThE AgEnCy hAd bEeN BrIeFeD To dEvElOp a nEw sTyLe oF
aRtWoRk fOr sEgA EuRoPe, tHaT CoUlD Be dIsTiNgUiShEd
fRoM ThAt oF AmErIcA AnD JaPaN”







The US and EU presentations of Sonic are often very
differently stylised in box art and other mediums...was
this something that was briefed to you, or did it come
about organically?


There was certainly an element of artistic license too in
the way in which the illustrations were not wholly true to
the game (I think this is particularly visible in the
underwater scene where instead of drowning Sonic is on
his way to rescue Tails!). Therefore, the difference in styles
was a combination of the brief to create a new identity
and the organic nature of providing a wide range of
visuals initially and then the transfer to and refinement of
the airbrush process. As I had worked on character
drawing and artwork for a period of two years a house
style was established until the move to digital artwork
became the new trend in this field as well as other areas
of illustration.


Laterwork was commissioned directly from Sega and led
to other point of sale artwork including a poster design
for Sega’s ‘Jurassic Park’ game which allowed me to work
in a more ‘realistic way’.


Do you have a particular piece from that era that you
consider to be your favourite?


It is hard to label any single piece as my favourite. In
some ways the first piece I created (the re-working of the
Sonic 2 cover image) would be a contender as it set the
style for future artwork.


As an image in its own right, I have always had a soft spot
for the underwater scene. I produced illustrations for two
calendars, the first rendering of Knuckles for the cover of
Sonic 3, the cover of ‘triple trouble’ as well as a wide
range of point-of-sale artwork and limited-edition
packaging for game and machine combinations.


What's your favourite Sega box art?


I admire the box art that Boris created for Ecco the
Dolphin which was painted in an oil paint technique. I
was later asked to reproduce this in a different format for
packaging a game and machine (Mega Drive 2). I
suppose it would be wrong ofme too not to include that
Sonic 2 American cover created by Greg Martin as it
played a part in my original designs.


What else have you been up to in the “post Sega era”.


In recent years I have worked on a whole range of
artwork from advertising imagery, VHS (yes, I did sayVHS
covers!), point of sale artwork for Marks and Spencer,
book jackets for well-known authors, promotional
artwork for a James Bond film (Goldeneye). I have also
produced editorial illustration including two cover art
pieces for Punch magazine.


As my strength has always been realism, I spent a few
years producing TV and film related portraits for such
shows as Buffy the vampire slayer, Doctor Who and the
Lord of the Rings trilogy, which had a real cult following
at the time. My artwork was brought by collectors who
would get them signed by the actors. The popularity of
these allowed me to introduce my own fantasy- based
illustrations.


Most recently I had the opportunity to work for an
independent developer who gave me a brief to render
his characters in a ‘retro’ style inspired by my Sonic work.


As an artist are there any games out there, new, or old,
that you think represent the pinnacle of gaming
artwork?


Personally, I like the art from the ‘Final Fantasy’ series. I
admire the treatment of the characters in the cover art
and other promotional materials. There are a few other
artworks that I usually admire those which rely on a more
realistic approach. I also like the steampunk style of the
BioShock series. There is much scope for invention and
stylisation of the characters given the steampunk vibe
and sinister nature of the theme.


Are you a gamer and if so, what is your favourite game
of all time?


I am not a gamer myself although I can see the appeal, I
tend to escape in a world of drawing, painting, and
sculpture in any spare time I may have! My passion is, and
has always been, the creation of artwork in different
genre and techniques and these are constantly
changing as I find inspiration in different areas.







“It iS HaRd tO LaBeL AnY SiNgLe pIeCe aS My fAvOuRiTe…As aN ImAgE In iTs
oWn rIgHt, i hAvE AlWaYs hAd a sOfT SpOt fOr tHe uNdErWaTeR ScEnE”







You’ve been known to attendvarious shows and conventions. Is this something youwill continue to do once “the event”
calms down? If so when and where can our fans catch up with you next?


Over the last 25 years I have attended a huge number of conventions and shows such as Memorabilia (in the 90’s and for
which I illustrated thememorabilia girl who had a remarkable resemblance tomywife!), Collectomania and Comicon had
formed the mainstay of my income for a number of years. This has reduced in recent years as I have been teaching and
lecturing in Art and Design. The re-discovery of my Sonic art has led to invitations to conventions such as the Play-expo
events in several different venues where I have enjoyed giving talks about my time with Sega and demonstrating my
‘Sonic drawings’ to the attendees. I hope that this will resume soon as the current restrictions are lifted. I will welcome the
chance of sharing fond memories with others.


In recent years I have developed a range of prints ofmy artwork which are available in different
formats.


A3 and A4 size prints are available signed and I also produce limited edition prints in different
sizes using archival inks and papers.


At shows, character drawings have proved popular and these original signed drawings are
available on request.


Larger commissioned artworks are also available in different formats including full colour
airbrush illustrations the same size and style as my original Sega artworks. Prices vary according


to the scale, detail and medium so please feel free to ask about alternatives.


If you are interested in any of these please contact me through any of the following online:


Instagram: theillustratorsart or bluehedgehog_art
Etsy: theillustratorsart


Website: bluehedgehog-art.co.uk
Email: Duncan.Gutteridge@bluehedgehog-art.co.uk


I look forward to hearing from any Sonic fans! - Duncan


cOmMiSsIoNs & sIgNeD WoRk







“My pAsSiOn iS, aNd hAs aLwAyS BeEn, tHe cReAtIoN Of aRtWoRk iN
dIfFeReNt gEnReS AnD TeChNiQuEs aNd tHeSe aRe cOnStAnTlY ChAnGiNg
aS I FiNd iNsPiRaTiOn iN DiFfErEnT ArEaS.”
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PLUMBERS ON WHEELS


Super Mario Kart was actually released in the UK in December of
'92, but as we didn't cover it last issue, and the EU release wasn't
until January of '93, I'm gonna sneak it in here. Don't tell anyone,
okay? Anyway, Nintendo struck gold when they decided to
squash Mario's portly form into a go-kart, and Super Mario Kart
was an instant success that soared commercially and critically
with its addictive gameplay and exciting multiplayer. The game
was also very difficult at times, being famous for its cheating AI
and egregious rubber-banding. At least the Blue Shell power-up
didn't appear until Mario Kart 64 about three years later. That was
when the dark times really started...


SPACE CRITTERS


Not content with just stuffing plumbers into go-karts, Nintendo
spent a lot of '93 stuffing woodland creatures into cockpits. This
resulted in the birth of the Star Fox series, in which Nintendo used
the impressive hardware of the SNES to present ground-breaking
polygonal 3D graphics. Interestingly, Star Fox was known as
Starwing over here in Europe (not to mention Star Fox 64 being
known as Lylat Wars). This seems to be due to Nintendo wanting
to avoid a possible court case with a now-defunct German
company called StarVox. Maybe if StarVox had worked with
Nintendo, possibly even adopted Fox McCloud as their corporate
logo, theymight still be around today.


THE FPS FROM HELL


Here's one you might have heard of. In 1993 id Software
unleashed Doom for MS-DOS. This genre defining FPS enabled
players to explore a military base on Mars while gunning down
legions of demonic foes, ranging from the humble imp right up
to the iconic Cyberdemon. Doom changed the gaming world
forever, and for years afterwards many games released in the
genre were referred to as Doom-clones. The hero of the piece
was the grim-faced, outrageously bad-ass marine known as
DoomGuy. Somemodern, official sourcesmight try to convince
you that his name is The Doom Slayer. Reject these sources. He
is, and always will be, Doom Guy.


CORPORATE DYSTOPIA


Heavily inspired by the likes of Blade Runner, Bullfrog's
Syndicate was released in 1993 to the excitement of moody
cyberpunk fans the world over. This isometric, tactical treat
from the now-infamous Peter Molyneux was set in a future
wheremega-corporations rule society. The player is tasked with
taking charge of a squad of super-agents in an illegal war for
world domination, and opposing agents, cops and civilians are
all fair game. It would eventually appear on the Mega Drive and
Mega-CD in later years, but until then only MS-DOS and Amiga
owners could indulge in global corporate violence.







1993 was another massive year for
Sega, with classic after classic
rolling off of those busy
production lines. Upon looking at
the greater gaming world, though,
it would appear that Sega weren't
the only ones dropping everlasting
cornerstones of gaming culture, so
let's take a begrudging look at
what the competition were up to in
what was a really strong year for
gaming.


THE BIRTH OF GIANTS


A few upstart companies came to light in 1993, many of which
would go on to bigger and greater things. In California, David
Perry founded Shiny Entertainment Inc., which would be best
known for the Earthworm Jim games. Meanwhile, also in
California, Nvidia Corporation was formed. Best known for its
GeForce series of graphics processing units, Nvidia would go on
to have a huge influence on the gaming world. The same can be
said for Take-Two Interactive, founded by Ryan Brant in New
York City in September. These heavy hitters now own Rockstar
Games and 2K, meaning their combined portfolio includes the
likes of BioShock, Borderlands, Red Dead Redemption and
Grand Theft Auto. Heard of any of those?


RETURN TO THE MANSION


1993 is tentacle time for fans of the point 'n' click genre. Maniac
Mansion II: Day of the Tentacle follows three zany playable
characters as they attempt to stop a sentient tentacle's plans for
world domination. This involves time travelling and solving
wacky puzzles throughout various eras of history. The game was
praised for it's voice acting, humour, and cartoonish visuals,
although some critics said that the puzzles could become a little
bit nonsensical and rely on trial and error instead of logical
thinking. A common trait in the genre, most people didn't let
this get in the way of their enjoyment, and Day of the Tentacle
wormed andwrithed its way into the hearts of gamers the world
over.


We were ecstatic when LEGO expert, and super Sonic fan, Viv
Grannell’s idea for a blue hedgehog themed LEGO set (pictured
below), got approved for development after receiving a huge


number of votes from the community.


Sonic has appeared in LEGO form before, in a small LEGO:
Dimensions set, but not as a major build.


Unfortunately, what has been released by LEGO is less
impressive thanVivian’s original design, which drew upon Sonic
Mania as its primary theme. Instead, the LEGO team have
chosen to produce a Green Hill Zone Diorama, perhaps in an


effort to appeal to a wider audience.


It’s still a commendable set (aside fromRobotnik’s face, which is
pure nightmare fuel) and worth a look for only £59.99.







SPECIAL CHAMPION EDITION
What is there to write about Street Fighter II that hasn’t already
been committed to print over the last 30 years? Well not much, but
with it being arguably the biggest Mega Drive release of 1993 we’d
get angry letters if we simply left it out of the mag. So, it’s time to
roll up my sleeves, crack my knuckles, and get down and dirty in
the murky world of street fighting.


Widely regarded as one of the greatest, and most influential, games of
all time; Street Fighter II: TheWorldWarrior first appeared in arcades in
February of 1991. It is largely responsible for the huge popularisation of
the fighting genre, and drew people into arcades all over the planet.
For many who grew up in the ‘80s and ‘90s, Street Fighter II will have
been the first one-on-one fighting game they played. For me,
however my first stab at being a street fighter was with the previous
instalment in the series.


In around 1989, I remember choosing which game to play from a new
compilation cassette of fighting games my parents had given me for
my Sinclair ZX Spectrum +2. I chose to try a game, that I knew nothing
about, called Street Fighter. After listening to that iconic loading sound
for ten minutes, while coloured lines flashed all over the screen of my
14-inch TV I was thrown into the world of street fighting. I played as a
generic-looking ninja called Ryu in one-on-one fights against a series
of equally generic enemies. I remember enjoying it for a couple of
hours, but it was nothing special, so before long I was returning to
Chuckie Egg or Jimmy’s Soccer Manager.


Fast forward to the summer of ’91-, and 11-year-old Rob walks into the
arcades at Whitley Bay, on the northeast coast, only to spot a large,
excited crowd of people gathered around a new cabinet in the corner.


I walked over to see what the buzz was about. That was when I first set
eyes on Street Fighter II.


My initial thought was one of confusion “why is everyone so excited
about a sequel to a really bog-standard fighting game?” My confusion
soon gave way to awe, as I watched on open-mouthed. I saw fight
after fight, as the winner stayed on and the next potential champion in
the queue deposited their 10p and took their place before the, ever-
increasing crowd. The graphics were amongst the best I’d seen, the
characters were brilliantly designed, and each one unique and
immediately memorable. Some of the moves that we saw performed
drew audible gasps, and cheers, from the onlookers.


This fateful afternoon was my first exposure to a game, and a cast of
characters, that would become a borderline obsession for me in the
years to follow.


With the internet just a pipe dream, finding out how to do the moves
I’d seen executed so expertly in the arcade proved difficult. Moves
such as Chun Li’s Spinning Bird Kick, Guile’s Sonic Boom, E. Honda’s
Hundred Hand Slap, and, of course, the iconic Hadoken, utilised by
both Ryu and Ken. I would practise at the arcade for hours and hours,
and when I wasn’t playing myself, I was watching other players, asking
how they managed to do some of the moves, and then adding them
to a notebook that I’d started putting together.


In ’92 the Super Nintendo received an excellent port,much to the envy
of those of us firmly in the Sega camp. Our jealously didn’t last long
however, as news soon arrived that the Mega Drive would receive its
own version in the following year. I couldn’t believe it. I was going to be
able to play Street Fighter II at home asmuch as I wanted, and not only
that but it had extra features over the arcade game I knew so well,
most noticeably the four boss characters (Balrog, Vega, Sagat and M.
Bison) would be selectable, and two players could choose to be the
same character.


I wrote about my excitement for Christmas of ’93 in the previous issue
of Sega Mania. This involved six months of me poring over magazine
articles and reviews of Street Fighter II for the Mega Drive, as I
impatiently counted down the days to Santa coming. This culminated
in me ripping open the neatly wrapped present, my heart racing, and
FINALLY getting my hands on my very own copy of Street Fighter II. I
opened the box…and it was empty. This is where I pick up the tragic
tale.


Looking back, Street Fighter II: Special Champion Edition was a
ridiculously expensive game. It retailed at £59.99, which, allowing for
inflation is the equivalent of paying £136 in 2022 for a video game.
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There was no way to contact theVirgin Megastore in Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, where mymam had bought it, and the shops weren’t open until
the 27th, so it was a worrying couple of days. On the morning of the 27th


mymam and I boarded the X25 bus into town.We entered the packed
Virgin Megastore and queued up. When it was our turn, my mam
explained to a bored-looking guy behind the counter what had
happened. He said nothing, and looked, expressionless, at my mam,
then me, then back at my mam. There was a tense moment or two,
which seemed like forever. He turned away, rummaged around in a
drawer, and with a great big smile placed the missing cartridge into


my eager hands. I looked at it in disbelief, as if I was cradling the Holy
Grail itself. We got the bus home, and I willed the driver to go faster as
I couldn’t wait for my brother and I try out our new six-button control
pads, that Santa had also had his elves make for us, in our first bout on
Street Fighter II: Special Champion Edition.


It was everything I had hoped for and more, and as I play it now, 28
years on, it’s still honestly a phenomenal game, and one of the very
best the system has to offer. Yes, the voice samples are noticeably bad,
and you really do need to own a six-button pad to make the game
playable (with a three-button pad you need to press the start button
to switch between punches and kicks), but the positives outweigh
these minor niggles by a mile. The graphics are beautiful and are
faithful to the arcade original. The gameplay is tight, the controls are
perfect, making for some wonderfully balanced fights.


Go on, treat yourself. Fire up your Mega Drive, whack in Street Fighter
II, find yourself a friend, and kiss goodbye to hours, or even days, of
your life.


To coincide with the release of Street Fighter II
SCE on the Mega Drive, Capcom also released a
rather splendid fight s�ck with the aim of giving
you a bonafide arcade experience at home.
While nothing with truly replicate the
atmosphere or a dimly lit smoke filled arcade of
the early ‘90s, we can at least have part of the
arcade experience at home.


The Capcom Power S�ck Fighter is a clear
upgrade to most other arcade s�cks on the Mega
Drive, gone are the usual rubber membrane
bu�ons and s�ck which are commonplace of this
era, and instead you get a large well-spaced
mechanical switched bu�on and a modified
version of the venerable square gated Semitsu
LS-40 s�ck, a popular choice for 2D fighters in the
arcades. With extra features such as rapid fire
and slow-mo�on func�on, it has everything you
could want.


All the gear, no idea?


Of course, you could have a top of the range
snooker cue and it won’t make you play like the
whirlwind Jimmy White, likewise the CPS Fighter
won’t make you play like Daigo Umehara, but just
by virtue of its responsive movement and
precision inputs, you should be fluffing far less
dragon punches and fireballs than ever before
using this.


As it stands the CPS Fighter is quite simply the
dog’s bollocks of arcade s�cks for the Mega Drive
and indeed should you decide that ge�ng a
constant ass whooping off your bud on Street
Fighter II starts to wear a bit thin, the s�ck also
excels with any game, shoot-em-ups, beat-em-
ups…you name it, the CPS Fighter has you
covered.


- Gaz Cormack (Contributor)


To coincide with the release of Street
Fighter II SCE on the Mega Drive, Capcom
also released a rather splendid fight stick


with the aim of giving you a bonafide
arcade experience at home. While


nothing will truly replicate the
atmosphere of a dimly lit smoke filled


arcade of the early ‘90s, we can at least
have part of the arcade experience at


home.


The Capcom Power Stick Fighter is a clear
upgrade to most other arcade sticks on


the Mega Drive, gone are the usual rubber
membrane buttons and stick which are


commonplace of this era, and instead you
get a large well-spaced mechanical


switched button and a modified version
of the venerable square gated Semitsu


LS-40 stick, a popular choice for 2D
fighters in the arcades. With extra


features such as rapid fire and slow-
motion function, it has everything you


could want.


All the gear, no idea?
Of course, you could have a top of the


range snooker cue and it won’t make you
play like the whirlwind Jimmy White,


likewise the CPS Fighter won’t make you
play like Daigo Umehara, but just by


virtue of its responsive movement and
precision inputs, you should be fluffing


far less dragon punches and fireballs than
ever before using this.


As it stands the CPS Fighter is quite
simply the dog’s bollocks of arcade sticks
for the Mega Drive and indeed should you


decide that getting a constant ass
whooping off your bud on Street Fighter II


starts to wear a bit thin. The stick also
excels with any game, shoot-em-ups,
beat-em-ups…you name it, the CPS


Fighter has you covered.


Gaz Cormack (Contributor)







Balrog is an American boxer, and personal bodyguard to M. Bison.


Interestingly, three of the four bosses had their names rotated for release in


the West, as in Japan Balrog is called Mike Bison, but fearing legal action from


Mike Tyson (who the design of Balrog was clearly influenced by) they swapped


names around to ensure this didn’t happen.


Likes: Women and bourbon


Hates: Fish and maths


Known as Blanka, rather than his birth name of Jimmy, Blanka is a green-


skinned, orange-haired wildman who grew up in the Brazilian jungle. He is


capable of producing electricity which makes him a ferocious fighter, as well


as being handy in a power cut.


Likes: His mother Samantha


Hates: People who wear masks


Travelling from India to complete in the World Warrior Championships,


Dhalsim is a yoga master who can conjure fire, teleport, and is able to stretch


his limbs to ridiculous lengths, leading to his alias of “long-arms”.


Likes: Elephants


Hates: Violence


Famous for his trademark Sonic Boom move, and his magnificent hair, Guile is


a major in the United States Air Force. He is investigating the disappearance


of his friend Charlie.


Likes: John Wayne movies, and his hair


Hates: Wasting money on food, and Ken


Girl Power! Hailing from China, Chun Li was the first female fighter in the


Street Fighter series. By day, an Interpol officer determined to bring M. Bison


to justice for the murder of her father. By night, an expert martial artist


competing to be crowned the World Warrior.


Likes: Sweets


Hates: People who don’t get to the point quickly enough (she’ll hate this review


then)


Edmond Honda, affectionately known as Eddie, has dedicated his life to


Japanese sumo, single-mindedly aiming to be the greatest sumo wrestler ever.


Likes: Sandwiches


Hates: Chocolate-chip cookies.







Poor, poor Ken Masters. Forever living in the shadow of his friend and rival,


Ryu, he too is a martial arts expert from Japan with many of the same moves


as Ryu. He was also in the first Street Fighter game, but was only playable if


the game was played in two-player mode.


Likes: Spaghetti


Hates: Soap operas.


The final boss of Street Fighter II, M. Bison is a self-confessed dictator and


desires world domination at any cost.


Likes: ‘Psycho Power’ which powers many of his devastating moves


Hates: anyone who interferes with his plans


Ryu is the poster boy of the Street Fighter series and pride of Japan, having


been the main protagonist of the first game. He dedicates his life to martial


arts, to the point where he can produce actual fire balls from his


hands…“HADOKEN”.


Likes: All martial arts


Hates: Spiders


Sagat was the final boss in the first Street Fighter game, and has returned in the


sequel as the senior bodyguard to M. Bison. He is the Emperor of Muay Thai, a martial


art originating in Thailand that focuses on standing strikes with various limbs,


combined with clinching moves. It is widely regarded as one of the strongest martial


arts.


Likes: Tigers


Hates: The Shoryuken move used by Ken and Ryu


Vega is a narcissistic Spanish ninja, with claws fitted to his hands, and an


obsession with beauty. He acts as a bodyguard for M. Bison.


Likes: Himself


Hates: Ugly things and ugly people


Zangief is a crazy Russian strongman. He is happiest when he’s fighting, and


loves nothing more than Mother Russia.


Likes: Wrestling bears and drinking vodka


Hates: Bears that can’t wrestle properly, and beautiful women of marriageable


age







When askedwhy they favour retro games, fans of the older generation
will often cite the casual pick up and play nature of the more senior
console titles as one of the major reasons why. A lot of games these
days are designed to suck you in and incentivised to make you want
to spend hours in their universes, whether that’s through epic loot,
amazing gameplay or just a bloody good story. Titles like World of
Warcraft, Skyrim and Fallout can actually take up a good chunk of our
entire lives, let alone afternoons.


But even if you go back a few decades, there were plenty of longer
titles to really get your teeth into and Landstalker – The Treasures of
King Nole is one of them.


In a cleverly designed opening cinematic, we’re introduced to our
hero Nigel as he hops across dangerous terrain and battles enemies
on his way to his latest valuable find. It’s smart because it shows you
what you can expect from the game and how to overcome its
obstacles before thrusting you right into the main story.


You return to town and the old man who set you on your merry task
to be rewarded with 2,000 golds. But your moment of triumph is
disrupted by a pixie named Friday, who, in exchange for helping her
escape her captors, will help you find the fabled treasure the game is


named after. Using all your money you pay for a massive bird to drop
you in the general area and your adventure begins.


The scale of Landstalker is very impressive, I found my way through a
labyrinthian cave but fell down a waterfall and awoke in a village full
of adorable bear people who rescued me. I had a choice of heading
back up the river or assisting the bear people and it was my desire for
exploration which took me back underground.


Before I knew it, I had been playing for 45 minutes and I began to
realise that all of this was just scratching the surface. The scale of this
game is truly something else.Many of us from a certain generation are
used to games being very much pick up and play, but you can invest
hours into this one and you probably will if you want to finish it. In
addition to themain story, there are side quests galore with all sorts of
different NPCs you can choose to help. You’ll be rewarded with power
ups and other perks which will make your life easier.


Landstalker will take up a lot of your time, but it is incredibly fun. The
combat is crisp, the puzzles feel rewarding when you finish them and
there is a satisfying sense of progression as you find chests and
progress through the game. But casual it is not. The story is incredibly
vast and there are loads of different characters to meet. Abandon any
hope of a quick way to blow off steam, this game will really suck you
in.
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I’ve got the need, the need for carefully flying at an
acceptably safe speed.


“Yikes! This water is too
cold and spikey!”


This is the best Robotnik could
muster up. I’d be more apoplectic
if I weren’t so apathetic.


“You can’t hurt me, I’m running
slightly diagonally!”


I always wanted to see slightly-more-bogey-
coloured-Green Hill Zone, and now I have.


Coming off the back of last year’s hugely
disappointing Sonic 2, is the equally, if not more,
disappointing Sonic Chaos for Master System and
Game Gear. Once again outsourced to Japanese
developer Aspect Co. (against all better judgement, it
seems) the result is another bland, short and insultingly
easy game that pales in comparison to its Mega Drive
alternatives.


Was that a bit harsh? Not everybody owns a Mega
Drive yet, and at least Master System owners are
getting a bespoke title for their machine. Plus, with the
Game Gear version we get some more Sonic to play
on the toilet, which definitely lessens the
disappointment of it being a really short game. You
don’t want to be sitting there for hours and give
yourself piles, now do you?


It’s a shame that the environments in Sonic Chaos are
so uninspired, because the sprite work here is as
excellent as in its predecessor. Sonic and Tails look a
million… well ok, a thousand bucks in both the console
and handheld version - comfortably better than
anything the NES or Game Boy could ever put out.
They scrub down pretty well!


Similar compliments cannot be paid to the game’s
soundtrack which is, quite literally, bleeping awful. Or
should that be awful bleeping? Dr. Robotnik has
seemingly invented his greatest weapon in the fight
against Sonic – an invisible army of wailing cat robots
programmed to run their claws down chiptune chalk
boards. No wonder Sonic and Tails are legging it out of
each zone as quickly as possible. Maybe we’ve been
spoiled by the incredible Mega Drive soundtracks for
Sonic 1 and 2 (not to mention the better sound chip in
that machine), but even objectively the music here is
guff.


If the game played badly it would probably have to be
erased from history, lest it stain the pristine Sonic
name, but it really doesn’t play badly at all. It’s just that
there’s so little to actually play, and what is there is
almost devoid of challenge. Sonic still feels fast and
fun to control, and this is the first game to give us Tails
as a playable character with a unique set of abilities.
Holding up on the d-pad and pressing jump will start
the little lad’s tails spinning and allow him to float
(slowly) in the air. This can help get to tricky high
platforms or avoid death pits and spikes, so is probably
the better choice for younger, or really old, players.


Playing as Sonic is, of course, the ‘correct’ way to play
the game and, ironically, it’s not for speed reasons.
Most of the levels can typically be completed within
about 20-40 seconds if you’re reverting to the pro
Sonic tactic of ‘hold right to win’, but this will get you
the bad ending where Robotnik reacts to his eventual
defeat by running away with the chaos emeralds he’s
stolen while you’re simply shown a Try Again screen.


The key to fully completing the game is collecting 100
rings in a level which will immediately warp Sonic to a
bonus stage and give a chance at grabbing one of the
five chaos emeralds. This ramps up the challenge of
the game in finding the 100 rings in the first place –
made all the more difficult considering Sonic will drop
just one ring per 10 collected upon taking damage,
usually leaving you with too few left in the level to
reach the total. The bonus stages actually function like
unique mini levels rather than repeating a variation of
the same gimmick over and over like in the Mega Drive
titles, and are easily the game’s biggest challenge.


Even with the additional objective of grabbing the
rings and completing the bonus stages, this game is
still pitifully short on content. There are only six zones
to complete, each with three acts, as act three serves
as the boss level; beginning with Turquoise Hill Zone
(it’s Green Hill Zone with a bit of blue mixed in!) and
culminating in Electric Egg Zone, which is the toughest
and most visually impressive of the lot.


The bosses are hardly worth mentioning, being so
incredibly easy to dispatch, and they’re mostly just
large versions of normal enemies. One of them only
moves vertically up a single tree, so all you need to do
is jump on its head, straighten up, put the controller
down, and go put the kettle on while the fight plays
itself out to your inevitable victory. Even Robotnik
phones it in for the final battle.


Sonic Chaos is not a bad game, it’s just a distinctly
average one that feels worse when held to the
incredibly high standards of Sonic’s Mega Drive
adventures. If you’re after another Sonic game to play
on the go, you want a game you can finish in under half
an hour, or you’re somehow compelled to collect
every Sonic game ever made, then you might as well
give it a go. If you have the choice to play the better
games in the series, then don’t even waste the short
time this takes to complete on it.
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With Gunstar Heroes, debuting developer Treasure are trying to
achieve that perfect balance between chaos and control, mayhem
and mastery. Near-constant havoc is the mantra for this side-scrolling
shooter. Enemies come thick and fast and detonate spectacularly, and
vibrant visuals and catchy tunes bring it all to life. However, it's our job
here at Sega Mania Magazine to discern what's left once the smoke
clears. Is this a masterwork, or is it just sensory overload? Don't be gun-
shy, read on and find out.


The first thing to note is that everyone in the Gunstar Heroes universe
(apart from this one guy who kind of looks like a chibi M. Bison) is named
after a colour. The heroes are called Red and Blue, the obligatory girl
team-member is called Yellow, and the big bad evil robot is called
Golden Silver. One or two players take control of Gunstar Red or Gunstar
Blue at the start of the game, and then choose from two firing modes.
Fixed shot means that players have to stand still to shoot, but can fire in
every direction, and free shot enables players to move around while
shooting. Different playstyles will suit either option and will suit different
combinations of weapon-type as well.


The combining of weapon-types is a standout feature that adds a nice
twist to the gameplay. There are four base ammo options to choose
from: force, lightning, chaser and flame, which can basically be
described as rapid-fire rounds, a laser, a homing weapon, and a
flamethrower respectively. Where things get interesting is when you
splice them with each other. For example, pick up force and lightning
ammunition together and you'll gain a rapid-fire laser cannon that sprays
deadly blue beams around the screen. Pick up chaser and flame ammo
and wield a controllable ball of fire that you can steer towards enemies
with the directional pad. If you'd rather get up close and personal, then
flying kicks, throws and sliding attacks are all available to add to the
violence. All of these offensive options are great fun to use and there
really is something to suit everyone.


The levels are imaginative and dynamic, each one containing numerous
mini-boss battles and action-packed set-pieces. Highlights include
riding a modified mine-cart that can magnetise to walls and ceilings,
back-to-back boss-fights on the wings of an aircraft, and even a level
during which the gameplay completely shifts to a spaceship-based
shoot-em-up. The boss-fights range from daft, joke battles to epic,
multi-stage tests of endurance, and every last one of them is a blast.


The gameplay and spectacle is absolutely nailed down, but what makes
this game really stand out is its style and personality. From light-hearted
moments like coming across a train-car full of sleeping henchmen deep
in the mine level, to the second battle with epic boss Seven Force on the
exterior of the Empire's gargantuan flying fortress, the game has a
special kind of charisma that you won't find anywhere else. Despite
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having a body count that would put most 80's action movies to shame,
Gunstar Heroes has a bright and charming style. The cast of characters
is colourful (quite literally), and the evil emperor's henchmen are vivid
and memorable, showing up in recurring boss battles that are
consistently entertaining.


It's accessible too. Multiple difficulty settings, cooperative multi-player,
and a focus on action and spectacle over crushing difficulty and pattern
memorisation all mean that most players will be able to get to the end
of the game and witness the surprisingly emotional ending sequence.
The plethora of weapon combinations also means that repeated play
can throw up entirely different tactics and experiences. With its
awesome level design, exquisitely crafted violence, memorable and
unique music, and quirky characters, Gunstar Heroes is so much more
than another side-scrolling action game; it's an explosive masterpiece
– a joyride of epic set-pieces and fast-flowing, mesmerising
pandemonium. It's an absolute treasure.


A Roll of the Dice


The pace of Gunstar Heroes is quick and frenetic, but there
is one section of the game where all of that comes to a
grinding halt. The Dice Palace. Take it in turns with your co-
op buddy to roll a dice and move around a board, and each
square will warp you to a boss-battle, an item room, or some
other kind of challenge. It's a huge departure from the rest
of the game that may end up keeping you for longer than
you'd like, especially if you land on the dreaded 'the way
back' square. Some players may find this change of pace
frustrating, and speed-runners will be tearing their hair out,
but the rest of us can allow Gunstar Heroes this particular
eccentricity. It's all just another part of the game's offbeat
charm.


Ride a futuristic mine cart that can leap from the floor to the ceiling and back


again.


Two medium flamethrowers results in one massive flamethrower. Best used


with fixed shot for maximum carnage.


These guys seem kind of cute and bumbling. Prepare to murder them by the


dozen.


Imagine what the world would be like without Yellow!


Everything explodes. All the time.


Some mini-bosses are more intimidating than others.


This moment immediately follows possibly the most badass boss fight on the


Mega Drive.


These elite enemies toss bombs at you. Throw them back!
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Dr. Robotnik, a man who lives alone and uses his apparently near-
unlimited resources to terrorise woodland creatures, has built a gigantic
pinball fortress. Why? All will be explained at the end of this review. One
thing that must be made clear straight away, though, is that if you're
expecting another platformer, then keep walking, because you're not going
to find that here. This is a pinball game with adventure game components
thrown in, and a hedgehog instead of a ball. Don't expect to be running and
jumping around in that signature Sonic style. It's probably for the best that
you won't be doing this, though, as on the few occasions you do get to
control Sonic normally, he handles like he's got bricks strapped to his iconic
red and white sneakers.


Most of the game is spent negotiating the giant, complex pinball tables that
form Robotnik's fortress. The controller buttons control the flippers, and the
directional pad guides Sonic slightly as he's spinning and flying around the
levels. This ability to affect Sonic's trajectory is important, as instant-death pits
await the careless between the flippers, and precision is often needed to
bounce off of that one Badnik into that one target you need to activate to
progress. The four levels are well designed, and consist of various separate
“tables” that are interlinked. The object of each level is to locate and collect
all of the Chaos Emeralds and then find the way out, where a boss fight will
await you.


The first area, the Toxic Caves, has an easy opening section where the object
is to hit targets to reveal the first emerald and open the route to the next area,
from which you'll eventually make your way to a minecart ride. A bit of trial
and error is involved here, as if you flick the wrong switches you'll be dumped
back to the first area and have to make your way back up. The eventual boss
fight is against a legitimately sinister Robotnik/scorpion amalgamation that
screams horribly when hit. If you're not careful you can fall out of the boss
area too and have to get back up there from the lower parts of the level. Stick
with the game and you'll work out how to get from section to section quickly,
and you'll breeze through the early areas.


It's tough at times, which is fine, but sometimes it's a little more difficult than
it needs to be. The frame-rate is fairly creaky when Sonic is moving fast (and
you know Sonic, he loves to move fast) meaning that it can be difficult to get
the right timing on a flipper flip as he rolls over it thanks to a bit of input delay.
This can lead to frustrating loops where you miss the pipe you were going
after, and instead hit the one that sends you right back around again so that
you can endure the whole poor frame-rate affected twitch reaction debacle
all over again. Frame rate is important for such a reaction-based genre, so this
is an unfortunate issue.


There is plenty to like about the game too, though. The four levels are unique
and visually appealing, from the slime-covered rocks of the toxic sewers to
the chrome and blinking lights of the robot-creation plant. The Toxic Caves
music is one of the most underrated Sonic tunes as well, giving ToeJam and
Earl a run for their money when it comes to snappy basslines. The bosses are
entertaining, and the pinball table bonus games between levels are a nice
little interlude too, although they can become a little frustrating.


Sonic Spinball will never achieve the same fame and reverence as the
mainline Sonic games, but it is recommended if you're in the mood for
something a bit different and don't mind the occasional bout of frustration.
If you're a fan of pinball games and like the idea of adding adventure aspects
to the mix, or if you're just so desperate for more of Sega's spiky blue fellow
you'll take absolutely anything he sticks his spikes into, then this is not a bad
game despite the frame-rate issues. It's just not Sonic as we know it, so don't
expect it to be and you won't be disappointed.


Oh, and about explaining why Dr. Robotnik built a pinball fortress. I lied, I've
got no idea why he would do that.


Unlike other Sonic games, the emeralds
aren't optional to progress here.


Smash his teeth in and then make him
swallow balls!


That's the pinball fortress from outside.
Don't get shot down, Tails!


Try to negotiate a maze of pipes and
tunnels in The Machine.


You can kind of dictate Sonic's trajectory,
but he'll spend a lot of time bouncing around
randomly too.







It’s a tough gig trying to be a platform game star in 1993. In the
past few years the glass ceiling has been reinforced with such
stellar titles from Mario and Sonic that the barrage of pretenders
chipping away have barely made a scratch.


With breaking through nearly an impossible task, on the Mega Drive
alone, it will take a really special game to do it and, in my opinion,
Rocket Knight Adventures could well be that game.


Developed by Konami, Rocket Knight Adventures was designed by
Nobuya Nakazato, whose most famous work to date was as designer
on last year’s excellent Super Probotector: Alien Rebels, and you can
really feel the run and gun influence in this game. Players control an
opossum named Sparkster and while he can’t reach the insane top
speeds of Sega’s own blue blur, he’s no portly middle-aged plumber
either, so levels can fly by at an impressive pace. At times literally,
because he also has a rocket pack strapped to his knight’s armour.
He’s a Rocket Knight, y’see.


In fact, Sparkster is the head of the Rocket Knights, an elite group of
warriors formed to protect the kingdom of Zebulos, which is currently
under attack from the Devotindos Empire led by Emperor Devligus
Devotindos.Working for the Empire is a rogue knight called Axel Gear,
who also happened to kill Sparkster’s old master Mifune Sanjulo.
Ludicrous naming conventions aside, it’s certainly a darker tale than
the cutesy goggle-wearing opossum on the box suggests, but it all
plays out through incredibly brief scenes before most levels so it’s as
inconsequential as practically every other mascot platform game out
there.


While the game’s storytelling may be concise, its presentation is a
gloriously lavish smorgasbord of stylishmedieval steampunk. This is an
absolutely gorgeous video game that not only has intricate, varied
backgrounds and excellent animation, it also plays a variety of
ingenious visual tricks that tangibly enhance the gameplay. The
manipulation of the detailed backgrounds is fantastic, especially when
added effects like rippling heatwaves from lava and fire are thrown
into themix. You’ll be interacting with these effects too, from swinging
back and forth through a waterfall, to using the reflection in rising
water to see hidden platforms. Konami is really pushing the boat out
to get the most out of the Mega Drive hardware here.


They’re not messing about in the gameplay department either.
Sparkster controls beautifully with a decent run speed and a
responsive leap, a magical sword that fires projectiles over a short
distance, and his all-important Rocket Pack that, once charged up, will
send him flying in one of eight directions. It can be used to propel him
forwards into enemies at great speed, vertically to reach higher
platforms or, best of all, ping him diagonally off walls to scale
obstacles. You can use it sparingly when the game dictates it, but if
you’re confident enough there’s definitely scope for daredevil tricks
that could cut out vast parts of levels.


The levels themselves are wildly varied, and not just visually. Rocket
Knight Adventures is one of the most inventive platformers around.
The ‘standard’ levels are interspersed with flying sections that play like
a classic shoot-‘em-up akin to Konami’s own Gradius (with a few
cheeky easter eggs from that game thrown in for good measure). It’s
not only running or flying that the game offers, as there are so many
quirky little ideas constantly thrown into each stage that you’re always
eagerly anticipating the next crazy segment.


You’ll be hurtling over an industrial city avoiding huge rockets and a
hail of gunfire; desperately using the Rocket Pack to avoid being
crushed by walls and ceilings; hitting buttons on a floating platform to
change its direction; zooming around on minecarts; floating about in
anti-gravity chambers; swimming through deadly spikes. It’s
exhilarating stuff from start to finish, although it’s important to note
that if anything just described sounds difficult, that’s because it very
much is.


All things told, Rocket Knight Adventures is a relatively short game, but
its difficulty is what bumps up the completion time. Even on the easy
setting (which the game defaults to), some bosses are able to wipe out
half of Sparkster’s health bar in one hit, and there are numerous pitfalls
or instant-death obstacles to avoid – all requiring a decent level of skill
and reactions. Most difficult of all is the number of boss fights in the
game, as some of them border on frustrating with how hard they can
get (note from the future: if I didn’t have save states to help me play
this game, I would be a broken man right now).


Don’t misconstrue things, though – the bosses are awesome. The
Devotindos Empire has a seemingly endless number of robotic
bastards out for opossum blood. They’ve got giant centipedes that
attack from all angles, flying dragons, underwater crabs, a lava-
spewing fish, a runaway train with flailing mechanical arms – the lot.
The game even has a giant pig mech battle in one of the many
clashes with Axel Gear.


I absolutely love Rocket Knight Adventures, but the icons of the
gaming industry may bury this game. It’s stuck in a dichotomy of
having a happy little animal mascot on the box – sure to turn offmore
mature players or those who think Konami are just trying to catch the
Sonic wave – that belies the punishing challenge of a truly unique title
that deserves to ascend to the top of the sales charts. Realistically,
Rocket Knight Adventures is more likely destined for cult status, which
is a crying shame, because this is not only one of the finest titles in its
genre, it’s one of the best games in the entire Mega Drive catalogue.
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When Jurassic Park roared into cinemas in 1993 (geddit?), it
quickly became the highest grossing film of all time, breaking
Steven Spielberg’s own ten-year record held by E.T. It was the
first film to blend CGI and animatronics seamlessly into live
action scenes, and audiences loved it. So what if most of the
dinosaurs didn’t exist in the Jurassic Period? Cretaceous Park
doesn’t have the same ring to it. What’s a few million years
between friends?


Riding atop the wave of Jurassic Park fever, there was great
anticipation for tie-in games on the 16-bit consoles. Bragging
rights were once again at stake; this was one pitch neither
gaming giant would want to strike out at. The Super Nintendo
conversion was handled by Ocean Software, veterans of film-
licenced games such as Rambo, Short-Circuit, and RoboCop. It
was a unique top-down exploration and adventure game that
switched to a clunky first-person shooter during the indoor
sections. It was ambitious, yet deeply flawed.


Sega, however, drew first blood. Their conversion hit shelves six
weeks after the international release of themovie; SNES owners
would have to wait almost twice as long. The Mega Drive game
was a more linear platforming affair. A traditional side-scroller
but with an ace up its sleeve. Here you can control either Dr
Grant, or one of the infamous Velociraptors that featured so
heavily in themovie – amajor draw for consumers. BlueSky took
charge of the conversion and, having hardly set the world alight
with their tie-in of Disney’s The Little Mermaid, great pressure
rested on their shoulders. Both games were wildly different, but
both evoked the same feeling of disappointment in gamers.


Using amix of digitization and stop-motion, as well as being the
first Sega game developed using Silicon Graphics – the same
tech that helped bring the dinosaurs (back) to life on screen –
the game looked amazing. Look at those screenshots. They’re
detailed,well-modelled, atmospheric…The art direction is spot-
on, and it looks great in magazines and typically ‘edgy’ attitude-
era Sega TV spots, all dolled up with shaky-cam and lots of
unnecessary screaming. The Sega Fandom keenly anticipated
its release, believing they may soon hold in their hands the key
to some real bragging points over their playground rivals.


And then we played it. Oh, dear God, then we played it. The
game is, and it still hurts to admit it to this day, a sloppymess at
its core. For all the innovation, the game fails at the basics which
make a platformer fun to play. Controls are floaty, and next to
broken. Level design is a triumph of mediocrity; the puzzle
elements, a celebration of banality. It frustrates almost
immediately and doesn’t ever let up for long enough to
conclude the experience enjoyable. However, the biggest
frustration is how close BlueSky got to getting it right. This game
makes you want to like it and you’ll hate it for doing so.


It’s nicely presented, with well-constructed opening cut-scenes
for both the Raptor and Grant. Themusic uses the familiar GEMS
driver, used in over 200 Mega Drive games, giving it an
immediately recognisable, albeit uninspiring sound. It aims for a
dark, foreboding atmosphere. Alternating between achieving it
and sounding like a stoned Ross Gellar at a synth board in equal
measure. There’s some great sampling, but as in the Nintendo
version, JohnWilliams’ iconic score is nowhere to be found. And
whilst every effort has been made to make the game look the
part, it runs poorly.


Producing such detailed environments and sprites taxes
memory heavily. In order to fit it on a standard cartridge,
sacrifices were made to animations. Some backgrounds are
nicely animated or beautifully designed, but all lack depth.
BlueSky have gone for the heroic and soiled themselves in the
process. In fact, they’ve expelled their own bodyweight in faecal
matter, just like that Triceratops in the film. No wonder it was







sick, the poor girl blasted her bones, central nervous system,
and soul out of her fudge tunnel. I think we may have found the
problem, doc. Not the berries you’re foraging for.


With the gameplay, what they’ve gone for is once again,
admirable. Selecting to play as Grant or the Velociraptor
drastically changes the way the game plays. With either
protagonist, your aim is to escape the island after defeating the
other in your final encounter. Grant will pick up a variety of
different weapons to stun the prehistoric animals, from
tranquilizer guns to gas grenades. The Raptor can only attack
from close range using its teeth and claws, but as expected, its
speed and agility is greatly increased.


They even created a system called ADI (Artificial Dinosaur
Intelligence), conceived to make every encounter with the
beasts unique, increasing longevity by making each
playthrough different. The Raptors have 12 different behavioural
patterns, which responds to the player’s behaviour and stats.
Sadly, what could have been an amazing innovation, had the
game contained more of a survival element, is barely even
noticed in practice.


Due to the poor level layouts and awkward hit detection, youwill
take a lot of damage. Luckily the stages are littered with plenty
of health packs. It’s like the developers were aware of the issues,
but this was the only solution they could implement within the
time constraints. Grant restores his health through first-aid kits.
The Raptor can eat non-descript meat found on the floor (or a


Sunderland takeaway as its also known), or even by feasting on
the bothersome Compsognathus that nibble at you throughout
the levels.


There are two paths for each level, depending on your character.
However, the Raptor has only five levels, compared to Grant’s
seven. The game is short, with a password system to aid your
progression. But due to issues with the mechanics, few will find
it an easy game to complete. There are seven different
dinosaurs to battle. Most of which you will encounter within the
first level, so the lack of variety really hits home during the later
levels. There’s a wonderful set piece towards the end of the
second level when the T-Rex’s head crashes through the wall.
However, with only the beast’s head featured, in later
encounters it just looks daft poking out of pipes for the
developer’s convenience.


The final encounter for Grant against two Raptors is straight out
of the film.Only, rather than theT-Rex coming to the rescue, you
must crush themwith the bones displayed in thevisitor’s centre.
This was the same anti-climatic way the film was supposed to
end before Spielberg decided to have it rewritten at the
eleventh hour. And if you’ve made it that far without burying
your cartridge in the sands of New Mexico, you’re a better
person than I. The ambition of the game cannot be faulted, but
the execution can rarely be praised.


By most accounts, the Sega Fandom just edged the playground
bragging rights in the autumn of ’93, which was reflected in the
sales figures. Jurassic Park on the Mega Drive shifted upward of
a million copies, just edging the top 10 of games sold
throughout the console’s life. Ocean’s effort doesn’t even make
the SNES top 40. But it was a hollow victory. The real winner was
the child who owned neither. Upon release it felt dated; a
throwback to platformers from the previous generation.
Something thatmaynotmatter asmuch to someone playing for
the first time today, as it did then. A copy will set you back
around £15 if you want to find out for yourself, but don’t say you
haven’t been warned.







In the phenomenal The Revenge of Shinobi (the previous instalment of the
series, released in 1990) Leader of the Oboro clan, and master of Oboro
Ninjitsu, Joe Musashi defeated the evil Neo Zeed once and for all, or at least
that’s what he thought. Two years on the evil crime syndicate have returned.
Having retreated to the isolation offered by the mountaintops of his
homeland, Japan, to recover from this previous battle and to train, Joe
senses the return of Neo Zeed, and has no choice but to face them once
more.


Shinobi III: Return of the Ninja Master, released in Japan as The Super Shinobi
II, is a hack-and-slash, side-scrolling action game (mostly, there are some
vertical areas), with elements of platform-action, much like the previous
game. However, this time around things are a little different, as the difficulty
has been toned down slightly, while the speed of the gameplay has been
turned right up. As well as his sword, kunai (his throwing knives), and bombs
that can be found in crates throughout the levels, Joe has also learned a ton
of new abilities since his last outing to help him thwart Neo Zeed. Double
tapping the d-pad left or right allows you to run, which not only looks very,
very cool, but it allows you to attack enemies with farmore fluidity, and often
before they even know you’re there.


For the first time you can wall-jump to scale walls, which further adds to the
feeling of being able to leap and run around at speed, just like a ninja master
should. Adding to your arsenal is a mid-air dash-kick, and a running slash
that also provides temporary invincibility to projectiles.


Then there are Joe’s special Oboro Ninjitsu attacks, which are so powerful
only one can be used on each of the seven levels (unless a bonus item is
found hidden throughout the level allowing a second use). He can become
engulfed by lightning, acting as a temporary shield, he can increase his
agility allowing him to leap higher into the air, he can summon fiery dragons


to attack the enemy, or he can commit suicide, causing considerable
damage to the enemy in the process, but costing Joe a life.


It’s quite incredible that all of these moves have been crammed into just the
A, B, and C buttons, and it has to be said the controls work remarkably well,
seamlessly stringing a series of moves together will be second nature after a
short time playing.


Shinobi III is gorgeous to look at. The characters are large and colourful and
are animated beautifully. The design of the seven levels is varied, and the
parallax scrolling of the backgrounds works wonderfully, especially in the
opening level when Joe is riding his horse through an open field, with a
forest in the far distance and a storm brewing overhead. Enemies actually
appear in the background and thenmake their way to the foreground. In this
level there is also a real feeling of speed, this is also the case in a later level
when Joe is riding a surfboard.


The Revenge of Shinobi soundtrack by the legendary Yuzo Koshiru is one of
the greatest to be found on the Mega Drive, so his absence from this sequel
is immediately noticeable. However, that said the music is still outstanding
and was clearly crafted to complement each level perfectly. The sound
effects are also really satisfying and match up exactly with the on-screen
action.


Shinobi III: Return of the Ninja Master is a worthy sequel to the Revenge of
Shinobi, and almost thirty years on is considered one of the greatest games
to have been released on the Mega Drive. Is it better than Revenge of
Shinobi? I’ll leave that one for you to decide.


The Game That Nearly Wasn’t
Shinobi III was almost released a year earlier. In 1992 SEGA sent beta copies of the
game out to all of the big UK SEGAmagazines of the day, such as Mean Machine
SEGA and CVG, who ran previews, and in some cases, reviews of the game. These
previews included screenshots, which include levels and enemies that aren’t


actually in the finished game.What happened was that after sending these review
copies out SEGA decided they weren’t happy with the game, so put it back into
development to make huge improvements, and push back its release date by a
year. The game of the version that was released was vastly different to the beta


copy, and far superior.


The beta version of the game has been leaked in recent years, and can be found
online as a ROM image for those wanting to check this out on an emulator.
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With Cool Spot, developers Virgin Games have stuck a
pair of shades on a corporate logo and attempted to
build a platform game around it.


At face value, it might seem like this 7-Up themed
adventure is a bit of a soulless money-grab, but here at
Sega Mania we're prepared to look beyond that initial
assumption and dig a bit deeper. Corporate venture or
not, there's still a platform game here that's been built by
developers with talent and passion, but is the result a
refreshing, carbonated burst, or the lukewarm, flat dregs
at the bottom of the bottle? Read on for the Sega Mania
verdict.


First off, the game has a bright, brash atmosphere that's
just perfect for us radical 90's kids. The music screams
surfboards and shades, the graphics are bright and loud,
and Cool Spot himself is animated with almost
aggressive coolness levels. The gameplay sees players
navigating various areas by leaping from platform to
platform, climbing up ropes, bouncing through bubbles,
and avoiding various enemies. The game is presented to
scale, and Cool Spot is a tiny little fellow, so expect to be
avoiding angry wasps, cheese-throwing mice, and
scattered drawing pins.


The aim of each level is to explore and collect spots.
Once the target number of spots are collected Cool Spot
must search for a cage containing a fellow Cool Spot and
let them out. The captors are never specified. Who's
doing this? Probably some other soft drink brand. I'm
looking at you, Pepsi. Anyway, our round red hero can
shoot fizzy bubble attacks from his fingers, with most
enemies taking a few hits to dispatch. There are also fun
bonus stages where players can earn continues while
exploring the inside a gigantic bubbly beverage bottle.


For the most part, the game doesn't offer too much of a
challenge. Cool Spot's fizzy attacks have unlimited
ammo, so he's free to leap around firing in all directions
with wild abandon. Even if you do get caught by a sneaky
spider strike or spiky trap, defeated enemies often drop
health replenishing pick-ups, giving you plenty of
second chances. Certain levels do include the odd
bottomless pit (or are suspended over one big instant-
death drop) so careful platforming is required from time
to time, but players of most skill-levels should be able to
see it through to the end with a bit of practise.


Despite being one big example of product placement,
Cool Spot is a fast-paced, fun and relatively stress-free
platformer. It has a unique style, and even the titular Cool
Spot himself is a likeable little character if you can look
past that attitude. The levels are a mixed bag, ranging
from a little on the bland side to distinctive and
challenging. Graphics are occasionally dark and muddy,
but can also perfectly capture the feeling of a breezy
summer's day at their best. Cool Spot isn't perfect, but
there are more positives than negatives, so it does come
recommended. Best played in a deck chair with an open
can of your favourite carbonated beverage by your side.
Oh, and with shades on, obviously.


Mascot Mix-up


If you're a European Cool Spot


fan, you might not remember


seeing 7-Up bottles scattered


throughout the game. This is


because the branding was


removed in the European version.


Apparently, this was due to the


fact that Fido Dido was


considered 7-Up's official mascot


over here in the EU at the time,


and the people in charge didn't


want to muddy the waters.


Who's better, Cool Spot or Fido


Dido? Answers on a postcard


please.


Fall into the paddling pool at your
own risk. Spots don't swim.


Surrounded by dangerous obstacles, Cool
Spot decides to get some yo-yo practice in.
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I bought Sonic CD via fax machine. That’s right, a fax machine.
You see Sonic CDwas something of amythical game forme for
a very long time. I was aware of its existence when it was
released thanks to coverage in Sonic the Comic and Sega
mags but getting a copy of it or even seeing it in action was an
impossibility. I didn’t own a Mega-CD and didn’t know anyone
who had one either. As a huge Sonic fan, I pined for the game
badly and the only time I ever saw the game in real life was in a
branch of Our Price, its double jewel case sitting gloriously
upon the shelf. I tried everything I could to talk my parents into
getting Sega’s upgrade so I could get it and play it, but that was
never going to happen.


So, in 1999 when a friend at school agreed to sell me his Mega-
CD for £10, I didn’t hesitate, and I knew I was finally getting
closer to playing the elusive title. There was, however, a
problem. Not only did I now live in the middle of
nowhere putting gaming shops firmly
out of reach, but I was


also an incredibly shy and awkward 12-year-old who was
terrified of talking to people I didn’t know on the phone. So,
what did I do? I faxed. If an advert in a gaming magazine had a
fax number, they sure as hell got a fax from me asking if they
had the game in stock. If I correctly recall the number of “no’s”
was in the high teens. The retro market wasn’t really a thing at
this time and no self-respecting retailer would still be stocking
anything but PlayStation games at this point. Even Saturn
games were a rarity. Eventually however, someone sent a fax
back with a yes and some details. After obtaining and sending
a postal order with some saved pocket money, it wasn’t long
before the game finally landed on my doorstep. The case was
cracked to buggery and mother was not only angry at me for
not only racking up a huge phone bill but also for wasting what
little pocket money I had on a really old game, but I was thrilled.
Six years of waiting was finally over.


Simon will be cursing me for writing so much personal history
into a review, but I feel like it is important to emphasise how
much hassle I went through to get my hands on this game, as it
might go some way to explain why I like it so much.


Sonic CD is a little strange and so was its development. After
the massive success of Sonic the Hedgehog, Sonic 2 was put
into development almost instantaneously, but this time in
America, where most of the team had moved to after
disagreements with Sega of Japan’s corporate policies. Back in
the east, department leads were scratching their heads
wondering what they could do to not only show off the power
of the new Mega-CD, but how they could shift units using their
star mascot as bait. With Sonic Team now halfway around the
world working at the Sega Technical institute, Sega Japan
approached Sonic character designer Naoto Ohshima to work
on a title for the CD based platform.


Initially Sonic CD was only meant to be an enhanced version of
Sonic 2, using the new hardware to add additional levels, sprite
rotation and scaling and a higher quality soundtrack, but then
something unexpected happened. Sonic 2
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If you’ve glanced at the mini-mag yet, you’ll no doubt realise that developers leant too heavily on the FMV capabilities of the Mega-CD,
with often disastrous results. It would have been all too easy for the developers of Sonic CD to come up with some horrific, video-based
Sonic game, but thankfully they decided to take a more traditional approach and keep the FMV on the down low. Perhaps too low. One
of the best parts of the game is the fantastic opening cinematic and many players probably never realised it was there. Whereas the
ending movie can’t be missed once you’ve finished the game, the opening only plays once a certain amount of time has lapsed on the
main menu. If you’ve not seen it before, it’s worth chasing down on YouTube.


HIDDEN TREASURE







was released worldwide and sold poorly in Japan, and Ohsima
was then given authorisation to come up with something new.
Or so the story goes anyway.


What we ended upwith is a Sonic game like no other. If we were
to be mean, we could say that Sonic CD is almost like a
prototype. The player sprites are taken from Sonic the
Hedgehog rather than Sonic 2, but the spin dash is present, but
not quite in the same way. There are different spring bounce
animations and we’re given a rather nifty ‘super-peel-out’
action, neither of which carried on to subsequent titles. Sonic
CD inhabits a weird experimental place in time in Sonic’s
history, which actually works out quite well given the game’s
premise.


For a split second, Sonic CD’s first zone, Palm Tree Panic, can
fool you into thinking that this is a standard Sonic affair. With
colourful flora and fauna and lush grass, it’s basically Green Hill
Zone on Holiday and all seems fairly normal. The CD audio is
certainly different of course (see “Hey, Mr DJ! Box out for more
on that) but the main clue that something is very different
comes about once you progress into the zone. It looks broken,
not thematically, but physically. You can see large sections of
platforms just hanging inmid-air with no discernible way to get
to them, what on earth is going on? This isn’t an EA launch title,
they can’t have released it in such an unfinished state
surely…and then…


Time travel baby! That’s right, time travel. If the game’s nifty
intro animation hadn’t alluded to the Little/Miracle Planet’s
(depending on your canon) odd nature, then the level design
sure will. You see, Sonic CD’s plot is centred around Robotnik
finding the sacred Time Stones and using them to go back into
the past, and then corrupting the future to suit his own twisted
vision. With the aid of his new creation, Metal Sonic, Robotnik
has already done the hard work of converting the planet’s
inhabitants into Badniks, so by the time you get there it’s
already a hell hole! It gets worse, if his machines are left
unattended then the future only gets bleaker, turning the
whole planet into a mechanised nightmare.


This isn’t just fluffy plot, you can actually see this for yourself and
with some patience and a bit of speed you can travel through
time and start tomess with space and time however you see fit.


TRUE LOVE?
Metal Sonic was not the only new character introduced to the
franchise by Sonic CD. Amy Rose also makes her first


appearance in this game.


The original character design documents for Sonic pitched him
as having a girlfriend called Madonna (and he was also meant to
be in a band). Thankfully, that version of events never came to
pass, but it seemed it was always on the cards to introduce a


female counterpart for Sonic sooner or later.


Much like Metal Sonic, her appearances in the game are fleeting
and understated, but in those few moments, the relationship
between Sonic and Amy is made instantly clear. It’s also


demonstrated in the official artwork shown below.


Although Amy would make further minor appearances in spin-
offs such as Sonic Drift (1994) and Sonic R (1997), gamers would
have to wait until Sonic Adventure in 1999 before seeing her
again in a significant role. Sadly for Amy, Sonic’s cold attitude


towards her still persists to this very day.
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Throughout each zone are ‘Past’ and ‘Future’ signposts.
Activating themwill give you a limited amount of time to get to
88mph and trigger a warp, instantaneously moving you
forwards or backwards through time. It’s a neat mechanic and
other than a brief animation sequence it’s pretty seamless, the
entire level and music changes but all of your momentum and
status is retained. Insomniac games claimed this kind of
mechanic was brand new and ground-breaking when they
dropped Ratchet and Clank a Rift Apart last year, but sorry
Insomniac, Sega did it first. Suddenly, all of those weird areas
you could see but couldn’t access become readily available,
and Sonic CD changes from a run of the mill Sonic title to a
platforming behemoth with a massive uptick in variety.


The aim of the game is to try and turn Robotnik’s bad future
into a warm and cuddly good future, and there are two ways to
do this. You can either go back to the past and destroy
Robotnik’s Badnik conversion machine in each stage (which is
kinda neat to do as if you can teleport back to the future before
the zone ends you can see the results of your efforts). Or try
your luck at the new-fangled and rather bizarre special stages
to get the Time Stones back under hedgehog control. The
latter is where Sega’s new hardware gets a chance to shine,
showing off a pseudo 3D course, emulating Nintendo’s much
praised Mode 7 effect.


Whichever way you do it you are in for a fun time. Sonic CD is
not a perfect game. It’s janky at times and the level layout is
chaotic and at times confusing. There’s a lack of cohesion in the
game and it shows. There’s also a fair amount of slowdown to
be had on real hardware. The scale and variety, however, is what
makes it such a joy to experience. Each zone hasmultiple paths
and approaches, and the time travel element increases this
even further whilst giving you a different aesthetic and
soundtrack to listen to while you’re at it. Boss fights are also
different in Sonic CD to the other titles in the series, offering a
more strategic and sometimes puzzle-like experience. On the
whole, it is a grander and more visually interesting take on the
formula. Whereas Sonic 1 can bog down to be a difficult and
slow-moving platformer and Sonic 2 can get a little slippery
and be over too quickly, Sonic CD combines the best of both.
You can fly through the zones incredibly quickly and have the
game done in a few hours, or you can slow down and explore
and see all it has to offer. Even if taking in the sights doesn’t
really add a great deal to how the game ends, it at the very least
gives Sonic CD a great amount of re-playability and it will take
you a good few play throughs to ever repeat the same path
twice.


Sonic CD is still my favourite Sonic game to this very day and
that’s not under duress due to the trouble I had in acquiring a


copy. It represents a unique time in not only Sonic’s history, but
Sega’s too. At the time of its creation, Sega were blindsided by
the success of Sonic and were also dealing with rapidly moving
technological change with the arrival of CD technology. Sonic
CD is a shining beacon of experimental fusion between ‘90s
design, tech, music and culture. The whacky soundtrack and
aesthetic coupled with an immensely popular but as yet
unrefined character and his accompanying gameplay style
gave us a one-of-a-kind Sonic experience which will never be
repeated. Don’t get me wrong, Sonic 2 and its follow ups are
excellent games in their own right, but they feel like they were
designed by a committee and focus groups. If people ever ask
if I’ve played Sonic Unleashed, I say I have, its real name is Sonic
CD and it was released in 1993.


If you haven’t played it, then you really really should.


METAL SONIC


PC CONVERSION CAPERS


Much like Amy Rose, Metal Sonic’s appearances in Sonic CD are
minor, which is strange considering how much he features in the
game’s artwork and promotional materials.


Although not the first or last variant of Metal Sonic, this design has
stood the test of time and is still used to this day.


His second appearance in this form outside of spin-off titles is
arguably Knuckles: Chaotix on the Sega 32X. He then appears again
in Sonic R as an unlockable character before being retired for quite
some time. Keen-eyed players may spot him briefly in Sonic
Adventure aboard the Egg Carrier, but it isn’t until Sonic Heroes
that he makes a full comeback with a slightly modified design.


Metal Sonic was also a significant villain in 1996’s Sonic the
Hedgehog: The Movie, a strange and wonderful animated
adaptation of the franchise.


Sonic CD also made it’s way to home PC’s, with versions
made for Windows 3.1 and 95. The game runs at a higher
resolution and has some minor visual differences. Although
not particularly special from a gameplay perspective, the box
art is spectacular and a complete copy fetches a pretty
penny on auction sites.







Sadly, multiple level variants and a full CD
soundtrack wasn’t enough to fill the full 650MB of
the disc. If it had had been, then we wouldn’t have
been subjected to some of the weird, weird sh*t the
developers decided to hide behind the scenes in the


empty space.


If you enter certain combinations of numbers into
the sound test screen you can come across some
pretty cool pieces of artwork featuring Sonic, Tails
and even Robotnik spinning tunes on a DJ deck.
However, some combinations reveal some pretty
horrible results, most notable this creepy image
accompanied by some equally creepy music. The
translated text is fairly harmless but coming across
this in the middle of the night without access to
Google in the early ‘90s could give you quite a fright.


Another strange addition is what appears to be a
Sonic meets Batman design, which would also make
a pretty good album cover. This is a version of Sonic
we would like to see again. Couldn’t be any worse


than the Werehog.


The release of Sonic CD in the United States was delayed
for a full two months due to an argument over the game’s


music.


Deemed too difficult to market to US audiences, it was
rewritten by Spencer Nilsen and David Young to bring it in
step with what American gamers expected. The music
used for levels set in the past, remained intact due to it
being PCM sequenced audio and fixed to the game. Europe
retained the original Japanese soundtrack, which was odd
considering changes made for the West were often unified


across the territories.


As a result, the two different soundtracks have been at the
centre of heated debate ever since the game was released,
with most people fighting for the audio they are most


familiar with. Defectors across the territories are rare.


Both soundtracks have their strengths and both opening
cinematic songs, “You can do anything (Japan)” and “Sonic
Boom (USA)” are popular amongst all fans, but this
reviewer argues that the original soundtrack offers a
greater degree of variety and range. With the USA version
sounding more generic and failing to make full use of the


CD Audio capabilities of the Mega-CD.


Modern re-releases of the game have given players the
choice of either soundtrack, but physical releases of the
music, including the excellent vinyl collection by Data
Discs, have always favoured the original composition,


which speaks volumes.


Hey, Mr. DJ!


WTF?







Palmtree Panic


Collision Chaos


Tidal Tempest


Metallic Madness


The first zone follows the classic
Greenhill-esque formula, with lush green
grass and palmtrees a plenty.


It’s hard to make a mistake in this level
and with plenty of time travel posts
spread throughout, it gives you ample
opportunity to experiment with the
game’s mechanics.


Perhaps the most notable features of
this zone are it’s pseudo 3D loop-de-loop
at the very beginning, the very first
appearance of romantic interest Amy
Rose, and a boss that pretty much can’t
hurt you! Surely this game can’t be that
easy? Just you wait…just you wait!


Nobody likes water-based zones in Sonic
games but Tidal Tempest is perhaps one
of the few that is palatable.


With an incredibly atmospheric
soundtrack and multiple routes
throughout, Tidal Tempest offers a much
more relaxing water based experience
when compared to Aquatic Ruin and
Labyrinth Zone.


Sure, you can drown if you’re not
careful, but the level design ensures that
you’re not underwater for all that long,
and when you are it’s less claustrophobic
than its counterparts. Visually, it could be
a little less boring, but the playability gets
a thumbs up!


The final zone in Sonic CD is sadly the most disappointing.


Scrap Brain, Metropolis, Death Egg. The creators of
Sonic just can’t help but bring the action to a grinding
halt in the late stages of their games and Metallic


Madness is no exception.


Sure, there’s some classic Sonic CD novelties to be found
to keep it vaguely interesting, such as the shrink ray, but
ultimately it’s a frustrating slog to the end and whereas
the game is relatively easy up until this point. This zone


is where you will likely lose most of your lives.


The final boss is cool though, with some incredibly
grandiose music and some interesting mechanics but the


end of the game does feel rather flat.


It’s worth persevering however, as the ending
cinematic is perhaps one of the best Sonic animations


ever produced.


Arguably a prototype Casino Night Zone,
Collision Chaos is a dizzying level with
enormous amounts of verticality.


This level is my least favourite Sonic CD
stage. Although the second act
introduces Metal Sonic for the very first
time, there’s not really a great deal else
positive to be said about it. Sure it has
flippers and huge plunging drops which
allow a build up of speed, but there’s a
feeling that this zone was rushed in
development, and something coming
along to break your flow is all too
common.


That said, the boss is certainly a cool
concept. Hinting that Robotnik is less likely
to appear in traditional ways throughout
this game.







Quartz
Quadrant


Stardust
Speedway


Wacky
Workbench


Metallic Madness


Another Zone with a banging soundtrack,
Quartz Quadrant is what Collision Chaos
should have been; fast, clean and fun to
play.


Sonic CD is not short of new and
interesting mechanics and Quartz
Quadrant is no exception. Conveyor belts
are nothing new in platformers but
switches to change their direction in this
level adds an extra element to what
would ordinarily be a straight “left to
right” experience.


Quartz Quadrant is also one of the
prettiest zones to see in the ‘Good
Future’ so it’s worth a trip back once
you’ve completed the game 100%


This zone is the marmite of Sonic CD
levels and I can understand why. It is
absolutely bonkers.


With a bouncy floor and flashing electric
fences, it can become quite crazy, very
quickly. As a result, traditionalists may
hate the somewhat random nature of
this level, and less skilled players might
find it frustrating to navigate, but with a
bit of time and practice you can get
around it quite well with a degree of
control.


Like the other levels in the game, the
boss borrows themes from the
proceeding acts for an interesting
showdown.


Stardust Speedway is peak Sonic CD.
Insane level design, incredible early ‘90s
music, and what’s with all of the
trumpets? Whoever lives here when
Robotnik isn’t ransacking the place
certainly has a crackpot designer!


The centre section of Act 2 is perhaps
the most interesting thing about this
zone, as you enter a gigantic Robotnik
statue. Younger me always thought this
was a construction yard for the Death
Egg robot but sadly that was just wishful
thinking that Sega had done some cool
crossover.


The showdown with Metal Sonic rounds
off this level nicely.


The final zone in Sonic CD is sadly the most disappointing.


Scrap Brain, Metropolis, Death Egg. The creators of
Sonic just can’t help but bring the action to a grinding
halt in the late stages of their games and Metallic


Madness is no exception.


Sure, there’s some classic Sonic CD novelties to be found
to keep it vaguely interesting, such as the shrink ray, but
ultimately it’s a frustrating slog to the end and whereas
the game is relatively easy up until this point. This zone


is where you will likely lose most of your lives.


The final boss is cool though, with some incredibly
grandiose music and some interesting mechanics but the


end of the game does feel rather flat.


It’s worth persevering however, as the ending
cinematic is perhaps one of the best Sonic animations


ever produced.
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No-one had even heard of Street Fighter
when Street Fighter II burst on the scene in
‘91. It was so far in advance of the other fighters
in the arcade, it made them all look ordinary. For
a moment there, it felt like its time at the top would
never end. Even Capcom didn’t seem to think it could be
topped, so instead of giving us true sequels, they just kept
repackaging and tweaking and adding content to the game. Anyone for
Super Street Fighter II: The World Warrior Turbo Championship Hyper
Fighting? Capcomwere flogging a verymuch still alive horse whenMortal
Kombat dropped into your local amusement arcades.


Street Fighter II is largely responsible for the renaissance of arcades in the
early 90’s. More so than any other single game or franchise. By 1993, it had
taken £1.3 billion in slot payments in the UK alone. If it ever truly got
toppled before the 3D era began to take-off, is a matter still up for
debate. But it wasn’t until Mortal Kombat that any other game was even
in the conversation. Such was Street Fighter II’s dominance at the time,
the one with literal queues and spectators, it would have to do something
special to do so much as turn a few heads in its general direction. During
this period, many decent fighters faded into obscurity before they had
been given a fair chance. SF2 dragged people back to the arcades, but it
cast a big shadow on its own genre.


Mortal Kombat did something special. Mortal Kombat did turn a few
heads. Others: it ripped clean from their shoulders with their spinal
column still attached, swinging from side to side, emanating fluids as
some kind of macabre trophy. Just get that blue ninja to put it on ice for
you before you stink out the car driving that one home. The wife will be
livid. Digitised sprites had been used before in games, but never was it
implemented so well. Filmed on a Sony Hi-8 video recorder, developers


Ed Boon and John Tobias filmedmartial artists in bold, exaggerated
poses and manually enhanced the images.


These bold poses were integral to the
aesthetic of the game. The digitised sprites


require a lot of memory, so the developers
would have fewer frames of animation to work


with than perhaps they would like. Working with
these constraints, Midway turned it to their advantage.


With unflinching direction, these amplified postures became
part of the makeup of Mortal Kombat. It may seem like an overstated
claim, but even those who haven’t played the game for over 20 years are
likely to remember the pose their favourite character makes when they
perform an uppercut or a flying kick, such was it part of the games
identity.


Everything about this game was big and in your face. The way the camera
shakes every time you land a solid blow, the way the Raiden screams
incoherently as he launches himself across the screen as a torpedo, even
the sound of Shang Tsung’s cackling laughter as he sits back, enjoying you
beating each other to death. And then the blood. The fountains of claret
that would emanate from the fighters as they were battered across the
screen was enough to draw impressionable crowds on their own. As was
this intriguing new gameplay mechanic where at the end of a fight, you
get the opportunity to “Finish Him/Her”. Just having the opportunity to
land a finishing blow on your opponent as a reward for beating them was
a great novelty all on its own. A perfect opportunity to really rub it into
your opponent’s face.


It wouldn’t have taken any time at all for players to discover that if you
finish the opposition with an uppercut on The Pit stage, they will descend
to the spiked floor, littered with the corpses of fallen fighters.What wasn’t
so obvious was that you could perform actual dedicated finishing moves
to execute your opponent at the end of any bout. The developers kept
this completely secret when the game launched.And this is one area that
Mortal Kombat excelled in, more so than any title hadmanaged before it.
The word-of-mouth marketing and hype the game generated almost
completely unaided outside of the game, was simply astonishing.


Someone knew someone who heard about these “Fatalities”. Were they
just an urban legend? And when you finally saw it, either by performing
one by accident, or more likely, crowding around the cabinet until
someone else did, it both stuck with you, and opened upmore questions.
Do they each have one? Are they all different? Some of them hinted to
deeper lore than the intro screens divulged, and some secrets were only
revealed when you completed the game.Why does Scorpion have a skull
under his mask? Did you hear that he was murdered by Sub-Zero? Add
Reptile into the mix, the first secret character in fighting game history,
and a decent sprinkling of outrage from the disciples of Mary
Whitehouse, and Midway had a serious, self-perpetuating runaway hype
train on its hands.


From the second it landed, every kid wanted to know one thing: when is
it coming out on my console? Hopeful Sega owners, and bog-eyed
Nintendo fans alike, scoured the magazine stands at Smith’s for news to
drop. The wait was unbearable.Who would win the race to be playing this
at home? Big wins were at stake. Months passed and nothing. Then the
news dropped of a very special event. Clinging to the coattails of Sonic
2sday, the game would release simultaneously on both 16-bit home







consoles and handhelds, across North America and Europe, after an 11
month wait on September 13th 1993. A day dubbed Mortal Monday.


Now it was backed up by a huge marketing campaign, and plenty of
media candyfloss. Foolish Christians fought on their behalf to save our
damned souls. It was bought up in parliament, debated extensively
across the pond in Congress, and played a big part in the origins of
mandatory classifications and age restrictions in the computer game
industry. All we cared about at this time, was who would win Mortal
Monday. For the 8-bit handhelds, it was always a relatively safe
assumption that the Game Gear version would be superior, but most
people would be playing the Game Boy’s. But as always, it was all left to
play for on the home consoles.


It was another massive head-to-head moment for the two industry
leaders in 1993. Mortal Monday became the most successful video game
launch of all time, making $50 million in 24 hours. And you will find few
who refute anything other than a substantial Sega win. The
disappointment from the swivelled-eyed Nintendo zealots was palpable.
It went on to become the 5th best-selling Mega Drive title, shipping 3¼
million copies, and outselling the bed-wetters by almost 3 to 1. It’s still
almost universally regarded as the superior port to this day.


That’s how the story is remembered. In reality, all that those in the blue
corner had to celebrate at the time, was having the least shit home
conversion. SNES owners feigningmagnanimity conceded defeat like the
rats they are. After all, Nintendo in their infinite dampness, had the brazen
stupidity to censor the gore out ofMortal Kombat. TheMega Drive version
would release with a hidden ‘Blood Code’ to activate the glorious gore. It
only strengthened Sega’s brand as the cooler, more grown-up, edgy
manufacturer. And whilst those victories all mattered in some way to
people at the time, formost it was not muchmore than extraneous sport.


In a nod to the album Abacab from Genesis, who share the name of the
console’s North American name, the code could famously be activated
by pressing ABACABB on a hint screen at the beginning of the game. The
joy of hearing Scorpion exclaim “Get Over Here!” for the first time, has
stayed with me some 29 years later. As has the disappointment that
became apparent soon thereafter. Sega’s victory was not a flawless one.
Whilst SNES owners undoubtedly got the fuzziest end of the lollipop, a
litany of minor niggles and omissions prevented the Mega Drive getting
the version it truly deserved and was fully capable of.


By no means is it a bad game. It’s a very solid build in many ways. Mortal
Kombat was such a step up in visual fidelity in the arcades, we had no real
idea how well the system would handle it until we played it for the first


time. It runs well, plays well, and feels like a decent
approximation of the bouts that you would have on the cabinet.
Which just adds to the feeling of a missed opportunity. Like
accidentally kicking your enemy’s shin whilst attempting a finishing
move. It’s tripping over on your victory lap and landing on your balls. Or
someone else’s balls if you don’t have your own. For everything it gets
right, it gets something else wrong.


Ultimately, there’s just toomany needless sacrifices that have beenmade.
Acclaim should have taken Street Fighter II’s lead. Capcom’s fighter was
the first 24-Meg cartridge released on Mega Drive. Mortal Kombat arrived
on the relatively standard at this point, 16-Meg cartridge. Whilst more
than sufficient formost big titles of the time, Mortal Kombat was a bigger
animal and deserved a bigger cage. Character sprites are bright and
clear, though a little small. They respond well to input, but frames of
animation have been left on the cutting room floor.


The sound that was so integral to the feel of Mortal Kombat takes the
biggest kicking, but not in the way you would predict. It was expected
that the Mega Drive’s sound chips would struggle to replicate the
sample-heavy music of the arcade, but instead they played to its
strengths. The Yamaha YM2612 techno remix is really kicking, perfectly
fitting the mood of the game, arguably even enhancing it beyond the
original source material, and is of course, utterly unique to the console.
Yet so many sound-effects have been cut, as has most of the iconic
announcer’s voice. Little more than overly gravelly samples of ‘Fight’ and
‘Finish Him’ remain.


There’s no denying, the sweetness of your victory is lessened without the
“Scorpion Wins. Flawless Victory. Fatality” that brought us so much joy as
crowds gathered around us, playing winner stays on in your local
amusements. Much as being declared the winner in this particular battle
was celebrated in more muted tones than it should have been. It’s the
small missing details that make the game feel less authentic. Easy fixes
could have been made with a little more attention to detail, respect of
the source material, and a bigger cartridge, that would have had Mega
Drive owners celebrating their triumphs, rather than trying to glorify
being the side who did the least poorly.


And whilst SNES owners flocked to our homes, to play the “real” Mortal
Kombat, the one that caused all that excitement for the past year, openly
lauding our superior port, benevolently conceding defeat like the okay
people they can be when you get to know one: we silently and guiltily
lapped it up like the dogs we are. If any of you are reading this... If any of
you have learnt to read yet, it’s time to confess, whilst you were
busy being openly jealous of us, we were secretly busy being a
little jealous of you too.







CHOOSE YOUR


KOMBATANT


Johnny Cage


The narcissistic Hollywood
actor with the famous


‘punching you in the nuts,
whilst doing the splits’


special move. This character
is a heavy nod towards


Jean-Claude Van Damme
and the origins of the game.


In the early days of
development, the game was
considered as a vehicle for
the “actor”. Thankfully he
would go on to spoil the


1994 Street Fighter movie (as
Guile) instead.


Sonya


Special Forces officer Sonya
Blade found her way into the
tournament for Earthrealm
by tracking the outlaw Kano.
Blows a kiss for her fatality
and chucks pink rings for a
special move. Because


chicks like rings, kisses, and
pink things. Presumably.
Still, let’s ignore the faint


whiff of sexism, and
celebrate the fact the
developers at least fully
dressed the character.


Other special moves that
were considered during
development include
finding things, holding


grudges, and rejecting you.


Scorpion


The one thing we learned
fromWWF, is that dead guys
are the coolest. This one


throws a spear attached to a
grappling hook, stunning
enemies, and pulling them
towards him, giving the


player a free hit. This unique
and legendary move, and


his “Get Over Here” rang out
in playgrounds around the
world. Can also teleport to
the other side of the screen,
delivering a flying punch to
the face at the same time.
Pulls off his mask to reveal
his skull and invites his


defeated rival for an instant
barbecue with tragic


consequences. A demon
sent back for revenge on
Sub-Zero, his murderer.


Sub-Zero


Has competed with
Scorpion for favourite Mortal
Kombat character since day
one. Can freeze opponents
for a free hit. Also has a slide
attack. Runs a head/spine
removal service, has the


most infamous fatality in the
game, and makes a mean
Mojito. His real identity is
unknown, but wears the
uniform of the Lin Kuei, a
legendary clan of Chinese
ninjas. The character with
which, it is easiest to defeat


Goro, who is more
susceptible to freeze attacks
than any other special move


in the game.


Kano


He’s a bad guy. You know
how you can work it out?


Metal face is a start. Red eye
is the clincher. He throws
knives. Which tells you he


never listened to his mother.
Or learned his lesson


apparently. He’ll also rip
your still beating heart out
of your chest and hold it in


the air to gloat. Which
means he’s a lot like my ex-
wife who I just made up.


Liu Kang


Modelled on the archetypal
image of Bruce Lee,


including all Kiai (or daft
noises to you and me) that
made him famous, in the


original version. All of which
are sadly lacking in the


Mega Drive port. His special
moves, a fireball, and an


enhanced flying kick, are the
easiest to perform. A


decently choreographed
double kick/ uppercut
finishing move fatality is


cool, but tame.


Raiden


Changed to Rayden for the
home conversions, for fear
of litigation from Tecmo, the
makers of a shooter by the
same name. Raiden/Rayden


also loses a lot of his
character due to the limited
sound effects. Inspired by


Raijin, the Japanese Thunder
God, his appearance was
heavily influenced by
antagonists in John


Carpenter’s Big Trouble in
Little China. Everyone’s


second favourite character,
after their preferred palette


swap ninja.







KONVERSION
KOMPARISONS


Mega Drive vs Super Nintendo


Graphics: As decent as the Mega Drive’s graphics are, it’s clear the system was not pushed to its full limit. The SNES however,
was. Both games maintain a decent frame rate, with the Mega Drive performing slightly better (average 27 fps, to the SNES’s
25), but in every other metric, the fine margin is balanced the other way. SNES sprites are slightly more detailed, with fewer
missing animations, and closer to the size of the arcade original (a third of the screen), than the Mega Drive (one quarter of the
screen).


SCORE 0:1


Sound: Whilst the SNES is undoubtedly closer to recreating the music of the original, only it’s a pale, typically woolly imitation.
If it were based on the soundtrack alone, I would find it hard not to award this point to Sega. However, with the meagre
offerings of sampled speech and sound effects, compared to embarrassment of riches on SNES, this point alas, must also go
the filth.


SCORE 0:2


Gameplay: This is where the Nintendo lets itself down, as much as the omission of blood. The control system is nowhere near
as tight or responsive on the SNES. Fights become increasingly frustrating, and pulling off special moves and fatalities (such as
they are) is more hit and miss than on Sega. Even with the standard three button controller, fighting is a lot more fun on the
black box.


SCORE 1:2


Authenticity: Let’s face it, without the blood, Nintendo have made it impossible for themselves to win this category. But in
many other aspects, they beat Sega’s effort effortlessly. More care has gone into replicating the artifacts and staying true to
the source material. The Mega Drive version looks rushed and underpowered in comparison. But a PG Mortal Kombat was to
miss the point of Mortal Kombat. Sure, Sub-Zero’s fatality on the SNES was inspired (freezing, then smashing your opponent
like the T100), but that is the outlier. For all its fine endeavour, the most Nintendo could claim is a draw.


SCORE 2:3


Legacy: Mortal Kombat went on to become the biggest fighting game of all time, finally surpassing Street Fighter in 2021. Every
collector of either console would want a piece of this historic moment of video game history on their shelf, but which is the
port that’s still worth playing today? For all the shortcomings on Mega Drive, and for all that Nintendo did right, the point just
has to go Sega. When you can easily download the arcade rom, it would have to be something unique to a particular 1993
home conversion, that would take you back to it. And here Sega’s music just pips Sub-Zero’s freeze fatality.


SCORE 3:3


Result: Draw


Game Boy


The weakest of the Mortal Monday releases, by a good margin. A valiant effort to keep as much of the look of the game as the
system could handle, in a heavily redacted form. But the main mechanics are unresponsive. There is both horrible hit
detection, and massive input lag to fight against, with fighters that move like they’re underwater. It’s more of a ninja ballet
simulator with a headache for a soundtrack. Johnny Cage is missing, and 3 stages make the cut. Being the only version that
you can unlock Goro as a playable character is a unique selling point, but don’t fall for it. Avoid like the pit.


Game Gear


Now this is more like it. An absolutely stunning attempt to capture the spirit of MK in miniature. Sprites fill more of the screen
than any other version, and they’re of superb quality, considering the limitations of the 8-bit machine. The audio is much less
obscene, and whilst the Mega Drive port handles the best of all Mortal Monday conversions, this is miles ahead of the Game
Boy, and arguably the SNES too. Two stages are available, and this time Kano is the MIA. It even pays closer attention to the
source material than the MD game. E.g., Sub-Zero having his proper fighting stance on the GG, rather than reusing Scorpion’s.
Add in its own blood code, and it’s a flawless victory over those monochrome losers with the long battery life.


WINNER: Game Gear


Sega ultimately claimed victory on Mortal Monday. Both of their editions were received better by their


fans and critics alike. It was a really big win for the manufacturer, during a period where they


appeared to do little wrong. The following year would see ports for the Master System and the Mega-CD.
A copy for the NES was planned, but never saw the light of day. So, though there are better ways to


play the game today, if you want that authentic 90’s home console experience, do yourself a favour…







They thought they'd cleaned up the city, but Mr. X is back, and his
crime syndicate is more dangerous and resourceful than ever. In this
sequel to Sega's iconic 1991 street brawler, Axel and Blaze return to
fight the syndicate and rescue Adam, the original game's third
playable character, from Mr. X's villainous clutches. Axel and Blaze
are joined byAdam's younger brother Skate, andAxel's pal Max. These
four are going to need all of theirmartial prowess to ruin Mr. X's plans,
because there's a veritable army of thugs, punks, goons and mooks
arrayed against them, and the syndicate has some really nasty
surprises up its sleeves.


From themoment you press start, it's clear to see that the developers
have taken everything that was great about the original and
magnified it. The sprites are bigger, the neon is brighter, and the
sound effects are crunchier. The opening level is a magnificent
homage to the dangerous, exciting allure of neon-lit alleyways and
dark, city streets. The characters are as effortlessly cool as the


environments, the sprites and animations brim with personality, and
as your foes appear and the awesome soundtrack kicks in, you know
you're in for a thrilling ride.


The controls are tight and each character feels powerful and unique.
Clever use of sound and screen-shaking effects mean that powerful
moves feel especially impactful, and provide the player with visceral
feedback. Every punch, kick and throw really feels like it connects. The
previous game's cop-summoning special attack is missing, replaced
with character-specific special moves. While the screeching cop car
was cool, and it will be missed, the special moves definitely addmore
strategy to the game. They'll take a chunk of your health away,
preventing you from using them too liberally, but they'll also get you
out of nasty scrapes, meaning there's real strategy involved in
knowingwhen to use them andwhen to stick to conventional attacks.
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There’s an extra life behind the bin at the
bottom of the screen. You’re welcome!


This is Skate. Not Skates. Look, it says right there.
No plural. If you're one of the people who insists on
calling him Skates then we can't be friends.







Each of the four playable characters provide very different
experiences. Axel and Blaze are the balanced middle ground, with
Axel leaning more towards power and Blaze leaning more towards
manoeuvrability and finesse. The two new characters shake things up
a lot more. Skate is all about speed, quick attacks and hit-and-run
tactics. He's the only character that can perform dash attacks, and he
can climb onto enemies’ shoulders and rain punches down from
above.Max is glacier-slow comparatively, but all of hismoves do huge
amounts of damage. He's less manoeuvrable, and can't switch sides
with an enemy during a grapple, but if you do manage to get a punk
caught in a grapple from behind his jumping knee-drop will
absolutely decimate their health bar.


All eight stages are designedmasterfully. Stage one's neon-drenched
alleyways and classy bar setting nails that Hollywood-urban
atmosphere. Stage two's under-construction bridge is an inspired
choice for an action scene, and descends into beautiful chaos once
the bikergang shows up and the industrial techno soundtrack kicks in.
Later on the game offers such exhilarating locales as a theme park, a
baseball stadium, a ship, a beach, a factory, and even the syndicate's
own luxurious headquarters. All of these locations are superbly
realised, and fitting arenas for gritty gang violence to unfold.


The game is easy to pick up but tough to master. Four difficulty
settings mean that anyone should be able to get throughmost of the
game, and players brave enough to try the tougher difficulty settings
are rewarded with new enemies to face. Mr. X's thugs will try to
surround players and gang up on them, but the difficulty rarely feels
unfair. Certain bosses can feel insurmountable at first, but keep trying
and you'll soon be getting through by the skin of your teeth, and
eventually you'll reach the level of mastery required to turn those big
boys into your bitches. The two-player mode also adds to the
longevity, and provides opportunities for effective team-up tactics or
devastating betrayals of trust as you progress. There's also a two-
player versus mode, enabling players to settle those grudges in a
more official capacity.


Ahuge part ofwhatmakes Streets of Rage 2 so great is its soundtrack.
Composer Yuzo Koshiro has done things with the Mega Drive's sound
chip that completely defy expectations. Each track accompanies its
stage section perfectly, with upbeat electronic anthems, energising,
industrial kicks or imposing and atmospheric hooks setting up the
precise ambience needed for the situation. Whether it's a dingy
alleyway or a pirate ship ride, this game has the perfect tune to
accompany it, and Streets of Rage 2 is worth experiencing for its
soundtrack alone. Outside of the phenomenal music, the sound
effects have a satisfying crunch to them, and the digitised voices are
a nice touch, although they can occasionally become repetitive
depending on your play-style.


There's really notmuch else to say that's negative about the game. It's
a masterpiece; a work of such expertise, poise and precision that
players will be completely immersed into its world of glorious,
digitised violence. There is still an issue with the attack button being
the same as the button to pick up weapons, which can get you into
situations where you're cycling between knives and pipes instead of
pummelling your enemies. The game also tends to reward players
who want to spam certain attacks (especially Axel's “grand uppah”),
and even certain difficult bosses can be flummoxed by the good old
spam tactic. These are small negatives, however, that are completely
overwhelmed by the sheer quality of this title.


Streets of Rage 2 is the absolute pinnacle of side-scrolling brawlers,
the defining game in the genre that reigns victorious over all of its
competitors not only in gameplay terms but in terms of sound, style,
visuals, and overall presentation as well. One of Sega's, and gaming in
general's, finest moments. Play it.







BOSS RUSH
A fighting game is only as good as its baddies, and Streets of


Rage 2 features some iconic and intimidating end of level
bosses. Let's look at them, and give them a little danger


rating, just for fun. Spoilers abound, so avert your eyes if
you… well, if you don't want spoilers.


Barbon


Danger rating:4


Danger rating:3


Danger rating:5


Jet


Zamza


Initially encountered as a humble (if somewhat beefy) barkeep during the
fight against Electra, Barbon is revealed moments later to be the first stage
boss in what might be the most iconic moment of the entire Streets of
Rage franchise. A back alley filled with thugs, heavy rain, that awesomely
foreboding boss music kicks in, Barbon yells a challenge and rips off his
shirt, and it's on. Lacking long range moves, Barbon can still eat up an
inexperienced player once they get too close, but liberal use of special
attacks will eventually put him down.


Fought directly after what many view as a bit of a big-lipped alligator
moment (look it up) for the game, where our heroes take on a sinister alien
animatronic, this guy suits the creepy atmosphere perfectly. Zamza is an
agile fellow with claw blades and an unhealthy posture, and he won't
hesitate to roll himself up and leap through the air with claws extended,
making him risky to approach. His slide attack is dangerous too, so your
best bet is to try and go in from an angle and stun him with a few quick
blows before laying in the real punishment.


This guy is your first indication that you're up against more than just a well-
funded group of thugs and martial artists. The average street-gang isn't
going to have access to jet-packs, after all. Jet will distract you with his


group of low-level punks while rocketing across the battlefield and
attempting to catch you with his devastating aerial throws. Luckily, his


attacks are easy to see coming, and a well-placed stationary jumping kick
will really ruin his day. Repeat that a few times while avoiding his pals to


bring him down to earth with a crunch.







Danger rating:9


Danger rating:9


Danger rating:6


Danger rating:7


Abadede


R. bear


Souther & stealth


Particle & molecule


This chubby boxer is encountered on the deck of a cargo ship making its way
to Mr. X's island, and he's going to do everything he can to ensure it ain't no
pleasure cruise. Absurdly quick for his size, R. Bear can close in on you in no
time and launch a series of devastating jabs and uppercuts, vaporising your
health bar. Try to grapple him and he'll almost always grab you first and lay in
a series of nasty headbutts. Fight defensively and counter with well-timed
special attacks, as anything else is going to get you pummelled.


With Mr. X's lair looming in the background, your sixth stage boss
fight is against a pair of combatants who are palette-swaps of
former foes. Souther will slide and leap around, limiting your


movement, while Stealth will try to swoop in and catch you with
one of his devastating aerial throws. Luckily, you'll know how both


of these guys work by now, so the two together isn't too much
harder to handle if you keep your cool. Stick to your original game-


plan and stay cautious with your positioning, and you'll be fine.


These heavily armed attack bots come for you at the end of the
extended lift-sequence level which, without skilful crowd
control and defensive play, can devolve into an absolute
cluster**** of pain. You're going to need patience if you want to
scrap these robo-twins, as trying to whale on them for too long
will get you zapped. Hanging back, keeping on your toes, and
attacking only when you're sure it's safe are the keys to victory.
If you spot one of them kneeling down, quickly move out of the
way, it's about to unleash a laser blast.


This UltimateWarrior wannabe is fought in a pit at the end of the stadium
level, in front of a crowd of rabid fight fans just longing to see you get your


butt kicked. You're going to need to be quick and precise if you want to
disappoint them, as Abadede packs a heck of a punch. Try to stay away from
him and he'll knock you over with a devastating charge, but go in too close


and he'll reverse your grapple and pummel you. Your best bet is to keep
moving and chip away at his health bar with quick attacks. If you do find that


you've got him grappled, execute a throw quick or prepare for pain.







shiva


Danger rating:10


Danger rating:8


Mr. x


Mr. X's right-hand man isn't strictly an end of level boss, but he's so iconic
(and his hair is so perfect) that he deserves his place on the list. Bring your


A-game to this fight as Shiva is both agile and powerful, and his
roundhouse kicks and aerial attacks are extremely detrimental to your


chances of continued existence. The only real advice here is to take your
time, wait for your chances, and attack quickly and get out before he


unleashes a devastating counter. You know, one day in the future, it would
be really cool if this guy was a playable character...


The man behind it all, Mr. X takes matters into his own hands once Shiva is
defeated, and he's the type of guy who's not afraid to bring a Tommy gun to
a fist fight. Showing his cold-hearted nature as he mows down his own
henchmen in his attempts to take you out, Mr. X also has a devastating
melee attack if you get too close. It's hard to dodge his sprays of gunfire,
but keep moving and you should be fine. Pick the right moment to get in
close and attack with a special move or flying kick, but be prepared to eat
the stock of his Tommy gun if you risk going in for a grapple. You've already
beaten Shiva to get here, so you can beat this guy. Take him out!
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Is it really a complete breakfast if you didn't spend at least some
of it racing miniature cars around the table in between
mouthfuls of cereal? Probably not. Messing about with toys at the
table is a staple of any good childhood and Micro Machines
captures that feeling beautifully – multiplying it by about twenty. If
your toy cars ever got as fast as the little buggers in this game you
may well be a rocket scientist by now.


It's one thing to control your little vehicles by hand, it's another to
have them zoom off at Mach 1 and this is the option presented to us
by Micro Machines. You can choose to play challengemode against
the computer or a friend, or have a go at a head to head race.
Whatever you decide to go with don't expect an easy time keeping
your contraption within the racing lines because to say they go like
the clappers is a disservice.


The tiny toys speed around like a bat out of hell and, as you might
expect, can be very difficult to control. It's a good job we've all
learned a decent amount of swear words since childhood because
no other curses can accurately portray the rage you will feel when
your miniscule car goes flying off the level for the umpteenth time.


Micro Machines is a real blast. There is a good collection of levels
ranging from a bath tub to a school desk, and a different vehicle for
each one, which is dead cool. Unfortunately, it is a real job to get
used to the controls. Although all the vehicles handle slightly
differently they all become wildly difficult to handle at high speeds
and this is one of the most frustrating parts of the game.


If you or your opponent get too far ahead to the point where the
screen can't fit you both in, both cars will explode and the leading
car will get a point. You've got to reach this point several times over
to eventually win. So, when you're zooming off into the distance it's
brill, but when you're the one stuck on a rubber duck or a pencil
sharpener, it's a whole different effing story.


You'll do yourself a favour by memorising the levels and
remembering that there is a brake pedal, but I found my
persistence giving way to frustration pretty easily. It's more fun with
friends though!







For me, there is no doubt WWF reached its absolute peak in the early
90’s. Sure, the Attitude Era that began at the end of the decade
achieved its highest viewing figures, but by then it had become trashy,
with its cheap sexualised content, uninspiring profanities, and its often-
tragic attempts to take itself seriously. WWF had tried to grow up with its
audience. However, it grew into a jerk. Gone were the ridiculous
characters. We were no longer required to believe that these guys were
just moonlighting, and all held down regular day jobs when not smashing
each other’s faces off. This guy’s a barber, this one works at the tax office,
and that tall fella over there, gliding on smoke, with his eyes in the back
of his head – he’s got to be at the funeral director’s first thing, to comfort
the recently bereaved.


I lost touch with it way before they started getting into pandas and shit,
but with so many avid wrestling fans here at Sega Mania Towers, I was
pleasantly surprised to win the company grapple to review this year’s
WWF offering. Not that such a victory came without cost. Hair was
pulled, nails were broken, and someone was called Fart Breath. It was like
the bloody Somme in here. But time, Bacardi Breezers, and expensive
therapy cures all ills. So, pull on your spandex, take a seat on a steel chair
(which you may ormay not use to stove someone’s head in later), and let
me tell you about Royal Rumble for the Mega Drive.


The pseudo-sequel to last year’s WrestleMania improves on its
predecessor in almost every way. Sprites are larger, more detailed, and
in most cases, strike a far better resemblance to the stars they are meant
to represent. The roster has been increased from 8 to 12 wrestlers,
correcting some unforgiveable omissions from last time out. Yourmove
set has been increased. Illegal moves have been added if you want to
turn heel (yeah, I know the lingo). Crowds are animated and they now


have reactive sounds, so bouts feel less flat. And of course, the Royal
Rumble event has been added (although you’ll have to make do with a
cutdown version from the traditional 30 wrestlers).


Yet all these additions pale in significance to the inclusion of just one
incredibly simple feature that dramatically alters the feel of the game.
The inclusion of an onscreen grappling meter gives the player(s)
immediate feedback during those button-mashing tussles when you
and your opponent are locked together. In WrestleMania, there was no
sense of progress, no indication of how well or poorly you were doing
against your opponent, adding an air of futility to the mechanic. Here,
with a clear progress bar that pops up above your wrestlers the moment
you lock, you feel more connected to the game and much less likely to
give up mid-battle because it doesn’t feel responsive.


The controls feel tighter, the mechanics positively evolved, and the
game is altogether more ambitious. In Royal Rumble mode, up to six
wrestlers can be onscreen fighting at any one time, and the occasional
sprite flickering tells you when the hardware is reaching its limit on
certain scanlines. Flying Edge, a subsidiary/division of Acclaim
specifically created for circumnavigating licencing agreements it held
with Nintendo, kept everything that was good about their first game and
attempted to address most of the substandard.


Keeping with the tradition started with its forerunner, Royal Rumble
divvies up the line-ups between the Mega Drive and SNES versions.
Seven wrestlers are shared between the systems: The Undertaker, Bret
Hart, Shawn Michaels, Randy Savage, Razor Ramon, Lex Luger, and Crush.
Yeah, that last one took me a while to remember too. Sega’s five
exclusives are Hulk Hogan, “Hacksaw” Jim Duggan, “The Model” Rick
Martel, IRS, and Papa Shango. Whereas Nintendo owners could enjoy Ric
Flair, Mr Perfect, Ted DiBiase, Yokozuna, and Tatanka. Personal preference
would determine who did better, but I suspect most playground
arguments at the time leaned towards the Mega Drive, due to the
enduring popularity of The Hulkster. Even though he would depart this
year for rivals WCW.


This is undoubtedly the best wrestling game that has graced the console
to date and just what wrestling fans have been crying out for. A copy is
likely to set you back a little more than the earlier effort (and let’s just
pretend that Sega’s own unlicensed Wrestle War never happened), but if
you’re a fan of the genre, or just nostalgic for the end of the Golden Era
of WWF, it’s worth digging a little deeper in your pockets. A copy is likely
to set you back around £25 and there’s a good chance even non-
wrestling fans will get a lot of enjoyment here as well.
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Jingo Strike
Flying in from Electronic Arts over in sunny California, some


observers have commented that Jungle Strike comes
complete with a somewhat controversial political slant. The
attack helicopters upon which Jungle Strike and its prequel's


choppers are based (the RAH-66 Comanche and AH-64 Apache
respectively) are seriously devastating weapons of war that


have provided the US with un-matched military superiority in
conflicts against less well-funded enemies.While this likely


inspires confidence in the American people, it can be a pretty
scary thought for anyone else, and many reviewers took issue
with some of the game's themes. Enthusiastic accusations of
unpleasantly right-wing politics and jingoism were levelled at
the game. To be fair though, these comments were mostly


from reviewers of the Amiga version, and what do those nerds
know about politics, right?







Video game football, hmm? Pixels for goalposts? Marvellous. You can’t beat the sensation of the beautiful game in virtual form, and the Mega Drive is this year making two high profile additions to its squad. The first name on the team sheet is the plucky
Sensible Soccer – a port of the Amiga juggernaut and current reigning champion of footy gaming – but it now has itself a noisy neighbour in the form of Electronic Arts’ new FIFA International Soccer.


Rather than review both games separately and repeat myself talking about ball physics and AI offside traps, we’re going to have a good old-fashioned penalty shootout to decide the true champion of Mega Drive football. Each ‘penalty’ will take the form of a
single criteria on which each game will be judged and compared, with the better one deemed to have scored – first to five goals wins. So open wide for some soccer, as it’s time to see if Sensi can raise its game and if FIFA can do it on a wet Wednesday


night in Stoke (or preferably anywhere but Stoke).


It’s a bit of a no-contest here, as FIFA comes flying out of the traps with its
beautiful sprites, animations and overall presentation. EA’s bigger budget
and experience with American sports games has clearly afforded them the
ability to create probably the best-looking football game to date. The player
sprites are excellent and there are a host of other visual features, like
animated crowds and scoreboards, that really give the game that big match
feel.


Sensi isn’t necessarily an ugly game, it’s really just functional to aid its fast-
paced, no-frills gameplay. Sound-wise, it’s more of a midfield battle, but
FIFA probably wins there too due to a larger number of crowd chants and
the absence of repetitive music during the match. 1-0 to FIFA.


The title FIFA International Soccer should probably give away the answer
to this one. Being limited to 48 international teams hands the result to
Sensible Soccer, which is by far the better team on paper, as it features 40
international and 64 club sides, totalling 104 teams. Neither game has
licensed players, and in FIFA’s case that’s as inexplicable as it is
unacceptable considering it has the license of the football world’s governing
body.


FIFA doesn’t even try to make its fake players sound real, and in some
cases the players are actually the names of the development team. Sensi is
filled with delightful, often hilarious, twists on players we all know and love,
from global superstars Ryud Gyllit and Dinnis Birgkamp to Premier League
icons like Man Utd’s Peul Once, Arsenal’s Devid Siaman and, my personal
favourite, Norwich’s tricky winger Ryel Fux. Sensi draws level, 1-1.


The keeper didn’t even move for this one. Sensible Soccer’s teams and
players are fully customisable, and FIFA’s aren’t. You technically never
need to buy another Sensi ever again as you can keep things relevant and
up-to-date, provided you’ve got the patience to manually edit it all yourself.


I get the ominous impression that EA will take great joy at the prospect of
releasing a new game every year to incorporate bare minimum updates to
squads and players (if they ever put real ones in there). Sensi goes into a
3-1 lead.


Unsurprisingly, with a higher number of teams, Sensible Soccer offers far more modes to play too,
although in fairness it’s mostly just leagues and cups with club teams as well as internationals. FIFA offers
a single-match exhibition, a World Cup-style tournament (group stage followed by knockout) for up to 8
player-controlled teams, a standard league, and playoffs (basically a knockout cup).


Sensible Soccer, firstly, asks you to pick from national, club or custom teams before you choose your
mode of play. The custom teams are basically daft gag teams. You can play as Old Dear’s Menu, where
every player’s first name is Nice (not sure about sub keeper Nice Bag of Whelks, though) and their
manager is That Nice Man. Or embrace your rotten side and take control of Nasty Things, whose star
striker is named A Very Big Gun. For the national teams, you can play a friendly, cup, league, World Cup
qualifiers, the Maastricht Cup (just a knockout cup), and the League of Nations (an international league).
The club sides can also play friendly, cup and league as well as the game’s own take on the three main
euro competitions: the ‘Euro Superleague’ (Champions League), ‘EUFA Cup’ (UEFA Cup), and the
Cupwinners Cup. Sensi slams the ball home to put itself 2-1 up.







Video game football, hmm? Pixels for goalposts? Marvellous. You can’t beat the sensation of the beautiful game in virtual form, and the Mega Drive is this year making two high profile additions to its squad. The first name on the team sheet is the plucky
Sensible Soccer – a port of the Amiga juggernaut and current reigning champion of footy gaming – but it now has itself a noisy neighbour in the form of Electronic Arts’ new FIFA International Soccer.


Rather than review both games separately and repeat myself talking about ball physics and AI offside traps, we’re going to have a good old-fashioned penalty shootout to decide the true champion of Mega Drive football. Each ‘penalty’ will take the form of a
single criteria on which each game will be judged and compared, with the better one deemed to have scored – first to five goals wins. So open wide for some soccer, as it’s time to see if Sensi can raise its game and if FIFA can do it on a wet Wednesday


night in Stoke (or preferably anywhere but Stoke).


If Sensible Soccer is a nippy winger that blazes past the opposition, then
FIFA is a lumbering centre back with the turning circle of a barge. FIFA
matches feel like a total slog; the equivalent to trudging through the muddy,
well-trodden pitches down at your local Sunday League. You’ve got the
ability to press the C button to give your player a short burst of speed
when they don’t have the ball, but the higher graphical fidelity requires
more complicated and, therefore, longer animations than Sensi does.


The result is night and day from the wonderfully quick flow of a game of
Sensible Soccer where tackles, headers and shots all require minimal
animation, and all happen at lightning speed. Input lag also feels far more
tangible in FIFA than in Sensi, and sometimes it’s like your players don’t
respond to button presses at all. Another easy goal for Sensi and it’s now
4-1.


Having more controls is only worthwhile if you have a better game to play as a result, and that’s just not the case
here. Goals win games, but I’ll be damned if I’m able to score one in FIFA. You won’t find yourself with a hatful of
chances anyway, as the passing is dreadful. Pressing the pass button feels like a lottery as to whether it reaches a
teammate or not, and most of the time it’s like your player simply kicks it lightly in front of himself to absolutely no-
one. I genuinely haven’t seen passing this non-existent since Gazza last walked towards a pub.


If you do manage to get a shot away in FIFA, it will often feel like your strikes at goal are scripted to go where the
game decides. The isometric viewpoint makes it very difficult to accurately aim the ball anywhere, and when
compared to the insane amount of controlled swerve you can put on the ball in Sensi it’s not even a close call as to
which game will let you score more and better goals. More goals equal more fun, and even if you’re scoring goals you
have no right to and racking up a cricket score in Sensible Soccer, it’s undoubtedly the more enjoyable experience.


The cultured feet of the players in Sensible Soccer combined with its easy-to-master control scheme gives a much
better feeling while playing at a much faster speed, too. The only time FIFA outstrips Sensi in the gameplay
department is with regard to tactics, as Sensi quite literally loses the dressing room once the game has started,
meaning you can never go in and tinker as much as you want – this is especially annoying if you get a player sent off
as you can never effectively plug the gap they leave. FIFA’s pause menu allows for much better game management.


Sensible Soccer is a simple game that has hidden depth in spades, and by keeping things simple it creates a much
more thrilling, if less authentic-feeling, version of the world’s biggest sport. FIFA has enough financial might and
innovative ideas behind it to gain ground in the virtual football arena in the years to come, but for now it will be left
sick as a parrot as Sensi lashes the final penalty beyond the despairing keeper to make it 5-3 and take the title home!


Probably the hardest category in which to decide a winner, as it all depends on whether you prefer simplicity perfected or faltering
ambition. FIFA has far more in its locker when it comes to the number of controls and buttons you’ll be using, but it doesn’t all work
that well, especially when Sensible Soccer has just two buttons to get used to, and is far easier to pick up and play as a result.


FIFA has a button for changing to the nearest player to the ball, where Sensi will do this automatically and can sometimes be a bit slow to give you control of
the player you want. As mentioned earlier, FIFA has a speed boost button to help close down opponents and make tackles, but the slide tackle button feels
delayed. Having said button also control headers is a crazy decision that never seems to actually work, making your player slide across the grass instead of
jumping for a header in a disastrous display of schoolboy defending.


You also have more options from set pieces and goal kicks, with keepers able to throw the ball short, or bring up a square you can move around the pitch for
aiming. Sensi leaves all this up to your skill at swerving the ball after making contact, as well as assigning the power of your kicks to how long you hold down
the button, which becomes far more intuitive with extended play.


Dribbling is a lot easier in Sensi as well, as it’s got a good touch for an exactly-the-same-height-as-every-other-player man and will let you weave in and out
of defenders far more easily than in FIFA, where you’ll barely get a few yards before being tackled, or pushed over if you turn off fouls. Sensi feels better to
control, but FIFA has got some innovative ideas here that offer far greater variety and a blueprint for footy games of the future. FIFA’s roaring comeback is
on, as this goal makes it 4-3.


Sensible Soccer is a much faster game to play, but it may be too fast for the AI of the CPU teams. It
really is a funny old game when your opponents walk the ball into their own net or have their goalie pass
it straight to you for a free shot in acres of space. The keepers don’t seem to have quite grasped the
back-pass rule. They frequently stand totally still with the ball at their feet and allowing you simply slide
tackle it in, leaving them with football pie all over their shirt.


Conversely, on its day FIFA is unplayable. Your midfielders will go missing in the big games and the small
games as the computer will close you down with ruthless German efficiency. There are reasons for this
that will come up later, but there are no flies on the FIFA AI here. Teams will ruin your attacks with
relentless fouling, give you no space to pass the ball, keep up with anyone trying to walk it in, and can
score from anywhere – they certainly know where the goal is. Obviously, being forced by a machine into
a ludicrous display makes for a far less enjoyable game to play, but you can’t argue that FIFA has the
better CPU programming. FIFA just about gets through squeaky bum time and keeps itself in the shootout
at 4-2.
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In the late ‘80s and early ‘90s the Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles
were a global phenomenon, although they were called the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles outside of Europe, as apparently
‘ninja’ was deemed too violent a word for us youngsters to be
aware of. How times have changed, although back then we were
allowed to play conkers at school, and nowadays kids have to wear
a special conker helmet, protective gloves, and sign a disclaimer
before they are allowed to play conkers on their school breaks, so
swings and roundabouts I guess.


As a reader of Sega Mania I’m sure you loved the 1990s as much as
I did, and I’d wager that you, dear reader, owned all sorts of Turtles
‘stuff’, including a Turtles action figure or two during the heyday of
the artistically-titular mutant heroes; Leonardo, Raphael,
Donatello, and Michelangelo. I personally owned a Leonardo figure
(even though ‘Mikey’ is my favourite) that I found at a coffee
morning jumble sale in around ‘91 at the school I went to, and took
him home with me for the princely sum of 20p.


The Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles game burst into arcades in 1989,
and allowed up to four players to simultaneously play as all four
turtles in a side-scrolling beat-‘em-up with huge character
sprites, music faithful to the cartoon, and all of the enemies you’d
seen on TV at home. It was a huge hit, and an arcade sequel,
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles: Turtles in Time, followed in 1991.
This, too, had gamers queuing up with their pockets full of 10
pence pieces, excited to once again take the role of their favourite
turtle and yell “Cowabunga” as they destroy the Foot Clan, and
ultimately Shredder.


Unsurprisingly, a spate of home computer and console releases
followed, and the Mega Drive saw its first Turtles release in 1993
courtesy of Konami. Unlike the Super Nintendo, that received a
port of Turtles in Time, the Mega Drive received a brand-new
game: Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles: The Hyperstone Heist. Well, it
was sort of brand new, as it did include new elements, but also
included recycled sections from both arcade games.


We open with reporter, and secret friend of the turtles, April
O’Neill reporting on TV live from New York when suddenly there is
a flash of light, and Manhattan Island shrinks. No one knows what
is happening, but then Shredder hijacks the broadcast and warns
the world that he is in possession of the Hyperstone from
Dimension X, and this is just a demonstration of its awesome


power. It’s up to the ‘heroes in a half shell’ to emerge from their
home in the sewers and save the world.


The gameplay is very similar to Turtles in Time with almost
identical controls, which is good news as the controls work really
well. However, the much-loved throwing of an enemy towards the
screen no longer exists, and a run button has been added.


You can choose to be any of the Turtles, and even team up with a
friend and play two player, to tackle five stages which are mostly
side-scrolling. To add some variation there is an elevator level and,
similar to Shinobi III which is also reviewed in this issue, there is a
surfing section. Each stage ends with a boss fight where you will
face Rocksteady (but no Bebop, making Hyperstone Heist the only
game to feature one of the double-act without their partner in
crime), Tatsu, Baxter Stockman, Krang, and then finally Super
Shredder.


The graphics are great, with large colourful characters and
wonderful backgrounds with multiple layers adding real depth.
The music and sound effects are almost identical to Turtles in Time
on the Super Nintendo, but that’s no bad thing as the music fits the
action perfectly, even if the sound effects are a little raspy.







The game is great fun but isn’t without its negatives, and the main
one is that it’s just too easy. It’s a blast while it lasts, but that won’t
be for too long. For a TV series which featured countless ‘baddies’
there aren’t enough variation in the boss fights. The bosses that
are here are also reused later in the game too. This could have been
an exciting opportunity to add some of the other bosses; even if
they took bosses from the two arcade games, it would have added
to the experience of playing through Hyperstone Heist.


The final downside with Hyperstone Heist is just how expensive it
is to buy nowadays. Sold listings on eBay over the last couple of
months show sales of the game costing as much as £361. With this
in mind, it’s unsurprising that this is one of the most counterfeited
games for the Mega Drive, so if you do plan to pick this up beware
of fakes, although it’s almost impossible to tell if a game is genuine
or not without taking the cartridge apart and looking at the game
board.


Tone it down!
It wasn’t just the title that took a hit in the Turtles franchise in
the UK but the artwork too. It’s rare that we show preference
to the Genesis in this mag, but we think it’s fair to say that the


US version of the game looked far meaner and cooler!


Remember in Star Wars
where Luke is given a Light
Sabre, told a fantastical
story about his origins and
spends most of the movie
confused as he runs around
from place to place trying to
make sense of his life and
overall place in the
universe? Well that’s how
you’ll feel when playing Star
Wars for the Master System
– in more ways than one.


From the off, I really liked
this game. Upon booting it
up you are greeted with the
classic text crawl which
explains the events
preceding A New Hope,
there is an 8-bit version of
the opening space chase


and when characters talk to you their text is accompanied by a
snazzy looking image. The music, while samey in the first few
caves, evolves over the course of the game to the point where
you will recognise the weird tones of the Mos Eisley bar and the
sinister leitmotif of the Death Star.


So as far as authenticity and immersion goes it’s already a real
winner. The gameplay itself is a bit of a mixed bag though. You
start out as Luke armedwith a blaster and it isn’t long beforeObi-
Wan Kenobi gives you your father’s Light Sabre, from there you’ll
meet R2D2, C3P0, Han Solo and Princess Leia and have the
opportunity to control them and use their abilities. It is incredibly
fun to dash through levels and dissect your foes with Luke, but
the controls are pretty loose. You’ll find yourself missing jumps
because Luke will slide around a bit and it’s pretty hard to judge
the trajectory, especially when you factor in dash jumps. It’s even
more difficult to avoid enemies with the movement controls
sometimes feeling sluggish and unresponsive.


The opening of the game is a little dicey as well, you drive around
in a land speeder to various caves, but you have to do them in
order and in some cases double back once certain criteria are
met, which is a bit of a pain. There are levels where you pilot the
Millennium Falcon through asteroids to add a bit ofvariety aswell
and this isn’t without its own frustrations.


But like any game, you kind of get used to it after a while and the
experience of playing through A New Hope is overall a fun one,
not to be missed because of an annoyance here or there. 5
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Spider-Man: Return of the Sinister Six is the second game to swing
onto Sega’s 8-bit systems based on New York’s favourite web-
slinging, crime-fighter.


The game was released by Flying Edge; a division of Acclaim, onto
both the Game Gear and Master System in 1993. Doctor Octopus, that
robotically-eight limbed rascal, is up to no good once again. He is
plotting world domination with the help of Electro, Mysterio,
Sandman, Hobgoblin, and the Vulture, who combined with Doc Ock,
make up the Sinister Six. This storyline is based very loosely on the
story arc from the Amazing Spider-Man comic book series issues 334
to 339, which ran at the beginning of the ‘90s.


To defeat this band of supervillains you will play as Peter Parker’s alter
ego Spider-Man, and tackle six side-scrolling levels, with one of the
Sinister Six as the boss fight at the end of each. To help you save the
world you are able to kick, punch, duck, swing on webs, climb walls,
and even shoot your sticky Spider-Man fluid all over them. The levels
are all varied, and well themed, based on the baddie you will face at
the end of the level.


On some of the levels you will need to search for a specific object to
progress, for example on Electro’s level, you will need to find a key in
order to get access to Electro’s base and face off against the boss.


The Game Gearversion is identical to the Master Systemversion, with
a couple of exceptions. Firstly, you can’t jump and shoot web fluid at
the same time on the Game Gear, which is a real pain, especially on
the boss fights. The other is the limited screen size means you’ll often
be killed by a projectile that was fired by an enemy off-screen that
you don’t see until it’s too late.


The game has a lot of pros, the graphics are colourful and the enemy
sprites are great, as is the animation with Spidey swinging from
building to building, especially considering this is on an 8-bit system.


The music and sound effects are fine, there’s nothing that’s going to
have you immediately scrabbling to turn the sound down, or even off,
but everything is fairly forgettable.


The game is really challenging, I would so far as to say frustrating, for
several reasons. Firstly Spidey can climb walls, but not all walls, and
there’s little indication to the player as to what walls can be climbed
and which ones can’t, so it’s all trial and error.


The collision detection is awful, and you can actually be stood right in
front of one of the Sinister Six’s hired goons, they can hit you, but you
can’t hit them. The controls in general are a bit of a mess, and the
game regularly performs an action you definitely didn’t want to do,
nor did you press the button to do, and before you know it you’re
dead. Given you only get one life and two continues, and as the boss
fights are impossibly difficult, you’re going to die a lot. Tomake things
worse there isn’t event a “difficulty” option. If you practice the game,
and get luckywith the iffy controls, you can complete the entire game
in less than 15 minutes.


If you can see past the flaws, it can be a fun game, but certainly not
one to rush onto the web to buy.


60 – REVIEW: MASTER SYSTEM/GAME GEAR – ROB KIRKUP







You start with nine lives (*nudge, nudge), but no matter what, the little
wimp dies with one hit. Both games they were trying to emulate gave
players a unique, inventive second chance. The way the rings burst from
Sonic when he’s hit is iconic. As is that farty sound that little Italian git
makes when he gets big. Second chances are important in life. Because
loads of unnecessary cheap deaths and hazards that you don’t have time
to react to, without having first memorised the layout, is just plain bloody
annoying. Simply giving you more lives than standard doesn’t stop you
cursing the game that fraction more each time you die. Our fragile hero
feels out of place in his own game.


The character is just the wrong side of 90’s ‘tude cheese but is brought to
life admirably in the game. There’s lots of different cartoonish reactive
animations, and an impressive amount of decent sampled speech for the
time, but it soon becomes monotonous when you die so goddamn
always. Accolade considered using Chester Cheeta from the Cheetos
packet originally, until they realised they would have to pay to licence it,
and they could create something equally as annoying and irrelevant for
free. “What could possibly go wrong?” Bubsy asks us with persistent
regularity. Well, your game for starters, and also, you’re just a bit of a dick,
mate.


The character designs and animations are actually top drawer, taking
heavy inspiration from the Fleischer cartoons of the 1930’s in places. But
the character of Bubsy is trying too hard throughout the game to be cool,
just as he does in his cartoon, where he says his catchphrase 11 times
during its 24-minute runtime. It’s an all-you-can-eat attitude buffet being
force fed to you with a side-order of nausea. If you didn’t fall for it thirty
years ago; you’re not going to warm to it now. Those who can be
bothered to persist with Bubsy will find a lot of game in there. There are
16 bright, detailed levels for you to swear at, and for all its faults, it was the
closest we had come in the 16-bit era to a playable cartoon. It’s just a
shame it’s a painfully annoying one. You can pick up a copy for around a
tenner. But then, you could waterboard yourself in a pub urinal for free.


What do you get if you try to cross Sonic with Mario, Chester Cheetah,
and a whole lot of 90’s ‘tude? Well, the eagle-eyed amongst you may
have spotted the screenshots adorning this page, or indeed the massive
headline at the top. That’s right, it’s Bubsy. If you managed to piece
together the clues, give yourself a big pat on the back. Though I would
also have taken “a hot mess” as a valid answer too. If you grew up in the
‘90’s, there’s a good chance you remember Bubsy the Bobcat. For a good
year prior to release, both Sega and Nintendo fans waited with bated
breath for the arrival of a new mascot that promised to usurp both the
blue blur, and the Italian drain dweller.


Only, it never quite ended up happening. Originally developed for the
Mega Drive, then ported to the SNES, Sega’s version actually arrived in
shops just after Nintendo’s, owing to the ongoing legal battle between
Sega and Accolade. The wait was filled with Bobcat propaganda in every
magazine to keep anticipation high. A Bubsy TV pilot was also created to
assist the marketing juggernaut, with such talents as Rob Paulsen
(Raphael/ Donatello, Pinky) and Tress MacNeille (every Matt Groening
show ever) signed on. Thankfully, due to being bloody awful, it was never
picked up.


When gamers finally got their hands on a copy, the excitement soon gave
way to apathy. There’s nothing wrong with Bubsy per se, there’s just
nothing particularly right about it either. For many of us, the long build-
up and hype surrounding both this game, and the character in general,
was our first experience of the sometimes-crushing disparity between
expectations and reality. Bubsy in Claws Encounters of the Furred Kind is
every bit as disappointing as the pun they used for a title. A generation
learned the hard way that marketing execs are utter bastards.


The developers wanted to create a gamewith the speed of Sonic and the
intricacy of Mario. The result is a game that encourages you to speed
through the levels and punishes you for it, just as it was threatening to
become fun. In truth, the whole game feels like it’s comprised of good
ideas that work against each other. Bubsy’s gliding abilities are a nice
touch, but they shouldn’t be so vital. He can’t handle a fall from a
disgracefully low height for a platformer. Either forcing you to glide every
time you build up a good flow, and in doing so, disrupt it. Or simply by
forcing you to play it like your gran would.
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The Japanese Role-Playing Game scene is still very much what it says on
the tin: it’s almost exclusively been reserved for Japan. Final Fantasy,
widely believed to be the premiere franchise in the genre, has only seen
two of its titles appear outside of its homeland. The most recent entry to
land in the US, Final Fantasy II, is actually the fourth game in the series in
Japan. The Dragon Quest games typically take three years to arrive in
North America, renamed DragonWarrior over there, with not one making
it to the UK so far. Sega, too, haven’t exactly flooded the Mega Drive with
the favourite games of their countrymen. The Phantasy Star games lead
the way on our beloved platform, and the last entry for that was in 1991.


Step forward a new arrival on these shores from the land of the rising sun
in the form of Climax Entertainment and Sonic! Software Planning’s
spiritual sequel to 1991 dungeon-crawler Shining in the Darkness. This
time around, Shining Force takes on the formof a turn-based tactical RPG
similar to Nintendo’s Fire Emblem series, which has also never been
releaased outside of Japan, and therefore serves more as additional
weight to my opening gambit than it does as a useful comparison. Sorry
about that.


Much like its predecessor, Shining Force is reported to have had a
relatively small development budget and, quite frankly, it shows. Aside
from the battle scenes, which are little more than static images
themselves, this game looks uglier than a lot of Master System titles. The
music, too, is nowhere near the quality you’d expect from a Mega Drive
game in 1993. Of course, engaging and enjoyable gameplay can render
such aesthetic shortcomings almost irrelevant. Shining Force has that in
spades.


Our hero’s name is Max, or Mighty Malcolm, or Rotten Regina, or Smelly
Scrote – whatever you decide to rename him, really. His destiny is to take
down this total arse named Darksol, who has been rampaging through
the Kingdom of Guardiana brainwashing kings and soldiers alike in order
to open the Shining Path and resurrect the ominously named Dark
Dragon. Amongst those under his control are King Ramladu of Runefaust
and his loyal General Kane.


Kane has commanded the armies of Runefaust as they run rampant
through Guardiana, all while wielding the Sword of Darkness. It’s up to
Max to amass his own mini army named The Shining Force (obviously) to
get hold of the Sword of Light, defeat Kane, yoink the Sword of Darkness,
and combine those blades into the Chaos Breaker – the only weapon
capable of stopping Dark Dragon.


Gameplay is where Shining Force really, er, shines. Battles take place
everywhere from castles and towns to forests and mountains, and you
have to manoeuvre your troops one by one across a virtual grid into
optimumpositions fromwhich to attack. Each unit has its ownmovement
stat that will determine how many squares on the virtual grid they can
move. Typically, characters who can fly or are on horseback will have
higher movement stats and can cover lots of ground, while the larger
tank-like fatties will lumber only a few steps.


Once in position, you’ll be able to attack the enemy using the traditional
turn-based method. Some units will need to be stood directly next to
their opponent to attack with swords or axes, leaving them open to a
counter once it’s the enemy’s turn, while others can shoot arrows or
magic spells from distance. You’ll find that those who can attack from
range are particularly weak at defending themselves, so you’re constantly


playing a strategic game of keeping them safely behind tougher units for
protection.


Your party members can end up being impressively varied across a huge
number of classes. You’ll have standard fighters like swordsmen, archers
and warriors fighting alongside healers, mages and wizards, but
eventually you’ll be recruiting ninjas, samurai, werewolves, dragons, and
even a hamster if you so wish (don’t). The game leans heavily into the
fantasy genre, as most JRPGs do, which is more ammunition to the
question of why these games aren’t more popular here in the west.


Progress through battle will require tactically utilising your party to hit,
shoot, heal and magic their way past the enemy, and all of those actions
will result in earning experience points, or XP, that go towards levelling up
each character andmaking them stronger. Get a character to level 10 and
they will be eligible for a class promotion. This will effectively wipe their
growth down to a base level for their new class, which is higher than the
base level for their previous one.Theywill then grow stronger, learn better
abilities and be able towieldmightierweapons, so it’s alwaysworth doing.


It’s the levelling up and promoting that can really reinforce the bonds you,
as the player and de facto commander, will forge with individual
characters. Thankfully, there is no permanent loss of party members in
this game. Once a unit is defeated, Max can visit the priest in any town
who can revive them for a price (how generously spiritual!), and they will
also have kept any XP and levels they obtained during the battle in which
they fell. If Max himself falls, the battle immediately ends and you’re
transported back to the last town you were in, ready to fight again.


While the ability to revive fallen units makes the game sufficiently
manageable, there definitely seemed to be a sharp difficulty curve
towards the later chapters. Most of the game can be conquered simply by
playing and winning each battle as it comes, but by the final couple of
acts I found myself having to use Max’s egress spell to teleport out of
battles in order to replay them for somemore XP-grinding. This generally
wasn’t boring – especially as seeing those level numbers go up and
promoting units is the dopamine hit this game strives for – but it could be
off-putting for some to see their army suddenly get absolutely ruined out
of nowhere and be forced to halt story progress for a few hours.


The hours will stack up when playing Shining Force, which is no bad thing
if you have the time, but it definitely feels like the game could be
streamlined to cut out its more monotonous elements. The inventory
system is needlessly fiddly; each character can only carry four items, and
when Max’s pockets are full you can no longer pick anything new up so
you’ll have to keep putting loot back in its chest until you’ve freed up
space for Max. Shops, too, don’t let you buy anything in bulk so you’re
always buying healing items one at a time. With 12 party members, this
can get old fast. An item pool that can then be distributed to individual
units later would be so much better.


These issues do not hamper just how great Shining Force is, though. It’s
properly addictive to play and has a lot of personality to it despite its
archaic visual style. Every town is bustling and full of people to talk to, and
practically every party member you recruit has their own mini story as to
why they want to join the Shining Force’s cause. Battling and levelling up
is simply great fun, and building your squad evenly and strategically into
the best unit it can be is endlessly appealing. Hopefully the game’s quality
is rewarded with sufficient recognition to bring more titles of this type to
the UK, as I can see them being incredibly popular in future.







You can never have toomanymages
in your team, considering all magic
spells completely ignore an enemy’s
defence stat. Alef is capable of
learning Bolt 3 and Bolt 4; the
former can electrocute multiple
enemies at once for huge damage,
and the latter being the strongest
offensive spell in the game. Again,
she’s weaker than an over-dunked
Rich Tea biscuit, but if you keep her
protected she will destroy from
distance with ease.


Anri, the princess of Guardiana, is a
powerful mage who can learn some
hefty offensive spells, including
Freeze 4 which will devastate even
the most powerful foe. She’s
incredibly weak defensively and has
low HP, so you’ll need to protect her


the way any princess deserves.


Bleu is an actual friggin’ dragon.
However, when you first meet him
he’s a snivelling little baby. He joins
the team after his friend Krin is hurt
in a fight against Runefaust and he
unleashes his first fireball in a rage.
He’ll need babysitting through
fights (fly him in to finish off low-
health foes) until promoted toGreat
Dragon, whereupon he becomes a


fire-breathing wreckingmachine.


Domingo is the most powerful
spellcaster in the game, hands
down, and he doesn’t even have any
hands! He also learns Freeze 4, but
more importantly he learns Boost,
which can briefly turn any ally into a
powerful behemoth. He has the
coolest, if the least reliable, spell in
Desoul, which is an instant kill if it
lands. His high defence means he
can wreak havoc without needing


protection.


It may be a cliché of the fantasy
genre, but you always need an
archer around for those long-
distance snipes. Lyle is actually an
Assault Knight, but he functions the
sameas the archers, justwith higher
attack and defence stats (that’s
good). Once promoted to Strike
Knight, he can eventually wield a


giant cannon!


Man, does this dude know how to
heal. Torasu is so good that you
probably don’t need another healer
or vicar in the team. He learns the
immense Aura 4, which heals every
single ally on the battlefield. It’s
worth noting that if you cast his
shield spell it protects allies from
magic attacks, but also blocks any
healing spells – don’t learn this the


hard way like I did!


The hero of the game and therefore
an irremovable member of the
Shining Force, it’s a good thing that
Maxy-Boy is a fantastic character.
His XP growth is solid, he can cast
egress to quickly escape to the
nearest town (mandatory for level-
grinding), and can eventually wield


themighty Chaos Breaker sword.


A lot of the battlefields in Shining
Force have awkward terrain that can
hindermovement for somuchof the
team. Not so for Balbaroy the
Birdman! Promote him to Sky
Warrior, give him a powerful sword,
and watch him swoop in to cause
carnage among enemy ranks no
matterwhere they hide.


Like Luke, Guntz is another, albeit
more literal, tank; he appears to be
an armadillo in a suit of steam-
powered armour. You first meet him
causing chaos as he still learns how
to use his suit, but once he joins he’s
an absolute beast. Stick a big ol’
lance in his hand and watch him
decimate the enemy’s frontline,
whilst amply defending yourweaker
units – all with a smile on his face.


We can’t have an adventure without
an axe-wielding warrior, now can
we?! Luke is one of the first
members to join the Shining Force,
and he should stay by your side
throughout the game thanks to his
ridiculous defence stats. He’ll sit
and soak up punishment on the
front line while smashing up any
chumps who dare get close.


Zylo is especiallyuseful in the earlier
stages of the game as, being a
Werewolf, he is at home in a forest
setting and is therefore able to scale
trees and mountains with ease.
Equipped with giant metal claws, he
combines them with his insane
movement skills to dish out heavy
damage. Plus, y’know, he’s a
Werewolf. I’m not telling him to stay
home, are you?


Of all the knights in the game,
Arthur lives up to his legendary
name by being easily the best of the
lot. Not only does he achieve a huge
growth in strength once promoted
to Paladin, he also learns some
magic spells. Arguably the most
versatile character in the game.


It’s Party Time!
Shining Force has a huge number of potential recruits for your party, but you can only have


12 on the battlefield at a time. Don’t worry about FOMO here – you’ve got the evilest
bastards in Guardiana to defeat, so here are our suggestions to help push you to victory.


Dire Emblem!


Obvious comparison is obvious: Shining Force is pretty damn similar to Fire Emblem. Don’t ever say this to lead developer Hiroyuki Takahashi, though.
He strongly rebuffed this notion in a 2010 interview with GamesTM saying, “the tempo of that title was so bad that it wasn't something I even wanted to


play.”
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When Aladdin hit cinemas in 1992, it quickly became the highest
grossing animated film of all time, the biggest commercial success
of the year, and received two Academy Awards. Something which
seemingly came as somewhat of a surprise to Disney and both
console giants. Despite having a licence to develop one, neither
Sega nor Nintendo had a tie-in release in production at the time, so
an immediate call to arms was made, as both companies scrambled
to get a release ready to accompany the VHS launch of the film the
following year.


Nintendo entrusted development to the steady hands of Capcom.
With a long history of quality platformers on the system, and
experience handling big licences, Sega knew the competition would
set a high marker. In somewhat of a gamble, they enlisted California
based studio BlueSky Software to develop their version. Although
the developers were by no means newcomers to the scene, and had
themselves handled some big IP’s, they had nowhere near the
resources or manpower that Capcom could deploy. The studio was
already a tad distracted with the small matter ofJurassic Park for the
Mega Drive, slated to release only two months before Aladdin was
scheduled to be on shelves at your local Future Zone.


1993 was amassive year for both consolemakers, with a lot resting on
these two particular titles. In the kamikaze way Sega seemed to
approach much of life, they had delegated all their eggs to one
basket. Guaranteeing the standard binary outcome: either glory, or
a Sega shaped hole in the wall. Just what toad Sega had been licking
that week has never been revealed (having a team with only one
platformer to its name on their flagship system: the critically
trounced Ariel the Little Mermaid), but legend has it, the ancient
echoes of cackling laughter from Nintendo execs can still be heard
bouncing around the Kyoto Forest at night.


Ariel is actually a decent enough title for the age group it’s aimed at.
It’s a bright, functioning platformer, but nothing more. There was
more at stake this time, expectations were high, and priority had
already been assigned to the other huge project. Many months of
development time passed, and the game was already behind
schedule when Sega pulled the plug. Disney hadmade their concern
with the lack of progress known to Sega, and they decided the best
course of action would be to scuttle the ship they stood on, and just
hope there’s a desert island nearby with some blue fella granting
wishes. You do you Sega, you magnificent fruity bastard.


Sega struck up a new deal with the House of Mouse. In much in the
samewayas onewould strike up a deal withVader in CloudCity. Sega
now had a legal obligation to have a million cartridges on shelves,
were afforded no extra time, and must push the title from their own
pockets as much any new Sonic release. Rumour has it, this
instigated a party at Nintendo headquarters so raucous, Sue Gray
had to investigate if it even happened. Reports suggest Hiroshi
Yamauchi downed a bottle of Sake, climbed into a pipe, and shouted,
“Look at me! I am an Italian male. I spit at your hedgehog”.


These new commitments and pressures were only exasperated by
Disney placing renewed expectations for the game to raise the bar of
platformers in general. They didn’t like the flat aesthetic and
standard parallel lines of the BlueSky build, and most platformers in
general. This meant that absolutely no assets from the build were
deemed useable. Sega really was back at square one. With the
squeaky, Sith voice of Mussolini still ringing in their ears, Sega
approached Virgin Games and legendary director Dave Perry to try
and pull off the impossible. There is no consensus on how much or
little time they had to get the game together, but many reports state
as little as three months and certainly no longer than five.


Fresh off the success of Cool Spot, the House of Hedgehog bet the
deeds that Perry and Co. could deliver Disney’s vision. The unique
visual style and smooth animation of Cool Spot was a good
indication that they had the skills to deliver. The team employed an
upgraded version of the same game engine, whilst borrowing
gameplay elements and core code from The Jungle Book, the game
they had been working on before Sega burst through the walls. A
company called Metrolight pioneered technologies to digitise hand
drawn animations, and already had a close working relationship with
Virgin. So, when Disney sent a team of 30 artists, many of whom had







worked on the film, to assist Perry’s team, things really started taking
shape fast.


What they delivered in the timeframe was nothing short of amiracle.
Aladdin hit the shelves per schedule and were whipped off again
immediately thereafter. The game looked breath-taking. We had
simply never seen anything like it. I didn’t even own the game as a kid
but am as nostalgic for it as I am for most of the classic titles I did
own. It was so far in advance of anything we had seen on either
console visually, the release came to define Sega in that era. It was
the dreadnaught in the middle of the 16-bit wars. There was before
Aladdin, and after. The third time the console giants had gone head-
to-head with massive franchises this year, Sega had their Ali/
Foremanmoment.


The game is still ranked amongst the highest rated platformers on
the system, and it looked and moved like a dream. Virgin’s
pioneering Digicel technology bringing authentic Disney animation
to life with such fluidity, it felt like a generational leap at the time.
Aside from the process of digitising, compressing, and touching up
hand drawn images, Digicel was essentially a marketing term for the
unique set of programming skills possessed by the team. Ingenious
ways of compressing data, palette rotation, the reusing and
mirroring of sprites, and a whole host of clever tricks to squeeze
many more frames of animation on a 16-Meg cartridge than should
have been possible.


The clever use of colour and shaders, especially in the background
layers, would have you believe any colour limitations in the hardware
are a myth. And their skills also translated to getting the most out of
the sound chip. By using the system’s sample channel, that was
traditionally employed sparingly for speech, to sample instruments
instead, they could create a soundtrack much closer to the source
material than would ordinarily be possible. Though this was not
entirely new, having most notedly been employed by Yuzo Koshiro
on Streets of Rage, it was still relatively rare. The trade-off would
come in less in-game sampled speech than some top titles of the
time. A price worth paying.


Levels are non-linear and well designed, with path options that
interlace, giving a sense of freedom to themaps. Gameplay is a good
mix of platforming and action. Aladdin can engage foes at close
range with his Simitar or throw apples he’s collected throughout the
stage. With just as much care and detail shown to each of the
enemies, and the same trademark humourof Renaissance era Disney
throughout. There are ten levels to fight your way through, including
a very stressful rug ride, and five unique bosses. The hit detection is
not perfect, and the boss fights not always the most inspiring, but
most importantly, it’s fun to control Aladdin as he traverses the
landscape, swinging and climbing like the cocky little street rat he is.


It's a tough game to beat, but there is a decent learning curve for
progression. And it’s the kind of game that keeps inviting you back
for another go. The game was so good, at least on a technical level,
as to be embarrassing for Nintendo. When a demowas first shown at
CES, they knew they would have to up their game going forward.
Capcom’s effort is a very solid platformer. It sold well, plays well, and
retained a loyal fanbase, but the decision not to have a sword was a
strange one (especially as Aladdin is holding one on the box art), and
it just looks drab and soulless in comparison. Even its designer Shinji
Mikami admitted if he were a consumer, he'd be playing Sega.


Virgin’s game would go on to sell over 4 million copies, more than
twice the competition, placing itself as the third bestselling Mega
Drive game of all time. It created a seismic shift in the highest
standards games on both consoles, loudly declaring the beginning of
the second act of the fourth console generation. It was amassivewin
for Sega in Christmas ’93. Having already bettered their rivals (at
least on sales) with the other big francizes this year, Mortal Kombat
andJurassic Park. Nintendo were sure to hit back. This crazy gamble
paid off for Sega, in an almost impossibly perfect moment when all
the stars magically align. Sega then decided to take ‘crazy gambles’
as the company’s economic model going forward. Which I’m sure
will work out fine.







There's something sinister going on in the
Martin family lake house.
Five girls recentlywent missing after they were invited there on a
mysterious sleepover vacation. Authorities are, presumably,
baffled. Don't worry though, because S.C.A.T. are on the case.
That's the Sega Control Attack Team, to the uninitiated. They got
an agent inside, and he discovered that the house is rigged with
security cameras in every room, not to mention a series of
devious traps, all hooked up to a mainframe. The resourceful
S.C.A.T. agent managed to hack the database, and now you, the
player, have control.Just in time, too, because fivemore girls have
been invited to the house, and you're going to have to make use
of those traps and cameras to save the girls from ... vampires or
something?


Look, it's clearly a flimsy excuse for a plot, with more gaping holes
than my lucky Sonic the Hedgehog boxer shorts. All you really
need to know about Night Trap for the Mega-CD is that you're
some kind of special agent in charge of watching the sleepover
unfold through security feeds and activating traps to keep the
bad guys from indulging in their creepy, girl-snatching hobby.
There's potential here for campy, voyeuristic fun, but a word of
warning; unless you're seriously dedicated to making sure this
sleepover goes by without a hitch, you're barely going to see five
minutes of what the game has to offer.


The interaction amounts to switching between security feeds
with the directional buttons and activating traps to catch out the
baddies, but the game throws a couple of spanners into theworks
to ensure that this process is as needlessly difficult and fiddly as
possible. Firstly, the trap activation windows are ludicrously small,
with only a dipping and rising sensor bar giving you any indication
as to when to hit the button. Secondly, the traps will only work if
you're using the correct access code. There's only one way to find
out what the current access code is, and that's to flip through the
cameras until you catch one of the characters letting it slip.


Miss out on too many trap activation windows, or become unable
to activate traps altogether by missing out on the access code,


and you're left to despondently and helplessly flip through
camera feeds as you watch the little countermount up each time
you fail to trap a bad guy. If this failure counter gets too high,
prepare for a dressing down from your commanding officer
before he unplugs you from the system, leaving you to wallow in
your own impotence and ineptitude. Game over. You couldn't
save the girls.


What all of this really means is that the game basically boils down
to a gruelling trial-and-error experience. Prepare to restart again
and again, hoping to be watching the right feed at the right time
to get the right code to activate the trap on another feed mere
moments later. If you're serious about getting anywhere with
Night Trap, it's recommended that you bring a pen and paper to
note down which camera you need to be watching and when. If
you're not prepared to make some notes (and you don't have
incredible memory powers) then don't expect to ever see the
ending. Instead, prepare to spend way too much time switching
to a camera only to see the black-clad interlopers skulk off after
the trap activation sensor has already peaked. It's a common and
frustrating experience.


There is fun to be had in Night Trap, but the overly punishing
mechanics seem to be actively trying to stop you from finding it.
The cast, all of whom look like extras from Saved By the Bell, are
entertainingly hammy, and the way the creepy vampire guys tip-
toe around is hilarious for a while. It's even satisfying when you
manage to send one plummeting through a sudden hole in the
floor through a puff of dry-ice, but suchmoments are too difficult
to come by, and the game instead frustrates with trial-and-error
and repetition.


Night Trap has a certain, undeniable appeal, and there is
something here that the developers could build upon, but as
things stand it's just too frustrating and lacking in actual fun
gameplay. Maybe it's some kind of government funded vetting
experiment? Seriously, if you're willing to put this much
painstaking effort, research and planning into watching a few
teenage girls dance around in their undergarments, perhaps
you're the one who should be under surveillance.6
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Night Trap, rightly or wrongly, was a huge catalyst for change in the gaming industry. In December
of '93 it was scrutinised in a United States congressional hearing alongside gory arcade brawler
Mortal Kombat. This hearing, which was covered by major mainstream news publications, was
centred on violence in video games, and held Night Trap particularly accountable for its depiction
of violence towards women. Not only did this controversy generate some tidy sales for the game,
but it also led to the creation of the Entertainment Software Rating Board, still rating games'


content to this day.


While it was probably the right time for some kind of video games certification process to emerge,
what with the advances in visual fidelity and the growing trend towards more adult content, it
could be argued that Night Trap's entanglement in all this controversy was a little underserved.
Senator Joe Lieberman, despite having never played the game, accused Night Trap of promoting
violence and aggression, particularly towards women. Either unaware of the fact that the player
is responsible for saving the women and keeping them out of danger, or simply glossing over it,
Lieberman was particularly incensed by a scene in which a nightgown-clad female character is


carried off to have her blood drained off-screen.


Rob Fulop, the designer behind Night Trap, was somewhat miffed to see that his game was being put
under the same microscope as Mortal Kombat, despite the violence being non-existent in
comparison. Even with the focus directed specifically on the depiction of violence towards women,
Night Trap's on-screen transgressions never amount to more than the girls being gently held or
tugged. In comparison, Mortal Kombat enabled players to gleefully subject Sonya Blade
(represented by a digitised female actor) to all kinds of outrageous violence, up to and including


tearing out her spine. It's all about context, I suppose.


Kourting
Controversy







1994 was a pretty huge year forAmerican sports games, especially those from
the version of EA that wasn’t evil. Less evil, anyway. Before I get further in to
what can be called a review by only the most charitable of sympathisers, it’s
important to note the incredible contribution EA and John Madden had on
virtual sports. The legendary coach-turned-announcer sadly passed away just
before this issue went to press, so it’s only right I acknowledge his deserved
iconic status before I desecrate the sport he loved so dearly with my ignorant
British snobbery. RIP John, and I’m sorry for what I’m about to do.


With that out the way, I hate Madden NFL ’94 and NHL ’94. Playing them is such
a laborious ordeal that I almost want to take upwatching cricket just to punish
myself for ever thinking I could enjoy them. Now, don’t get me wrong, they’re
probably good games. NHL ’94 definitely is a good game. I just can’t play
them. I’ve never been able to play them, and yet I so badly want to be able to
play them.


To put it in perspective for any of our cousins from across the Atlantic – the
majority of Brits don’t understand anything about any of your sports. I actually
love watchingAmerican football and have followed the Green Bay Packers for
over a decade. I wear hockey jerseys in winter and I wear basketball jerseys all
through the summer. I really want to be into American sports, and I’ve tried to
be since I was a kid in the 90s and the USA appeared to be the coolest,
raddest, most awesomest place on the planet where Michael Jordan lived.


The problem is, the physical education system in 90’s Britain didn’t care about
American sports at all. And, when all of those sports have ‘world’
championships that are only ever contested by teams not from anywhere
else in the world but the USA, why should it have? Even now, with years of
watching NFL under my belt, I don’t really understand a single thing about its
tactics. I can’t follow ice hockey because the puck is minuscule and, frankly, I
don’t know how anyone in the crowd, or watching on TV, can ever see where
it is at any time. I once had to watch YouTube videos for an hour to figure out
what a pick and roll is just so I could stop attempting andmissing nothing but
ill-advised three-pointers on an NBA 2K game.


Over here, it’s football, rugby, football, football, cricket, tennis, and association
soccer. That’s what we learn. There’s only so much time one can put into
watching four-hour games at 3am to try and unpick just what the hell a Nickel
formation is or why the hell anyone ever invented icing – especially as I never
have been, and never will be, coached in these sports to experience anything
first hand. I can watch most of these sports with gleeful abandon, and I
understand the rules and know the players, but I just don’t know how you play
the game to anything close to a fundamental standard.


I’ve tried to learn. I once dated a girl whose father was American, and I even
followed the ruddy Cleveland Browns just to appease him for all the
daughter-defiling I was doing, but it’s just too much. Too statistical. Too not-
just-kick-this-ball-in-that-net…ical. I’ve played so many Madden games, so
many NHL games, so many NBA games, and I love a baseball game too
(especially the ones where Mario makes the ball go boom). I’ve been to watch
all these sports in the States, including at Madison Square Garden, but I don’t
have the time or desire to learn tactics for multiple new sports just to enjoy
some video games. I like my Premier League comfort zone too much.


Starting with Madden, I have absolutely no idea how anyone enjoys being on
defence in these games. Again, this is definitely because no matter what
formation the attacking team lines up in, aside from maybe Shotgun, I don’t
know how it signals if they’re going to throw the ball or run it. Luckily, even
back in 1993, the defence AI will mostly do everything itself, so I can just
control one of the fat defensive linemen and try and sack the quarterback,
safe in the knowledge that I’m probably not leaving a wide-open gap
downfield. However, blitzing on every single play shows that I know as much
about stopping the offence as Aaron Rodgers does about immunisation,
telling the truth, or keeping other people safe from an infectious virus.


It’s better than John Madden Football ’93, though. That game’s AI would
utterly take the piss with how long it’d take to select a play. Just hurry up and
get into the end zone so I can have a go at lobbing passes to completely
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covered receivers or get sacked because I can’t look in two places at once.
Seriously, how do you do that?! Play-calling is a lot better in ’94 as well, as you
get a full screen of plays to choose from, and the audible system is stupid-
user-friendly enough to be worth engaging with.


Graphically, the game is a huge improvement over its predecessor and there
is a lot more branding on the go to give it a more authentic feel too. TheJohn
Madden sprite actually looks like a human now (albeit one who picked the
wrong day to stop sniffing glue), so that’s also a plus. Like I alluded to earlier,
though, the game is really boring. It feels so slow to play and the running
backs especially feel like they’re something, something, something molasses.
Spending half a minute picking the play where I like the look of the little grey
running lines the most, only to have the running back careen directly into the
first brick shithouse he sees for a short loss is the antithesis of fun.


When you select a passing play, the receivers will run their designed route (I
think) in three separate box-outs at the top of the screen with a
corresponding controller button underneath for which one you want to pass
to. They almost always appear to be totally open, but when you throw the ball
their way they never, ever are. They’re seldom where I think they should be
and there’s always four burly lads ready to bat my moronic pass attempt well
away. Making a catch in this game made me feel, at best, like an idiot savant
and, at worst, like a clueless putz who got lucky.


The games in Madden go on so long (the minimum length is 20 minutes!),
and there’s no way to quit to themainmenu which is, quite frankly, a disgrace.
How am I supposed to rage quit when I throw my umpteenth interception
without that? If the game had a tutorial mode that could teach me how to
not totally freakin’ suck, bro, then I could perhaps have gotten more out of
Madden ’94, but it’s not going to take me away from clinging to NFL Blitz on
the PS3 (aka American Football for people unwilling to learn the sport)
anytime soon.


NHL ’94 should be way more enjoyable than Madden. It’s faster, it’s easier to
understand and you can just pick it up and get out on the ice to smash pucks
and faces. The problem I have, and always have had with EA hockey games, is
that scoring feels utterly impossible. Breaking up the ice would inevitably lead
to me doing one of the following three things:


1. Taking what I expect to be a powerful slap shot into the corner only to
have it either saved by Neo the Chosen Goalie or go flying into the
stands every single time.


2. Trying to skate across the goalie’s area to catch him out, only for him to
knock my player over, grab the puck and then infuriatingly stand still
with it until the ref calls for a face-off.


3. Attempting to quickly pass the puck across the face of the goal to a
teammate for a quick one-time shot. They’re either not there and I get
crowded out in the corner by all of the opposition, my player decides
he’d rather pass it back to my own goalie, or the pass gets cut out
before reaching the intended receiver.


None of the above problems ever happen for the CPU team. I picked Wayne
Gretzky’s LA Kings against the Hartford Thingamajigs, who I’m not sure even
exist anymore, and lost 10-1. My goal was an own goal. I genuinely have no
idea why neither of these games have a difficulty setting on them. Starting off
playing on Rookie level would at least help newcomers get adjusted to a
sport full of intricacies but without it I’m just a whipping boy to a nearly 30-
year-old piece of programming.


Why do your sports hate me, America? I want to love them, I want to enjoy
their video game counterparts – especially the ones from an era where they
didn’t contain surprise mechanics – but there’s absolutely nothing fun about
fumbling around in the simulation games when I could lark about in games
like NBA Jam instead. I’d hoped that the more rudimentary versions of these
now-established, arguably tired, EA franchises would offer a level of inviting
simplicity, but it turns out they carry almost all the inscrutable tactical barriers
as the modern-day offerings, while also being slower and clunkier to play.
Tim, can I play Sensible Soccer again now, please? (Oh go on then - Tim)


®
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Flashback and its spiritual predecessor; Another World. Are games I
always wanted to love but could never get into. Like many at the time of
their release, I was drawn in by the rotoscoped graphics, polygonal
cutscenes and lush vivid environments, but as a young ‘un with little
patience and an addiction to speed and instant gratification, the slow
methodical gameplay put me off pretty quickly. I’ve never really spent
any time with either of them since.


Now however, I’m a big boy, and I write for a Sega magazine. So, when
this title was thrust upon me by the Sega Mania Randomatic Review
Selection Droid (patent pending), I had to pull up my socks, give myself
a stiff talking to and put some serious effort into playing Flashback.


The first thing to hit you when you start the game is how good it looks,
even after all this time. I’d even go so far to say that the original Mega
Drive release looks superior to its modern remastered counterpart. In
the remastered version, the once glorious pixel art backgrounds, have
lost some of their lustre over the years, having spent a little too much
time in the upscaling washing machine. So, it’s a pleasant experience to
revisit them once more as they were originally intended. Although the
original version of Flashback was ported to many different systems
throughout the early ‘90s, it is known that the Mega Drive was the
intended console for the game, and it shows.


The second thing that hits you when first playing Flashback, however, is
confusion. There’s very little in the way of guidance as to what to do, and
this is not necessarily a bad thing.At this point in theMega Drive’s life, the
systemwas awash with high action platformers, beat-em-ups and sports
games, all with a relatively clear objective and short shelf life, at least in
the single player sense.With Flashback it becomes quickly apparent that
there is a campaign to play out here with a good degree of longevity.


The premise of Flashback is wacky. You play as Conrad B. Hart, an
intelligence officer in the year 2142, one hundred years after EA’s latest
car crash first-person-shooter is set. An alien race known as Morphs have
infiltrated human society and Conrad knows about it. However, before
he can warn anybody, he is kidnapped and his memory erased. Dumped
on an alien planet, he must work out where he is and how to reclaim his
memories.


Flashback plays like a point and click adventure game, but with a little
more freedom of movement as you can control Conrad directly. The
controls are what I struggled with the most, even on this second and
more effortful playthrough. There’s no noticeable input lag and the
button layout is good, but some of the moves, especially the long jump,
can be incredibly hard to pull off reliably, leading to deaths which feel
unfair. The use of the up button for jump,was not uncommon around the
time of the game’s release, especially on systems such as the Amiga, but
it may prove uncomfortable for modern players trying out this title for
the first time if they aren’t used to it. Timing and precision of movement
is paramount in what is already a challenging game, and the learning
curve is steep. That is of course, until you pass the first level, after which
Flashback changes quite significantly.


Although I admire the graphics, sound (which is used infrequently to
great effect), design and atmosphere of the game, I really wish that we
had seen more outdoor environments akin to the first jungle stage. The
reason being that after the excitement of navigating trees entwined with
mysterious technology and figuring out some tricky puzzles, Flashback
soon declines into a lift simulator game and all the aforementioned
challenge, and its faults, soon vanishes. I found the second level
incredibly boring, tedious, and tiresome. So much so, that every level
thereafter was just a slog. It almost feels like two different games in one.
The first level, despite its flaws, really drew me in and despite struggling
with the controls I felt compelled to explore and figure things out, but
the rest of the game didn’t hold my attention quite as much.


The inclusion of save points in Flashback strongly implies that it’s not
meant to be a game done in one sitting, and I may have felt differently
had I had the time to spread it over multiple sessions. With this in mind,
Flashback was probably considered something of an epic for 1993
standards, and good value for money. It’s certainly worth a look in 2022,
just to experience an atmosphere and game type that was all the rage
when it first hit store shelves, but I would consider Another World to be
the superior title in this genre if you had to choose just one of them.







Jurassic Park was the highest-grossing film of this year; it
was obvious that this would be ge�ng a video game
release to cash in further on its success. But just how
well did this ground-breaking film convert over to the
home consoles?
The mighty Sega Mega Drive and equally impressive Super Nintendo
go head-to-head to see which system had the better version of this
classic dinosaur game. So welcome, folks, to ‘OGDuffy VS’, where I
compare the same title on different systems.


Strangely, both games played completely different, which was odd for
the time. The Super Nintendo version was developed by Ocean
Software who had built their career developing games for the 8-bit
computer systems and were experienced in coin-op conversions and
film licences, creating many movie tie-in games across many systems
over many years.


Whilst the Mega Drive opted for US developer BlueSky Software, who
developed many sporting titles for the Mega Drive along with the
much-respected titles of Shadowrun and Starflight. So, both
developers of these games had the experience to make a good job of
this movie tie-in game… Or did they?


The Super Nintendo opted for a top-down view where you play as Dr.
Grant exploring a very large map, whilst undertaking various tasks, all
the while zapping different dinosaurs with a variety of weaponry
attempting to remain alive. No easy task, I can assure you! You would
then enter various buildings where the game would flip to an FPS view
similar toWolfenstein, where you would have to complete a task whilst
avoiding dinosaurs. Now, the strange part of these levels are the
dinosaurs themselves, as they seem to have zero intention of eating
you and will not attack unless nose-to-nose. At first these FPS levels
seem impressive, but you soon tire of them and personally feel the
SNES would have benefited by having the internal building levels top-
down like the majority of gameplay.


The soundtrack on this title is rather pleasant and makes the toil of
wandering around the huge play area tolerable, and this is where the
biggest fault lies in the SNES version… there’s no save or password
feature to save your progress, which makes completing this game in
one sitting a woolly mammoth accomplishment! (See what I did
there!). On the plus side the top-down graphics and animations
looked good, and the soundtrack was great.


So, to the Mega Drive version. Firstly, as mentioned at the start, a very
different game indeed, with no comparative gameplay to the SNES
version at all. But the team over at BlueSky did a good job on this
version creating a very playable side-scrolling shoot and jump
adventure. The graphics were very well done with a photorealism to
them in a similar vein to Flashback which worked particularly well,
especially for the animation of the dinosaurs. To be fair, the in-game
soundtrack was not as good as the SNES but a plus for the Mega Drive
was the ability to save your in-game progress via the password feature,
which made this game more achievable.


The Mega Drive version also had a massive advantage over the SNES
version, and it was this: you could choose to play the game as either
Dr. Grant or as a Velociraptor. Yes, you read that correct, I shit you not,
a Velociraptor! If you chose the Dr. you had to shoot the dinosaur
menaces with dart guns, gas bombs etc. whilst leaping and running
but, if you played as the Velociraptor (let’s be honest, who wouldn’t?!),
you got to leap around and kill and maim various park rangers with
your claws and very impressive teeth!


My verdict? MEGA DRIVE. Not only did the graphics look great but you
could be aVelociraptor and, of course, save your progress as you went.
Don’t get me wrong though, the SNES version was still a quality title
and a very playable game with an excellent soundtrack but the save
feature and realistic graphics from the Mega Drive did it for me. Oh,
and did I mention? YOU CAN PLAY AS AVELOCIRAPTOR!


OGDuffy is aYouTuberwho dropsVSvideosweekly, alongside Retro
Gaming Pick Ups and Game Hunting videos, and features all things
associated to Retro Gaming on his channel.


Agree /Disagreewith hisverdict?Headover to hisYouTube channel
hit the SUBSCRIBE button and join in the weekly debates in the
comments, see you there …


ogduffytwitch@gmail.com
www.youtube.com/c/OGDuffy
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In a recent reader survey, we asked if you lovely lot wanted to take on some video
game challenges, and the responses say you do! Now you’ve picked up that
thrown gauntlet, it’s time to walk the walk, or game the game as it may be. I am
yourmaster now (Does this cyborg helmet make me look fat?), and I’ve got three
stonking challenges for you based on games we covered this issue, with a Retro-
Bit Official Mega Drive Pad (USB or original flavour) awarded for each. If you’ve
got the chutzpah to take on more than one challenge then knock yourself out,


kiddo.


I want to go retro with this so, ideally, take a picture of yourTV, wavy scanlines and
all, and send it to us. At least that way we know you’ve not just taken a screengrab
of someone’s YouTubevideo.You don’t want towin that way, do you? If you’re able
to capture footage and send us a video then that would also be acceptable, but


it’s not mandatory.


Send all pictures/scores to thegamesbastard@sega-mania.com
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Knuckle up, punk! It’s time to tough it out in our
second challenge on Street Fighter II. Nothing
fancy here, I just want to see your highest score
at the end of the game. Play through Champion
Mode with any character you want, just get from
the first bout all the way through M. Bison and
snap your final score before the credits roll.


You get bonuses after a fight for Time and Vital,
so you’re going to have to pummel your
opponents as fast as possible without taking
too many hits (preferably none) if you want to
come out on top. If you were to win every single
fight without being touched, you’d be looking at
around 1,300,000. Good luck with that!


Is there anything more 90s than being the
coolest dude or dudette at the pinball table?
That’s exactly what I want from you for our final
challenge this issue, as I’m looking for the
highest score on the first level of Sonic Spinball
– Toxic Caves.


You’re going to have to grab a ton of rings, bag
a load of worms (worm loops get you a bonus at
the end), bust all the barrels in the sewer, get all
3 Chaos Emeralds, and finish off Scorpius. Do it
all at a decent pace and you’ll snag that tasty
time bonus at the end. If you’re on it like Sonic,
you’re looking at aiming for a score around
17,000,000.


Your first challenge is as straightforward as they
come. Play Sonic CD and play it fast. I’m looking for
the fastest time on the game’s first level, Palmtree
Panic Zone 1, and I want a time scored on the Mega-
CD version (emulators are fine) as Sonic. No modern
version Tails runs, you got that?!


A well-timed jump at the bottom of the first loop-
de-loop will allow you to cut most of it out and save
some precious split-seconds. Make sure you grab
the speed shoes soon after, get yourself to the top
of the level and stay up there before you make a
giant leap of faith into the final straight. The game’s
current world record run annihilates the first zone in
around 21”90. If you get anywhere near that, you’re
almost guaranteed to win the prize.







Bongo (Streets of Rage)


Imagine being mates with Bongo. I assume he got his name
because the rest of his Syndicate pals like to slap his head like a


drum because he keeps downing all their lighter fluid. He’s just a ridiculous man,
who only seems to be able to walk in a diagonal direction and whose speed
seems to pick up whenever he begins breathing fire – amazingly, considering
his size, from his mouth and not, ahem, somewhere else.


Where does he hang those big ol’ dungarees at the end of a working day? Does
he go home to a wife and baby Bongos? Based on his life choices, he’s more
likely to spend his time at the local burn ward.


Jogurt (Shining Force)


Jogurt is an optional character you can add to your party in Shining
Force. Great I hear you say, “you can never have enough party members
on a JRPG”. Well, my advice is don’t bother. Jogurt is a hamster wearing


a helmet too big for his furry little head. He can’t gain any levels and has no
abilities whatsoever that will help you in combat. He can create a ‘Jogurt Ring’
which you can equip to another member of your party, but all this does is
change their appearance to look like Jogurt. He’s completely and utterly
useless.In fact, actively avoid going anywhere near Gong’s Hut, where you can
findJogurt looking out to sea. He’s probably contemplating chucking himself in,


as he knows himself just how stupid and rubbish he is.


Augers (Night Trap)


On paper, the Augers from Night Trap should be terrifying. These sort-of-
vampires require blood to survive but they don’t suck blood the
traditional way, instead using a machine to drill into the victim’s neck and


drain it. That would be nightmare-fuel if such heinous deeds weren’t being
carried out by slowly shuffling fat blokes dressed in bin bags. Being an FMV title,
one can only imagine these were just a couple of janitors hanging around the
studio, but at least they probably supplied their own bin bags.


These abominable beasties are so dangerous that they need serious heroics to
be defeated. Serious heroics like a bed that tilts a little bit and a gust of steam.
Seriously, would you start a Congressional hearing over video game violence
because of these schlubs?


Opa-Opa (Fantasy Zone)


It’s still baffling how the higher ups at Sega legitimately thought this
monstrosity was going to be a lasting mascot for their brand. It’s


apparently a living spaceship.With legs. And wings.Why does a spaceship need
flapping wings? If it’s living then does it need to eat and, subsequently, poop?
What do spaceships eat anyway?


At least Opa-Opa is one of the more righteous and heroic entries in this list,
which surely comes down to a solid upbringing from his dad, O-Papa. Not
joking. I wonder what use it was being called O-Papa before he had his own
spaceship son – that’s like having a baby and naming it Father.


Nogel Sponk (Sensible Soccer)


Sensible Soccer is filled with ridiculous alternative names for real
footballers, but in the case of then-Aston Villa ‘keeper Nigel Spink they
already had a pretty ridiculous one to deal with. It’s truly amazing what a


quick swap of vowels can do for a man’s ridiculousness, as the Villains’ shot-
stopper was gloriously transformed into Nogel Sponk. Now that, my friends, is a
name.


Imagine him being a gamer, getting his butler to go out and buy him a copy of
Sensi, and then booting it up to see himself immortalised forever as Nogel
sodding Sponk. The Sponkster. Sponky McSponkface. Sponk if You’re Sporny.
Joss Ackland’s Sponky Backpack. Ok, I’ll stop.


Apparently everybody loves lists. Ordinarily I’m not a fan and when Rob, Alex and Steve suggested one for the magazine I dug my heels in pretty damn hard and gave


a resounding “no”. However, after some arm twisting, begging and at one point Rob crying like a three-year-old, I caved in, and gave the go ahead for one to be


produced for the mag.


What they’ve come up with isn’t just your bog standard list, where Ocarina of Time sits firmly the number one spot for the hundred millionth time, this is something that


only the talented Sega Mania staff can provide, and I’m incredibly happy to have been proven wrong in my opinion on ranked paragraphs and pictures!


Our first and by no means last Top Ten, is a rundown of the most ridiculous Sega characters up until 1993. I hope you enjoy it as much as did - Tim.
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Blanka (Street Fighter II)


Blanka, or Jimmy to his mum, is a green feral man from the Brazilian
jungle. Apparently, he was initially said to be green because he grew up
eating chlorophyll. Yummy. This was then changed when Street Fighter


II came to the US to be a result of being struck by lightning during the plane
crash that landed him there in the first place. There’s just so much to unpack
here.Why does being struck by lightning turn him green?Why did his mum put
a child on a plane alone?


His negligent mother later recognises him fighting on TV because this hulking
great monster is miraculously still able to fit into the anklets she gave him as a
child. What a birthday present that must have been.


Earthlings (ToeJam &Earl)


Okay, you got us, we cheated a little bit here. But when it comes to
Toejam and Earl, how could we possibly pick just one? There’s a dentist
who tries to treat innocent passing aliens with his trusty DeWalt power


drill. There’s a team of deadly chickens wearing German WW1 Pickelhaube
Helmets, firing tomatoes at you from a mortar. We’ve got monsters that hide in
mailboxes, wise men who strut about in carrot suits, and a phantom ice cream
truck. I don’t know what part of Earth ToeJam and Big Earl landed on, but it’s
only a dog in a pram away from going full Sunderland. *shudder*.


Chuck D. Head (Decap Attack)


He’s a mummy with no head. He has a face. But it’s implanted in his
chest. You might think he’d be quite self-conscious about it, and by
the way he goes about collecting skulls to pop on his neck hole, you’d


probably be right. But then, he chooses to launch his newfound head at
enemies, the moment he comes across them. Lost your new head in battle?
Not to worry, Chuck will just headbutt foes with his extendable chest face.


Let’s all just take a moment to appreciate that someone actually pitched this
in a business meeting.


Melon Bread (Gunstar Heroes)


Melon Bread is an optional boss in the Dice Palace area of Gunstar
Heroes. Yes, that’s right. Melon Bread.


‘His’ name alone earns him a spot on this list, however it gets weirder. Melon
Bread is made up of a pair of eyes, some pointy teeth, and a red nose, that just
follow you around the screen. It only has one attack where he sniffs you, then
from his mouth he conjures up some kind of ball that he tries to drop onto your
head.


Strange. Really strange. And absolutely nothing to do with melons or bread.


Dr. Robotnik (Sonic the Hedgehog)


As Simon alluded to in his Sonic Spinball review elsewhere in this mag, Sonic’s evil
nemesis Dr. Robotnik is unquestionably a weirdo. He’s a genius, apparently, yet he
is outwitted time and time again by a hedgehog.


His plan to gain world domination appears to be:


Step 1: Turn woodland animals into robots.


And it seems that’s as far as he ever gets, so unsurprisingly he has yet to achieve his
evil plans. He also has a bizarre obsession with creating weapons of hedgehog


destruction,many ofwhich are designed to look like him.Why? Imagine if Hitler had commanded
the Nazis that they must only construct tanks and aircraft that looked like massive versions of
him? Then again, I guess that could have confused and/or terrified the allied forces so much that
if he had given that unorthodox tactic a try I could be writing this in German.







Here at Sega Mania we just love inviting ourselves
into people's houses and having a snoop around.
Which poor sod's home did we strong-arm our way
into this issue? Why it's RetroGamerBoy of course!
You may know him from his popular 11,000
subscriber-strong YouTube channel, but to us he will
always be the man who keeps pepper spray on his
keyring and knows how to work a jab. Ouch! Anyway,
once all the misunderstandings had been cleared up,
he very kindly sat down with us to talk through his
immense collection.


How did the collection start/what was the first thing
you bought?


In early 1991 I cleaned out an old jam jar, taped up the lid,
and used one of my dad’s screwdrivers to create a coin
slot. Over the next 10 months, I saved every coin I found,
any money I earned and asked my grandparents for
cold hard cash for my birthday. As Christmas
approached, I had saved up enough money to buy
myself Sega’s 16-bit wonder machine with a copy of
Sonic the Hedgehog. This was the start of my journey
with the Sega Mega Drive, a console I’m still heavily
collecting for today and that I hope to someday own
the full catalogue of games for.


What are your earliest memories of gaming?


My earliest memory of gaming was sitting withmy father
playing this amazing game where we could bounce a
dot between two lines. This was in fact tennis on the
Magnavox Odyssey, the first commercial gaming
console. In 2014 after a long search, I managed to find a
near-mint first release of the console including the
packing box. It was amazing to own a part of gaming
history but even more importantly I had added my first
console to my collection that I had a real tangible
nostalgic attachment to.


What is the rarest or most unusual item/items you've
got and how tricky was it to get them?


I’ve worked in the games industry for over 20 years and
in that time have added some distinctly unique items to
my games collection. The original copy of The Legend
of Zelda signed byMiyamoto when I met him in London,
a unique art piece that Keiji Inafune gifted and signed
formewhen I worked at Sony, along with a ton of unique
and rare gaming paraphernalia. But it’s my Mega Drive
collection that is fast becoming one of the most unique
pieces. A mere 150 games and the Mega CD Karaoke
add-on are all I need to own a very unique and
somewhat rare gaming collection.


Will your collection ever be complete? Or is there one
thing you'd love to have that you haven't collected
yet?


I really don’t want it to end, I enjoy learning more about
my hobby andmeeting new people who have the same
interests. I think that once the Mega Drive collection is
complete, I will go after the Mega CD and 32X. I would
love to own everything that was part of the Mega Drive’s
life cycle. This is partly nostalgia, partly childhood dream,
and partly a desire to preserve something that I cherish
from my childhood. I love to share the collection with
my kids and it’s great to see them get excited about new


games that I add to the collection. My daughter is now
an expert at Streets of Rage 2 and has been playing it
since she was 4, I won’t lie, I’m a little jealous of her skills.


Is there anything else you would like to mention?


Despite having worked at PlayStation, Xbox, 2K, and with
Ubisoft creating some great games like Mafia Definitive
Edition, For Honor, creating the PSN Trophy System, and
many more games and services, having Sega publish
The Getaway Black Monday in Japan was one of the
more exciting things to happen inmy career. I finally had
a Sega game on my CV. My development background
and love for the Mega Drive have also helped to shape
my YouTube channel. The independent development
scene for the Mega Drive is thriving at the moment, and
I use my background, and platform to help promote
and support the resurgence the console is having. It’s
amazing to think that 30 years on from when I first
bought a game for the console, that I can still buy brand
new games for it.


Mike_Rouse


RetroGamerBoy


retro.gamer.boy
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Fire! Water! Wind! Earth! Heart! By your powers
combined…


If you find yourself bellowing out this phrase every
time you chuck a milk bottle into the recycling,
then you were probably weaned at the
environmental teat of green-haired, flying, super
eco-justice warrior, Captain Planet.


Okay, so you wouldn’t summon him if you saw
someone at your local tip mixing paper and
plastics, but if whales were threatened or a forest
fire was raging out of control, he was yourman. CP
was teaching us about sustainability and doling
out righteous advice about how we could save
our planet long before Greta Thunberg was even
born. It’s a shame we didn’t listen or the ocean
wouldn’t be 60 per cent plastic now.


I expect we were all too busy playing Captain
Planet in the playground and trying not to be the
kid that got the heart power, instead of actually
cleaning out our local ponds and that kind of
thing.


I am noticing that a pattern is starting to emerge
as I go back in time to look at some of the iconic
television shows that made their debut in the
early nineties.


Some of them are incredibly dark.


Last issue Thomas the Tank Engine gave us the
willies when we learned Gordon was going to be
bricked up in a tunnel forever. This month it’s the
turn of The Animals of Farthing Wood. On the
surface it appears to be a collection of pleasant
woodland animals going about their day to day,
however, as we get deeper into the rather meaty
plot, events turn rather sour. Long story short,
pretty everyone you get to know and become
quite fond of either dies horrifically or gets
maimed in a battle with an arch rival.


It’s still considered a classic to this day and the
books are also excellent, but I don’t think I can
bring myself to go back and watch the
hedgehogs cross the road again.


Hellooooo nurse!


Depending on how old you were in 1993, you would
have found Animaniacs to be incredibly weird or
incredibly hilarious. Satirical, pop culture reference
heavy and about as meta as you can be, the zany
cartoon starring Yakko, Wakko and Dot was unlike
anything else of its time. It was structured as a
cartoon sketch show and gave rise to several other
well-know characters like Pinky and the Brain (one is
a genius, the other’s insane) and Dr Otto
Scratchansniff.


The story behind the three main characters was
that they were failed creations from the 1930s who
had been imprisoned in the iconic Warner Brothers
tower until they escaped in the 1990s. Pretty dark,
right? No wonder they were all so crazy.


Animaniacs was even executive produced by
Stephen Spielberg so there was a lot of creative
gravitas attached to it. Probably why it lives on so
long in the memory even today. You know you’ve
missed something when your dad laughs at a
cartoon and you don’t.


Wallace and Gromit in The Wrong Trousers was
not the plasticine duo’s first outing, but it is
arguably the best.


The improvements in the modelling and
animation compared to ‘A Grand Day Out’
certainly help it shine, but it’s the villian of the
show which really makes this film a fantastic
watch.


Feathers, the deranged penguin who looks like
Pingu on crack, makes The Wrong Trouses a
delight to watch and also reminds us as to why
Nick Park and his team are so damn good at
what they do.


Without uttering a word, and with only two beady
eyes and a beak to his model, the amount of
malice that is conveyed through a limited range
of movements is extraordinary.


Future Wallace and Gromit films are generally
better remembered due to the introduction of
key characters such as Shaun the Sheep, but it’s
this one that will always be my favourite.


In the last issue of Sega Mania we said that
everyone has a different Batman. This is also true
for Superman. But whereas Kevin Conroy’s
recognisable voice as the Dark Knight has
spanned generations and been carried across
different mediums, Dean Cain’s portrayal of
Superman hasn’t quite done the same, it’s fair to
say.


It’s a shame too as his version of the world’s most
famous superhero was pretty good if you ask us.
The show struck a really good balance between
Kal-El’s undercover life as Clark Kent at the Daily
Planet and his feats of heroism as Superman. It
also provided a massive career breakthrough for
Teri Hatcher as Lois Lane which we are all grateful
for.


The New Adventures of Superman ran for four
seasons until its end in 1997, just long enough for a
small, unpopular pocket of us to think of Cain
when we think of Superman.


Gameshows are ten a penny and usually reserved
to keep the elderly entertained during the day
while the rest of us go to work. The concept of
Supermarket Sweep shouldn’t really break from
this mould. Contestants answer basic general
knowledge questions in order to gain themselves
a bit of extra time to run around a fake
supermarket with a trolley and pack it full of as
much food as they can.


However, the right combination of host,
catchphrases, aesthetics and good clean fun
make Supermarket Sweep an absolute delight.


Dale Winton (RIP) was the man to make it
happen, and his handling of the contestants and
quick quips made this daytime show a
household name. School sick days could be the
longest of your life, back when there were only
four channels to choose from, but all it took was
Dale belting out his catchphrase to suddenly
brighten up your day for thirty minutes or so…


“The next time you’re at the checkout, and you
hear the beep. Think of the fun you could be
having, on Supermarket Sweep!


The ‘90s was an awesome decade for Television and saw the launch of some belters that would go
on to become true cult classics with catchphrases surviving decades later. Sam Forrester and Tim


Hugall listed some of their favourites here from 1993 for you to enjoy. Some of them are still
available on modern streaming services. Some of them you’ll need to sail a little further a field to
find, but if you’re up for a blast of nostalgia it’s well worth taking to the seas to track them down.







True
Romance
I used to be a Tarantino
superfan, like, everything he
did in the 90s I saw onVHS or in
the cinema, and I totally
worshipped it. Readers of my
stream-of-consciousness style
retrospective look-backs on
90s flicks will guess why I picked
this film (and it's not for the
writer).


Yes, the script is great, and it
takes an editor and a director
who was willing to say no to
young QT (including changing
the ending) so that we ended
up with the best directed of all
of his scripts on film. For those
who don't know and have not
guessed, the director here is


Tony Scott (yes again). I could have picked a ton of my favourite flicks from
this year (and a lot came out this year). Hard Target, Last Action Hero,
Tombstone, In the Line of Fire, Cliffhanger ... the list goes on and on!


But here comes the bait and switch;


Demolition Man!


How can I do 93, and not talk about a film that, in a weird way, is so me at 13?
I cannot help but focus on it.


We followJohn Spartan (Sylvester Stallone) the titular demolitionman, a cop
known for his rule-breaking and trail of destruction from catching the bad
guys. His nemesis Simon Phoenix (Wesley Snipes), tricks Spartan into
thinking he killed hostages he had taken, resulting in both being frozen for
their crimes in 1996 L.A. They then wake up for parole in San Angeles, in the
far future of 2032 (nearly there!). Phoenix escapes and they find out that in
this future utopia the police are totally unable to deal with the violence he
brings, so they, thanks to 90s enthusiast Lenina Huxley, (Sandra Bullock pre-
Speed breakout household name status) thaw out Spartan to try and cope
with the whirlwind that Phoenix has unleashed.


This film defines the 90s to me, I first saw it on rental VHS from the local
paper shop, and it clicked right away.


My brother was the big Sly fan (we saw Rocky V in cinemas!) and I was the
Snipes fan (mostly due to New Jack City) but the action, the sci-fi, Dennis
Leary in full Bill Hicks mode, bit part Jack Black and Jessie Ventura, it was all
the 90s in one place. People call Star Trek prescient for all the things it
predicted, but Demolition Man cannot be overlooked (bar the mention of
Laser Disc in 2023, I will be the only one talking about it then). Electric cars,
voice control lights, social distancing, thinking of people's feelings, eating
better and safer sex. It has all come truer and truer.


Hell, they even had to change Taco Bell to Pizza Hut in some countries, as we
didn’t have Taco Bell in the UK and Europe at the time! It also has amazing
action; I dare you not to watch the opening scene pre-titles and not end up
watching the whole movie.


It was so good it was recreated lock stock in the video game, the Mega CD
version being the last title to be released for the add-on in the USA. Sure, it
was a Turrican rip off, but it wasn't as bad as Universal Soldier (close though).
It was so far ahead of the times. The 3DO version of the game was made at
the same time as the movie and has full live action clips, as well as new
footage from the actors in gameplay.


I still feel that Demolition Man has aged well. You still see people talking
about “the three seashells” and other fun bits from the movie.


It always makes me think of the 90s and feel 13 again, even if I have
upgraded from VHS to laserdisc to DVD. Now I can watch it at home in HD
on Blu-ray with a takeout Crunch Wrap supreme, living in the future it
thought was so farfetched.


Send a maniac to catch a maniac? Send UberEATS to get me a Taco.


@Dvdmike is back again with more great movie reviews. Some have questioned the inclusion of movie reviews
in our magazine, stating that more games reviews would be better. Although giving you a sliver of ‘90s culture is


an important part of our goal to drive home that nostalgic kick in the groin, we thought four reviews was,
perhaps, a bit much so we’ve cut it down to two reviews…and used the extra page for TV shows instead! IN YOUR
FACE! In the immortal words of Rage against the Machine: “f*ck you I won’t do what you tell me!” (although there


are a lot more game reviews than last time so you do kinda win…bugger…)


Jurassic
Park


DUH DA DUH DUH DUH DA
DUH DUH DUH!


Yeah, its 1993, so it was all
about Jurassic Park. How can
this not be a featured review?
It was July 16th, 1993. After
school it was home for tea
and then I met up wtih my
friend Chris and his brother to
start queueing outside the
MGM in Westover Road,
Bournemouth. You used to
have to queue outside a
cinema kids! And in a time
when you could get to the
end of the queue to find out
that the film was sold out,
too!


It was the movie we all wanted to see at school. Not since Batman in 89
was a film all over trading cards, food, posters and stickers. It was
practically a mainstay on “Movies Games and Videos” on ITV every
week. It felt like the trailer played before every movie we saw on a
Saturday afternoon for a year.


This was Snr. Speilbergo at the very top of his blockbuster game. People
forget that this and Schlinder’s List hit in the same year and shows the
versatility that he still exhibits today.


This was a pure popcorn movie with YET ANOTHER! John WIlliams
iconic score. Like Indy, Star Wars and Superman before it, hum it and
people will figure it out.


Based on the novel Billy and the Cloneasaurus from Michael Crichton,
which was already a massive hit, this took the CG from 1991’s T2 and,
along with the late, great Stan Winston’s practically built dinos, they
made you believe that they had managed to bring back dinosaurs for
real.


The casting was eccentric then and iconic now, Laura Dern, Sam Neill
and Jeff Goldblum with a tiny supporting role from then bit player Sam
Jackson, they were there to make the eye-candy believable.


We all know the story now, the hubris of man tamed by nature.
Spielberg has been here before, even, with Jaws. Dr. Grant is a little-
removed version of Dr. Jones too, but none of it matters as it all feels
new here.


Scorsese bemoans the Marvel films as rollercoaster rides, and I don’t
see that as a bad thing, as that is what this is and I am yet to meet the
person who gets off a ride like this and says they were bored.


This was a film that pushed cinema tech also. The first digital face
replacement on a stunt person (still holds up also) and the first film to
have DTS sound (both on Laserdisc and in select cinemas). DTS was the
sound format of Spielberg, he wanted to use the 8 channel digital Sony
format SDDS on the earlier Hook, but it broke when he was shown a
demo of the system. He then went to DTS and together they made the
format based on what Dolby started with Dolby Digital in 1991, only
massively more advanced (the audio was plates from a synced CD-
ROM!).


The brand may have been diluted with sequels
(Lost World was my fave action film of ‘97 though)
and Chris McPratt, but if it’s on TV or Netflix, you
just watch it, don't you!
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We couldn’t cover all of the games in our cheats section this issue. Therefore ROB HAS kindly sourced


SOME OF THE BEST CODES OUT THERE. For all you who are too chicken to play a game properly!


STREET FIGHTER 2
Special attacks only:


Press Down, Z, Up, X, Z, Y, B, C at the Capcom logo. Normal attacks
will be disabled after game play starts. Alternatively, press Down, C,
Up, A(2), B(2), C at the Capcom logo.


Fight as same character:


Press Down, Z, Up, X, A, Y, B, C on controller two at the battle mode
screen that allows either match play or elimination rules to be
enabled. A sound will confirm correct code entry. The same
character may be selected more than one time.


Turbo champion mode:


Press Down, Z, Up, X, A, Y, B, C at the Street Fighter 2 logo.


Controller configuration:


Hold Start after character selection. A controller configuration screen
will appear.


Alternate costumes:


Press Start at the character selection screen to choose a fighter and
fight in their alternative costume.


SHINOBI III
Invincibility:


Choose the "S.E." selection on the options menu. Press B to play the
"He Runs", "Japonesque", "Shinobi Walk", "Sakura", and "Getufu" songs
(in that order).


Unlimited weapons:


Set the "Shurikens" selection on the options menu to 0. Set the
"Sounds" option to "Shuriken". Highlight the "Shurikens" option again
and the 0 will change into the symbol for infinity.


ALADDIN
Cheat mode:


Press A, C, A, C, A, C,
A, C, B(4) at the options screen. Cheat options such as level select,
invincibility, and "freezability" (press Start to pause) will appear.


Level skip:


Pause game play and press A, B(2), A(2), B(2), A.


MORTAL KOMBAT
Gore Code:


On the screen that starts “the word code…..” enter: A,B,A,C,A,B,B. If
entered successfully you’ll see the text change colour to red, and
hear Scorpion say “get over here”


Cheat Menu:


Get to the start/options screen and enter: Down, Up, Left, Left, A,
Right, Down. Another option will now appear called 'Cheat Enabled.
Go to this option and press start.


Fatalities:


Johnny Cage:


Decapitation (Close) – F, F, F, HP


Kano:


Heartrip (Close) – B, D, F, LP


Liu Kang:


Cartwheel Uppercut (Sweep) – F, U, B, D


Raiden:


Electric Decapitation (Close) – F, B, B, B, HP


Scorpion:


Toasty (Sweep) - [BLK], U, U


Sonya:


Kiss of Death (Sweep) – F, F, B, B, BLK


Sub-Zero:


Spine Rip (Close) – F, D, F, HP


SONIC CD
Level Select:


At the title screen, press: Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, B


COOL SPOT
Level skip and invincibility:


Pause game play and press C, A, B, C, B, A, C, A, B, C, B, A, C. A sound
will confirm correct code entry. The current level will be completed.
Spot will be invincible when the next level begins.


MICRO MACHINES
Fast car:


Pause game play and press Up, Down, A, B, Left, Right, C, Start.


Expert mode:


Pause game play and press Left, Right, Left, Right, Up, Down, Start,
Down. For even more of a challenge, pause game play and press
Left, Down, Up, Down, Right, Down, A, Down.


Increased traction:


Pause game play and press A, Up, B, Down, C, Left, Start, Right.


Unlimited lives:


Pause game play and press B, Down, C, Down, Up, Down, Left, Right.


Bad collisions:


Pause game play and press C, Up, Left, Right, A, B, A, C.
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